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Abstract

Patient locus of control is a strong determinant of health outcomes, yet health care
professionals do not typically address it in care plans. In fact, management of most
medical conditions is hindered because the treating physician has little information
about the patient’s locus of control. This research addresses the question “How can
locus of control be used to enable health care practitioners to improve medical
outcomes?”

Research Methodology. Using an engaged scholarship approach incorporating the
Elaborated Action Design Research methodology, the research drives the guided,
emergent design of a novel protocol and two separate artifacts for management of
health locus of control.

Diagnosis. Utilizing feedback from 19 interviews with health care professionals and
patients conducted in seven locations over the period July 2019 through November
2020, the research narrows and clarifies the problem space, positing a generalized
protocol for identifying, assessing, and engaging the patient in modification of their
health locus of control.

viii

Design. Synthesizing the insights of two focus groups with seasoned health care
professionals, the research further clarifies the nascent solution space and designs
novel artifacts for (a) assessing a patient’s potential for improved engagement in the
course of care and (b) identifying, prioritizing, and communicating the steps necessary
for health care practitioners to effect this change. The resulting solutions combine to
present a method, confirmed by two independent simulations, for health care
professionals to help patients move to an efficacious locus of control, independent of
disease category or diagnosis, engaging them fully in clinical interventions.

Research Contributions, Limitations, and Future Research. Finally, the research
identifies the conclusions, limitations, and future research of the effort, suggesting next
steps in realizing the full value of managing patient locus of control.
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Chapter One: Introduction

In clinical settings, evidence suggests that patients’ sense of control—what and how
much they possess—has a meaningful influence on the outcome of care. This locus of
control is so closely tied to health outcomes that patients with the same acuity and care
plan but different locus of control can see very different results. Health care
professionals and insurers are beginning to recognize the opportunity to influence
outcomes and are challenged to develop an implementable protocol for affecting patient
determinants of health locus of control.

Statement of the Problem
Locus of control is defined specifically as the basis in which an individual relates to a
challenge, issue, or problem. This locus can be either internal, that is, identifying
personal responsibility as the primary driver for outcomes, or external, identifying
chance or powerful others such as God, a parent, or other authority figure as the
primary driver (Rotter, 1966).

Wallston, Wallston, and DeVellis (1978) expanded this research in health care with
development of the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control scales. The impact of
patient health locus of control on clinical outcomes has been well documented in
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scholarly literature, with several studies identifying the improved efficacy of internal
versus external locus of control (Cvengros, Christensen, Hillis, & Rosenthal, 2007;
Rajamma & Pelton, 2010; Richard, Dionne, & Nouwen, 2011). However, existing
studies have typically been limited to specific disease categories, patient demographics,
or types of health care systems. Because of the narrow and ungeneralized nature of
prior research, the issue of patient health locus of control has achieved a low to
moderate level of maturity in the clinical community.

Given the state of the problem, solutions involving management of patient locus of
control are virtually non-existent, notwithstanding the evidence of its impact.
Consequently, the solution space for patient health locus of control has achieved a low
level of maturity in the clinical community, identifying a significant opportunity for
development of an effective protocol and its implementation.

Significance of the Study
A substantial percentage of medical procedures experience complications before,
during, or after treatment (Healey, Shackford, & Osler, 2002). While factors such as
physician error explain some of this, there are many situations in which similar patient
circumstances produce widely different results (Krumholz, 2013).

Amyx, Mowen, and Hamm (2000), Chambers, Katic, Chiu, Redelmeier, Levinson, Kiss,
and Hwang (2013), and Flórez, Aguirre, Viladrich, Céspedes, De La Cruz, and AbraídoLanza (2009) identified that a patient’s health locus of control significantly impacts
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disease recognition, prevention, and management. Recognition of medical problems is
often delayed or ignored by patients because of low self-efficacy or health value
(Auerbach, Clore, Kiesler, Orr, Pegg, Quick, & Wagner, 2002; Rajamma & Pelton,
2010), and prevention, useful only when a condition is acknowledged, is often not
practiced because of neuroticism or lack of social support (Chambers, Katic, Chiu,
Redelmeier, Levinson, Kiss, and Hwang, 2013; Rajamma & Pelton, 2010).

More importantly, management of most medical conditions is often hindered because
the treating physician has little knowledge of the impact of patient locus of control. The
insight from prior research is that patients whose health locus of control is internal, that
is, oriented on personal responsibility, fare significantly better in clinical outcomes than
patients whose locus of control is external, that is, placing responsibility on chance or
powerful others (Cvengros, Christensen, Hillis, & Rosenthal, 2007; Rajamma & Pelton,
2010; Richard, Dionne, & Nouwen, 2011).

A significant gap in knowledge appears from these insights: although the correlation
between locus of control and clinical outcomes has been demonstrated, the next step of
managing locus of control to produce better outcomes has not been taken. Completing
this research will take the important next step.

Research Question
Consequently, the following research question motivates the research herein:
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RQ: How can locus of control be used to enable health care practitioners to
improve medical outcomes?

Closely related questions developed as the research progressed, and these subordinate
questions are identified in the corresponding chapters.

Research Motivation
The goal of this research is to take an engaged scholarship approach (Van de Ven,
2007) to develop the guided, emergent design (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004) of
an appropriate technology-enabled protocol for health care professionals to test in
clinical settings.

This research explores the shifting of patient locus of control, utilizing innovations in
clinical technology to develop a novel physician protocol that demonstrates improved
patient engagement across multiple acuities. This is done by examining a review of
existing literature, the method of artifact development, evolution of artifact design,
conclusions and evaluation of artifact utility, and further research. But why do this?

The wide range of medical outcomes, occurring regularly for even the simplest of
procedures, was first noticed by the author when his parents experienced simultaneous
health issues. The author’s mother, an active senior in good health, was diagnosed
with colon cancer and underwent a colon re-sectioning, an invasive procedure
comprising removal of the diseased part of the colon. In the same timeframe the
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author’s father, a sedentary senior who struggled with a lifetime of obesity, was
diagnosed with heart disease and underwent open-heart surgery. The typical
hospitalization period for both procedures was approximately seven days (Raymond,
Dastur, Khot, & Parker, 2008; Li, Cai, Mukamel, & Cram, 2013), while the full recovery
period for colon re-sectioning was approximately one week (Raymond, Dastur, Khot, &
Parker, 2008) and for open-heart surgery 4-6 weeks (Harvard Medical School, 2021).
The experiences of the mother and father both varied from the norm, with the mother
receiving an early discharge from the hospital and the father requiring extended care.
The period to full recovery was radically different for each, however, with the mother
resuming normal activity in less than a week, while the father was unable to sustain
ordinary walking for extended periods many months after discharge. The key factor
observed between the mother and father was the degree to which each embraced and
engaged, that is, internalized, the care treatment plan as a full participant in the
objective of their outcome.

The ultimate motivation of the research stems from the author’s experience: to improve
patient engagement, and thereby, clinical outcomes. While traditional medical training
focuses on paternalistic methods of improvement, treating the patient as object, the
objective of this research is to tap into the resources of the patient as an active
participant in care. With many cases exhibiting wide variation from typical or expected
outcomes, a duty is owed to examine all means to improve patient engagement. This is
the motivation of the research conducted here: to engage the patient maximally,
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employing the full panoply of resources available to the provider to guide and deliver
care.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

In achieving and maintaining good health, individuals rely upon practitioners of medicine
to diagnose and advise appropriate courses of treatment for injury and illness. An
integral part of treatment is the individual’s participation in the course of care.

Often an otherwise successful care plan is frustrated by an individual’s lack of
adherence or compliance with the prescribed treatment. Reasons for this vary from
access to appropriate resources to insufficient financial capacity and quality of care. In
the latter case, quality is often impacted by the individual’s perspective of responsibility,
that is, their internal or external locus of control.

Specifically, an individual may accept responsibility for participating in their care, an
internal locus of control, or avoid responsibility for their care, placing accountability on
either chance or powerful others (e.g., God, a parent, or doctor). Research has shown
that this locus of control has a significant impact on the success of a course of care.
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This chapter describes the identification, review, and analysis of such research as a
requisite step to expanding on the knowledge and management of patient locus of
control.

The approach to the literature review follows naturally from the motivation identified in
Chapter One. Navigating from the general premise of locus of control, the search of
prior research identifies global aspects of the phenomena which bound the problem
space, and focusing on the gaps in the problem space, notably, the lack of methods to
manage locus of control, the literature review is narrowed to focus on solutions to the
problem. Thus proceeds the research approach.

Search Approach
A two-stage approach to review of the prior literature was used. First, a global literature
search was performed to assemble relevant dimensions of the problem space and
categories of analytic importance. Second, a focused search of topical databases was
performed, applying the information gleaned from the first step to hone in on studies,
and corresponding knowledge gaps, of precise relevance to the research question.
These steps are detailed here.

Global search
The global literature search was performed using Google Scholar, identifying peerreviewed articles written about health locus of control. The results of this search
identified over one million articles citing the search term. The results were ordered by
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Hirsch index and journal impact factor, prioritizing those with the higher of either
measure, and the first 100 abstracts reviewed for applicability to the research question.
Of these, 26 articles were determined to relate directly to the research question and
selected for detailed review.

To understand and synthesize the literature, four measures were identified ranking the
selected articles on provenance or credibility, objectivity, persuasiveness, and value or
contribution. The details of this analysis are presented in Appendix A.

Several key dimensions of research were synthesized from the global search. These
were:

1. Locus of control can be segmented into three discrete sub-components,
namely, internal locus, external locus of chance, and external locus of
powerful others.

Hiroto (1974), Cohen, Rothbart, and Phillips (1976), and Wallston, Maides,
and Wallston, (1976) conducted foundational research defining health locus
of control. Their efforts expanded Rotter’s early work on general locus of
control and delineated the specific sub-components of patient engagement.
Hiroto, utilizing individually administered audio stimuli, and Cohen and
colleagues, using shared consequence stimuli with paired test subjects,
described observations of externalizing behavior. Similarly, Wallston and
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colleagues, utilizing a resource availability test, identified evidence and
internalization.

2. There exist several primary factors that influence or reinforce locus of control,
specifically, health value, peer attitudes, learned helplessness, self-efficacy,
socio-economic background, and religiosity.

Hiroto (1974) and Cohen, Rothbart, and Phillips (1976) carried the research
of external locus of control a step further with their studies, defining the direct
correlation between learned helplessness and external locus of control,
registering 20% to 60% greater helplessness for externalizing individuals.
Similarly, Lau and Ware (1981), Lau (1982), Abella and Heslin (1984), and
Weiss and Larsen (1990) advanced prior research on internalization by
defining the direct correlation between health value, peer attitudes, and
internal locus of control. Of particular note is Abella and Heslin’s research,
which found a 10% to 16% higher level of health care engagement among
internalizing individuals; this was subsequently confirmed by Weiss and
Larsen, identifying as much as a 2-to-1 correlative effect of health value, peer
attitudes, and self-efficacy with internalizing behaviors. Donenfeld (2008),
replicated the earlier work of Hiroto, Cohen and colleagues, combining an
audio stimulus and shared consequence test with paired subjects and refining
the correlation of learned helplessness and its effect on external locus of
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control, revealing a 16% higher experience of anxiety among externalizing
individuals.

Rosenstock, Strecher, and Becker (1988) and Norman (1995) extended the
research on the correlation of health value and self-efficacy to internal locus
of control, with Norman’s study demonstrating clear statistical correlation
(p < 0.05) between self-efficacy and health value and successful
management of self-directed behaviors such as smoking (where
internalization correlation was 15 times greater than externalization), alcohol
use, exercise, and dietary control. Wrightson and Wardle (1997) and
Poortinga, Dunstan, and Fone (2008) subsequently expanded knowledge of
internalization by identifying socio-economic status as a key driver of selfefficacy and health value; Wrightson and Wardle, for example, found a 22%
greater range of internalizing and externalizing behaviors (capacity of change)
for those with blue-collar jobs and a 14% lesser range for those who were
highly religious, while Poortinga and colleagues confirmed correlation
between internalization and age, income, and employment status.

Saudia, Kinney, Brown, and Young-Ward (1991), Masters and Wallston
(2005), and O’Hea, Grothe, Bodenlos, Boudreaux, White, and Brantley (2005)
studied the effect of religiosity on locus of control. Where Saudia and
colleagues found minimal effect of religiosity when undifferentiated by other
locus of control factors, Masters and Wallston’s found that religiosity acts
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positively when coupled with aspects of internalization and negatively with
externalizing behaviors, and O’Hea confirmed this among chronic diabetic
patients.

Wallston and colleagues’ intensive study of health locus of control tied the
disparate factors together (K. Wallston, B. Wallston, & DeVellis, 1978;
Wallston, 1991; Wallston, Malcarne, Flores, Hansdottir, Smith, Stein,
Weisman, and Clements, 1999; Wallston, 2005), supported by important
quantitative analysis replicated by Marshall (1991). Marshall’s work
introduced the concept of non-linear dimensionality, that is, that the
interaction of factors of internalization and externalization suggest a twodimensional range of variation (a critical component of relative health locus of
control advanced later in this research).

Limitations of locus of control were outlined by Winefield (1982)—not
surprisingly, the lack of reliabilty of chance as a driver of health locus of
control—and Armitage, Norman, and Conner (2002), who found—again, not
surprisingly—that planned behavior was a more accurate predictor of health
behavior than locus of control. Both studies, however, found substantial
correlation among locus of control and the effect of identified influences.
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3. Identification of context-specific factors which interact with locus of control,
such as differences in age, gender, or clinical focus (e.g., diabetes, smoking
cessation, arthritis, cancer, etc.):

A number of studies focused on narrow observations of health locus of
control, collectively identifying commonalities of effects among differing
circumstances, conditions, co-morbidities, and acuities. Notable among these
were Lau (1982) on the correlation of general health habits and
internalization; Hoorens and Buunk (1993) on the correlation of optimism and
internalization; Luszczynska and Schwarzer (2005) on the correlation of
health-promoting activities such as exercise and diet with internalization;
Schneider, Körner, Mehring, Wensing, Elwyn, and Szecsenyi (2006) who
identified a 14.2% greater interest in health-related information and 16.5%
greater involvement in care among internalizing patients.

Conversely, Graffeo & Silvestri (2006) found negligible correlation between
student health habits and internalization, but did find correlation among health
habits (e.g., seat belt use, alcohol and smoking avoidance). However,
potential responder bias was identified as a contributor to the findings, since
the study was administered by the students’ teacher.
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From these dimensions arose several common findings. These were:

A. A positive correlation exists between internal locus of control and successful
health outcomes, and a negative correlation exists between external locus of
control and overall health.

B. External locus of control is directly correlated with learned helplessness, peer
attitudes, and religiosity, and inversely correlated with health value, socioeconomic attainment, and self-efficacy.

C. Generalizability of the knowledge of locus of control in the clinical
environment has been limited and insights have varied greatly with clinical
focus.

The dimensions and preliminary findings from the global search identified more precise
search terms useful in the next stage of the literature review, the focused search.

Focused search
Findings from the global search generated a more specific set of search terms relating
to management of health locus of control. This focused set of terms, namely internal
and external locus of control, factors and effects, outcomes, and clinical or physician,
provided a basis for identifying research more closely addressing the research question.
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In addition, review of the global search articles suggested that most research centered
on management and social sciences issues. Thus, the focused search was performed
on these databases, zeroing in on internal and external factors and effects of health
locus of control. The precise protocol followed these steps:

1. The first step was a search of the ABI/INFORM Global database, querying
abstracts for health locus of control AND internal and external AND factors or
effects, and limiting the results to full text peer-reviewed articles of any date.
This search returned no articles.

2. The search was then expanded to query the same terms anywhere with the
same filters, and this returned 90 articles.

3. After reviewing the first 20 abstracts, it was noted that many articles dealt with
non-clinical circumstances of locus of control, where the research question
focuses on the effects of locus of control and ways it may be changed in the
clinical environment. The search was run again adding physician to the
search terms and this returned 10 articles. Review of these confirmed the
applicability of six articles to the research question.
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4. Next, the EBSCOhost database was queried to compare articles from a social
sciences perspective. A slightly different progression of terms was run as
outlined below, returning the following articles:

•

“locus of control” AND health (abstract only) > 3,507 articles

•

“locus of control” AND healthcare (abstract only) > 611 articles

•

same terms adding outcomes > 146 articles

•

same terms adding physician > 9 articles

5. Reviewing the articles again, a different set from those returned by
ABI/INFORM appeared, of which eight were of appropriate applicability.
These were added to the initial results, yielding 14 articles precisely focused
on the research question.

The articles resulting from the focused search are summarized in Appendix B.

Framing the Problem
A summary of the literature from the focused search identified four categories of insights
revealed in the existing research, namely, (a) definitions and examples of health locus
of control, (b) factors shaping health locus of control, (c) effects of health locus of
control, and (d) measures that influence health locus control. These categories act as
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guideposts that collectively frame the problem, specifically definitions, causes, effects,
and influences.

From this construct, it is possible to develop a means to manage patient locus of
control. These foundational elements are outlined in the following tables:

TABLE 1
Definitions and Examples of Health Locus of Control
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TABLE 1 (cont.)
Definitions and Examples of Health Locus of Control

The synthesis of Table 1 is definition of the discrete components of locus of control,
namely, internal, chance, and powerful others loci. In addition, as the work of the
respective researchers identifies, several notable examples of effects and impacts of
locus of control on outcomes are presented, establishing the correlation between locus
of control, patient engagement, and medical outcomes.
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TABLE 2
Factors Shaping Health Locus of Control

Table 2 is a critical link between prior research and generalizability of findings. As
illustrated, researchers Amyx, Ayalon, Auerbach and others separately identified factors
shaping locus of control for individual cases and discrete populations. Table 2 ties
these disparate findings together, summarizing them into four primary categories of
general actionability, namely, demographic, personal, environmental, and societal
factors. This presents the first step toward developing a rubric for management of locus
of control.
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TABLE 3
Effects of Health Locus of Control

The insights derived in Table 3 link the components of locus of control in Table 1 with
the factors effecting locus of control in Table 2, identifying effects associated with
changing aspects of both. This is the cognitive leap bringing together the work of prior
researchers on the correlation of locus of control and driving toward identifiable
consequences of changing it.

TABLE 4
Measures to Influence Health Locus of Control
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Table 4 represents the synthesis of the prior three tables, that is, (a) identifying
measures, (b) that can be applied to factors of locus of control, (c) to obtain effects
contributing to, (d) more efficacious locus of control. For example, working backwards,
increasing patient health knowledge improves patient health value and engagement
(Table 4), which in turn improves treatment receptivity (Table 3) by leveraging personal
factors of internalization (Table 2), leading to improved satisfaction with care and
accelerated return to work (Table 1). Thus, we have identified a causal path of action
for managing health locus of control.

Synthesis of the prior research revealed several fundamental, generalizable points:

1. Patient locus of control is manifested across a continuum from internal
orientation, that is, where a patient accepts responsibility for their condition
and engages in the course of care to address it, to external orientation, where
a patient avoids responsibility for their health and blames other factors for
their condition. This latter orientation is further divided into chance, holding
fate, genetics, or other factors beyond their control responsible, or powerful
others, holding God, the physician, parents, or others responsible.

2. There are four categories of factors which shape patients’ locus of control and
impact clinical outcomes. These are: demographic factors such as gender,
race, education, or income; personal factors such as health value, selfefficacy, religiosity, or behavioral health; environmental factors such as
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condition severity and progression or procedural complexity and intensity; and
societal factors such as availability of social support.

3. There are a number of effects associated with differing health locus of control.
Chief among these are cognitive dissonance, receptivity to treatment,
expectation of health outcomes, and adjustment to illness or recovery.

4. Identified factors can be influenced to modify deleterious effects of patient
locus of control, thus improving health outcomes.

Of note was the consensus of prior research regarding the definitions and factors
contributing to locus of control across different health conditions, acuities, and
demographics (Tables 1 and 2). Much of the exposition of findings ended there,
however, failing to explore the commonalities across the categories of care delivery.

Further, while many researchers established strong correlation between locus of control
and specific health circumstances—and later researchers even cited effects of the
phenomena—little research has been done to isolate measures of influence that might
be common and implementable across the range of medical conditions. This confirms
the significance of the research question and framing of the problem: How can locus of
control be used to enable health care practitioners to improve medical outcomes?
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology

The insights gleaned from the literature review highlighted the impact of locus of control
on health outcomes and confirmed a gap in application of this knowledge. This gap
strongly supports the development of a locus of control protocol for health care
practitioners to incorporate in their clinical care plans.

Design Science Research Process
To this end, the design science research process lends itself readily to development of
a tool to modify patient health locus of control. Hevner, March, Park, and Ram (2004)
identified seven key guidelines for effective design science research:

1. Artifact. Design science research must produce a definable construct, model,
method, or instantiation.

2. Relevance. Design science research must produce solutions to important,
timely, and germane issues.
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3. Evaluation. The value of an artifact must be defended using reasonable and
accepted methods of assessment.

4. Contribution. Design science research must provide defensible contributions
of the artifact.

5. Rigor. Design science research must apply traditional academic
thoroughness to development, application, and assessment of the artifact.

6. Process. Design science research must consider previously available
knowledge and means to reach desired ends.

7. Communication. Design science research must be conveyed effectively to all
stakeholders.

Hevner (2007) suggested a three-cycle method of attaining these objectives, namely,
the relevance cycle, the design cycle, and the rigor cycle. Mullarkey and Hevner (2019)
further amplified detailed steps of the design science research cycles, identifying these
as problem formulation, artifact creation, evaluation, reflection, and learning. Ultimately
this was codified as the Elaborated Action Design Research methodology illustrated at
Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1
Elaborated Action Design Research Cycle

Given the key guidelines of effective design science research, notably, artifact creation,
relevance, and contribution, most wicked problems of practice are well suited to the
design science research approach. This is especially true in health care and other
highly technical fields where premium is placed on research rigor. Thus, the method to
develop, test, and refine a design artifact for management of health locus of control
followed the eADR process.
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Elaborated Action Design Research Plan
The eADR methodology used to conduct the research followed the process model
illustrated at Figure 2.

FIGURE 2
Elaborated Action Design Research Plan

Diagnosis
Diagnosis, or delineation of the problem, was established from three sources: gaps in
prior research, insights from health care professionals, and direct observation of clinical
experience. The gaps in prior research were previously detailed in Chapter Two; the
insights from the other activities follow.
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Direct observation of clinical experience
In the course of the author’s work managing a national health plan, the recurring
phenomena of disparate outcomes was noted for patients with similar conditions,
acuities, and demographics. These situations, observed regularly in claims experience
covering approximately 60,000 patients over a six-year period from May 2014 through
September 2020, were emphasized when the author’s parents experienced
simultaneous health issues. An examination of their differing recovery experiences
closely coincided with the premise highlighted in prior studies, that is, that the degree of
engagement by the patient in the course of care (internalization) could be managed for
better outcomes.

Insights from health care professionals
A series of fact-finding conversations were conducted with health care professionals,
practice personnel, and patients over the period July 2019 to November 2020, to
determine the understanding, prevalence, orientation, and receptivity to locus of control
and its management. The insights developed from this data gathering confirmed the
findings from the literature review, specifically, that both the problem and solution space
of health locus of control were immature and undeveloped.

These independent perspectives were synthesized as part of the research methodology
and are presented in Chapter Four: Diagnosis Cycle, Chapter Five: Design Cycle A,
and Chapter Six: Design Cycle B.
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Having formulated the problem of managing health locus of control, an initial artifact
was created incorporating proposed solutions addressing the gaps in application of
knowledge. Feedback gleaned from data-gathering during the diagnosis phase,
overlaying the gaps of knowledge revealed in the literature review, confirmed that a
protocol enabling the modification of patient health locus of control must comprise the
following activities:

1. Identification of patients’ existing patient health locus of control (internal,
chance, powerful others).

2. Assessment of factors impacting patient health locus of control.

3. Application of clinical interventions to move patients from external to internal
locus of control.

These activities combined to construct an initial artifact, a theoretical method of
management of health locus of control defined in Chapter Four.

Design
Once the initial artifact was developed, a study protocol was conceived and submitted
for Institutional Board Review with the University of South Florida Muma College of
Business. This protocol, identified as Study 001997 – Managing Health Locus of
Control in Patient-Provider Relationships, proposed a two-stage qualitative research
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effort consisting of focus groups of health care professionals to review, refine, and
revise the conceptual model to maximize efficacy and optimize practitioner receptivity
and use.

The Institutional Review Board approved the study protocol in January 2021 and the
focus group research was conducted with six participants in two ninety-minute sessions
over the period February 2021 to April 2021. The results of these focus groups are
detailed in two design cycles described in Chapters Five and Six.

Lastly, the data collected in each focus group was coded using a phenomenological
approach and the resulting information categorized to identify key insights common to
the participants’ experience. These insights were used to develop a novel assessment
questionnaire and clinical intervention report, producing a refined and optimized set of
artifacts to manage patient locus of control.

The final artifacts were developed from feedback obtained during the design cycles and
tested in simulations with health care professionals. This simulated use of the design
artifact, together with the best methods of implementing the health locus of control
protocol, together with additional knowledge gaps identified in the process, are detailed
in Chapter Seven: Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Research.
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Chapter Four: Diagnosis Cycle

Problem Formulation
Problem formulation based on direct observation
The initial identification of the problem involving health locus of control arose from the
author’s work managing a national health plan. In this work, the author managed a
provider network comprising over 600 acute care hospitals and 1,400 sub-acute
facilities, observing care for approximately 60,000 patients over a six-year period from
May 2014 through September 2020. In the course of observing claims experience for
the plan, the recurring phenomena of disparate outcomes was noted for patients with
similar conditions, acuities, and demographics.

Problem formulation based on literature
The review of the literature concerning health locus of control, covered in Chapter Two,
provided the initial insight of a framework of common challenges and outcomes.

Where direct observation provided an initial glimpse of the problem, prior research
confirmed that internal health locus of control contributed to better prevention,
discovery, and treatment of medical conditions than external health locus of control, as
well as modifying behaviors impacting health. However, this research centered on the
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incidence of health locus of control as a factor in various disease categories and
conditions, rather than the comparative impact of the different types of health locus of
control.

Where the impact of health locus of control was studied, research objectives and
methods did not address (a) the generalizability of the findings to all health conditions or
(b) the means of changing patient health locus of control. The need for effective
evaluation of patient orientation and capacity for change, together with the requirement
for an appropriate means of effecting change, combined to narrow and focus the
problem to three specific stages to be addressed: identification of baseline locus of
control, assessment of the capacity for change, and engagement of the patient in the
course of care.

A graphical representation is presented at Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3
Health Locus of Control Problem Space

Conclusions from problem formulation
As discussed in Chapter Two, conclusions drawn from the literature validated the
impact of locus of control initially observed and further confirmed a gap in the
application of knowledge. This gap strongly supported the need for a protocol and
system to incorporate health locus of control in clinical care plans. Specifically, the
challenge of modifying patient health locus of control should comprise the following
activities:

1. Identification of existing patient health locus of control (internal, chance,
powerful others) (Axelsson, 2019; Conklin, 2020; Munassi, 2020).
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2. Assessment of factors impacting patient health locus of control (Bender,
2020; Feldman, 2020; Nahum, 2020).

3. Application of clinical interventions to move patients from external to internal
locus of control (Bell, 2019; Decosmo, 2020; Feldman, 2020; Munassi, 2020;
Stanton, 2020).

In addition, more detailed knowledge gaps were identified involving patient
demographics and circumstances.

Impact of condition, acuity, and progression on problem formulation
From his research, Fowers (1994) noted that disease severity and progression in
cardiac cases directly impacted patient engagement, leading to diminished capacity to
internalize responsibility for health. Researcher So (2002) also found that manual
procedures performed by practitioners on acupuncture patients increased the reliance
on powerful others, a component of externalization. These circumstances were also
observed in direct observations by the author and interviews with patients involving
childbirth, appendectomy, and colorectal surgery (Moruzzi, 2019; T. Wallace, 2019).

Impact of patient demographics on problem formulation
The characteristics of patient demographics presented the least corroborated factors in
health locus of control. While Amyx, Mowen, and Hamm (2000) and Ayalon and Young
(2005) found direct relationships between income, education, gender, and race on locus
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of control, the author’s direct observation of his mother and father, related previously,
paralleled weakly with these examples. Further, the author found little corroboration of
the impact of race on locus of control in either direct observation or interviews with
health care professionals and patients. While a correlation with religiosity was indicated
(Axelsson, 2019), the impact of race was acknowledged as unactionable and limited to
an evaluative component of the problem and potential solution space.

Summary of problem
Taking together the prior research, direct observation, and initial fact-finding from health
care professionals, the problem was succinctly summarized by the overarching
research question: How can locus of control be used to enable health care practitioners
to improve medical outcomes?

In clinical terms, this translates to: What factors of patient locus of control that impact
medical outcomes can be influenced by clinical interventions?

This further breaks the problem down into the following points, incorporated as
subordinate research questions:

RQa

How to implement and administer a means of identifying existing patient
health locus of control (internal, chance, or powerful others)?
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RQb

How to develop and administer a method of assessing factors that
influence a patient’s health locus of control?

RQc

How to establish and administer a mechanism for communicating patientspecific clinical interventions to bring about stronger internalized locus of
control?

Thus commenced the artifact creation of the diagnosis cycle.

Artifact Creation
Development of novel protocol
Insights developed from direct observation and findings from the literature review
confirmed that both the problem and solution space of health locus of control were
immature and undeveloped. Further, these findings suggested that a method of
facilitating the modification of patient health locus of control should comprise the
activities of identification, assessment, and patient engagement.

Role of prior art in artifact creation
Wallston and colleagues’ (1978) work on the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control
scales established a useful rubric for elaboration of the novel protocol. As noted
previously, this construct, employing a six-point Likert scale survey, created a reliable
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foundation for measuring and calibrating a patient’s health locus of control on a linear
internal-external range. An example is provided in Appendix C.

Wallston and colleagues’ (1978) work stopped short, however, of examining the
interaction between the two circumstances, that is, the differing effects of simultaneous
internalization and externalization. Examples of this would be an individual with
obsessive-compulsive disorder, who both internalizes responsibility for a condition or
circumstance and externalizes the cause, or an individual with depersonalization
disorder, who avoids acknowledgement and neither identifies the existence of a
circumstance nor accepts responsibility for it.

From this, it was determined that a patient could actually tend toward one of four
manifestations of control orientation, namely, strong internal, strong external, conflicting,
or ambiguous. Because of the complex interactions of the internalizing and
externalizing factors noted previously in Tables 2, 3, and 4, especially as they relate to
factors that influence them, it became necessary to calibrate the effect of locus of
control relative to two dimensions instead of Wallston and colleagues’ (1978) linear
scale. This insight gave rise to an expansion of the Multidimensional Health Locus of
Control Scales in the form of the relative health locus of control measure, depicted in
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4
Relative Health Locus of Control Diagnostic Matrix

Understanding the direction and magnitude of change needed in both dimensions, it
was then necessary to construct a Likert scale tool similar to the Multidimensional
Health Locus of Control Scales to assess a patient’s capacity for change.

Stakeholder considerations in artifact creation
In fact-finding conducted in the diagnosis stage, the information burden of the modern
clinical environment was of significant concern (Axelsson, 2019; Conklin, 2020). This
information burden is well-known in the medical profession and the cause of a number
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of notable failures, such as Medtronic’s implantable diagnostic device, the Chronicle
(Herzlinger & Allyn, 2016).

Given the nascent maturity of the problem and solution space, there are a multitude of
similar considerations regarding stakeholders on the management of health locus of
control. Perhaps the best way to review these is through a stakeholder analysis.

Following is an examination of the specific stakeholders and their role in this wicked
problem:

•

Health care professionals

•

Health care facilities

•

Health care payors

•

Patients

•

Allied professionals

•

Health care educators

Health care professionals
The impact of locus of control research on health care professionals is perhaps the
greatest, exceeded only by that of patients.

While researchers have found that locus of control among health care professionals is
not correlated with their own health behavior (Pourhoseinzadeh, Gheibizadeh,
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Moradikalboland, & Cheraghian, 2017), other studies have ascertained that locus of
control plays a significant role in their effectiveness with patients (Libert, Merckaert,
Reynaert, Delvaux, Marchal, Etienne, Boniver, Klastersky, Scalliet, Slachmuylder, &
Razavi, 2007). Despite this known effect, the traditional medical school curriculum does
not offer significant training in the impact of locus of control.

The obvious consideration is that health care professionals must be exposed to the
effect of locus of control on their patients. This is understandably secondary to the
medical process of prescribing and performing care, but essential nonetheless. It thus
behooves all caregivers, and those organizations which support them, to understand a
patient’s health locus of control.

Health care facilities
Similar to that of health care professionals, managers and employees of health care
facilities must be made aware of the effect of locus of control on patient outcomes.

From the research, an average of 37% improvement in medical outcomes is achievable,
with this figure rising to as much as 89% for surgical and similar acuity procedures (see
Appendix B). Analysis of the potential impact on hospital costs calculated for a major
U.S. health care insurer (n~ = 349,000 annual admissions) revealed in excess of $250
million in avoided readmission costs achievable annually (Wallace & Feldman, 2020).
Thus, health care facilities are motivated to understand and implement locus of control
measures for patients engaged in facility care. Such action yields not only cost benefits
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to the hospital, but quality benefits for patients and family members engaged in the
course of care.

Health care payors
As referenced previously, at $14,400 per readmission and 15.6% of patients readmitted,
the financial impact of hospital readmissions is a material unnecessary cost on the
health care system (Wallace & Feldman, 2020). As financiers of such care, health care
payors are broadly motivated to consider locus of control in utilization management and
approved care treatment paths.

The impact of health locus of control, however, extends far beyond the costs of facility
care. The effect of locus of control on the full range of clinical interactions, from low
acuity colds, flu, and infections to intense genetic, chronic, and ambulatory conditions
such as obesity and diabetes, is astounding. In the U.S. alone, nearly $1.4 trillion
dollars is spent annually on non-facility, non-equipment, non-drug health care expenses
impacted by locus of control (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2020). It
thus benefits government, insurer, and employer health care payors to incorporate an
effective means of locus of control management in their health care plans and benefits.

Patients
The implication of the locus of control research for patients is, at the same time, obvious
and difficult to address. At first glance, patient engagement in the course of care is selfevident: participating and embracing a care treatment plan naturally elicits better results
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than passively engaging or ignoring it. It clearly benefits patients to engage in locus of
control modification wherever possible, through their provider, employer, health plan, or
even their own research.

But, as a lifestyle factor, modifying one’s locus of control is challenging. Nowhere is this
more evident than in amenable mortality rates. Amenable mortality, or deaths avoidable
by readily available care, placed the U.S. in the sixth decile (worse than 40% of the
world) for lifestyle conditions of heart disease, hypertension, and diabetes (GBD 2015
Healthcare Access and Quality Collaborators, 2017). Management of locus of control
literally means the difference between life and death for nearly 200,000 Americans each
year in just these three categories (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Heart
Disease, 2020; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Hypertension, 2020;
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Diabetes, 2021).

Thus, the overarching consideration for patients is practically an imperative, and
reinforces the obvious: actionable locus of control methods and management must be
communicated to patients through all channels of health care access, including
providers, employers, health plans, and consumer media.

Allied professionals
Like considerations of health care facility personnel, allied health care professionals
such as medical observers, device manufacturers and operators, pharmacists, and
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others have unique interactions with patients with important locus of control
implications.

One important example of this is medication adherence. It is estimated that 50% of
prescriptions are not fulfilled and 30% of those filled are not completed (Viswanathan,
Golin, Jones, Ashok, Blalock, Wines, Coker-Schwimmer, Rosen, Sista, & Lohr, 2012).
This lack of adherence is estimated to cause as much as $673 billion in unnecessary
medical expenditures and approximately 275,000 deaths each year in the U.S. alone
(Aungst, 2018) and locus of control is a primary contributing factor (Omeje & Nebo,
2011). Communicating locus of control impact to pharmacists, and including
information with the prescription such as that explored with this research, clearly
addresses adherence issues. Similar instantiations must be explored with all patientfacing allied health care functions.

Health care educators
Lastly, we consider the considerations of health care educators. These implications are
perhaps the most pervasive if not immediate and obvious in their effect.

Each of the focus groups, every interview, and the feedback from two simulations
mentioned the lack of current education about locus of control in medical curricula.
While difficult to quantify directly, this is the first and foremost step that must be taken to
begin realizing the benefits of health locus of control research. An abundance of
literature identifies the importance of the patient-provider relationship in the
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effectiveness of the care treatment plan, and this is true. The implication of the
research conducted herein, however, turns this inside out: the patient is often the most
important factor in a successful clinical outcome. The role of powerful others
emphasized by scientific training actually works to inhibit significant contributors to
successful outcomes.

It is imperative that health care educators consider the role of patient locus of control in
the clinical care plan and incorporate it in their teaching plans. This could be the single
biggest factor in accelerating the impact of patient locus of control on clinical outcomes.

Summarizing these considerations, rather than adding to the information burden of the
health care clinical space, an alternative was identified to reduce information,
substituting a tool for guidance and action for all stakeholders instead. Fact-finding on
this point revealed no distinct advantage for a particular medium, thus rationalizing an
argument for digitization and automation of the protocol through software, an online
resource, or similar application.

Technology considerations in artifact creation
Having identified the benefits of a technology-enabled medium for managing locus of
control, consideration was given to information system resources suitability and
leveragability for the task. Fact-finding with health care professionals identified two
information tasks in this iteration, that is, data collection in the identification and
assessment requirements, and information delivery in the clinical intervention
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requirement (Conklin, 2020; Decosmo, 2020; Munassi, 2020). Thus, artifact creation in
the design cycle proceeded accordingly, with development of a patient-centric
automatable input method for identification of baseline locus of control and assessment
of potential change, and a provider-centric action-oriented output for clinical
intervention.

Privacy considerations in artifact creation
Lastly, health care regulations play a considerable role in the development of any
clinical or medical innovation. In addition to the typical requirements of human subject
testing, health care innovations must also protect the privacy of sensitive personally
identifiable information and protected health information governed by the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). For purposes of the initial and
subsequent artifacts, design was anticipated to be constructed in such a manner and
method of implementation as to operate wholly within the confines of doctor-patient
confidentiality and the HIPAA business associate relationship.

Accordingly, the artifact design must necessarily be administered by an individual within
the definition of a patient’s HIPAA confidentiality universe, that is, the doctor, affiliated
care provider, insurer, employer, agent, legal guardian, or any other individual or entity
required to be covered by HIPAA regulation (U.S. Department of Health & Human
Services, 2021). While limiting implementation (an unrelated third-party could not offer
the locus of control tool direct-to-consumer without engaging existing or establishing
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independent HIPAA access), this constraint vastly simplified the design requirements of
the initial artifact.

Creation of initial artifact
Informed by the impact of the various considerations, design of the initial artifact, the
Health Locus of Control Management Protocol, commenced.

Findings from the research compelled development of an automated means for
assessing and managing patient health locus of control. Fact-finding with potential
clinical users identified the requirement for three distinct activities described as follows.

Identification module
Identification of a patient’s health locus of control was deemed necessary to establish
the baseline engagement regarding health care. Given its substantial history and
reliability, this was determined to be done using the Multidimensional Health Locus of
Control scales.

Data collection and identification of patient baseline locus of control was achieved by
means of a digitizable questionnaire, comprising the elements of Form C of the
Multidimensional Health Locus of Control scales.

Administration and scoring of the Form C questionnaire was determined to be
completed in conjunction with the patient at or prior to commencement of the patient’s
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care plan. This effort produces the baseline locus of control measure, the relative
health locus of control, an ordered-number pair reflecting the patient’s respective
internalization and externalization scores.

Employment of the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control scales thus addresses the
subordinate research question RQa, that is, how to implement and administer a means
of identifying existing patient health locus of control (internal, chance, or powerful
others)?

Assessment module
The second stage of the health locus of control protocol was deemed to be assessing
the patient’s capacity for change. This was determined to be accomplished through a
novel questionnaire to measure patient attitudes about factors shaping locus of control.

Obtaining demographic information from the electronic medical record and employing a
six-point Likert survey similar to the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control scales,
the novel tool was anticipated to be designed to measure the factors from Table 2
impacting the patient’s capacity to move from an external to an internal locus of control
along demographic, environmental, personal, and societal dimensions. Derivation of
the novel questionnaire and its use are discussed in detail in Chapter Five: Design
Cycle A.
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Engagement module
Prior research and insights from the diagnosis cycle identified two steps required to help
move a patient to a more efficacious locus of control.

To engage the patient, it was determined it was first necessary to identify the baseline
locus of control and potential locus of control change for the participating health care
professional. These two items delineate the patient’s capacity for change based on
specific demographic, personal, environmental, and social factors in their situation.

Understanding the capacity and path for change, the second step in engaging the
patient was communicating the necessary action to the health care provider. This is
accomplished by outlining actions specifically linked to the patient’s demographic,
personal, environmental, and social factors from Table 2 and prioritizing with the novel
questionnaire from the assessment stage. This is the essence of the Health Locus of
Control Management Protocol, embodied in a novel clinical intervention tool linking the
patient factors from the assessment stage with corresponding influences from Table 4
and communicating them to the health care professional. This clinical intervention tool
is described in detail in Chapter Six: Design Cycle B.

Armed with this information, the health care professional can be empowered to
implement specific evaluation, advocacy, arrange, and referral resources to help the
patient engage more fully in their care.
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Evaluation
Objectives and dimensions of analysis
The objective of the first locus of control artifact was to develop a construct addressing
the mechanisms of data collection, that is, identifying and assessing patients’ locus of
control and capacity for change, and clinical intervention. Where prior research had
identified correlations of influence, things like patient self-efficacy, neuroticism, or
religiosity, study findings stopped short of examining dimensions or extent of causation.
The Health Locus of Control Management Protocol illustrated in Figure 5 is this
construct.

Insights from the diagnosis cycle suggested likely dimensions of effectiveness in
changing locus of control. These were broadly who, when, and how patient data could
be collected and clinical interventions communicated in the change process.
Specifically:

Who: What health care professional is best positioned to collect the information
from and convey the recommended clinical interventions to the patient to
encourage candor, trust, and objectivity? Possible candidates were identified as
care managers, nurses, physician assistants, and physicians.

When: At what point in the care sequence is patient demographic and attitudinal
data collected to optimize clarity and avoid bias? Additionally, at what point in
the care sequence are the clinical interventions optimally communicated to the
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patient? Possible scenarios were identified as pre-condition (e.g., health plan
enrollment, wellness appointment, annual physical) and initial presentation (such
as primary care physician appointment about a specific concern) for data
collection, diagnosis and pre-discharge (for emergent conditions) for both data
collection and clinical interventions, and post-discharge for clinical interventions.

How: By what means are patient demographic and attitudinal data best collected
and clinical interventions best communicated to minimize anxiety and maximize
engagement? Identified alternatives were interview (virtual or in-person),
handwritten questionnaire, and digital input (e.g., online or mobile device).

Consideration of research population
A natural concern for evaluation of the artifact was the research population. From
Wallston and colleagues’ (1978) research, the influence of powerful others such as
physicians potentially limits patient engagement and increases externalization. Hence,
investigation of the first artifact was carried out with a diverse set of patient and health
care professional interviews.

In the universe of care professionals, it was initially assumed that physicians would be
the best participants to glean insights on the health locus of control construct. This
proved false, however, as early conversations with care professionals confirmed the
inadequacy of time that physicians spend with patients in the care sequence and the
information burden already facing them. “There are batteries of tests doctors must
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consider, leaving little time for surveys,” suggested one physician (Conklin, 2020); “We
[physician assistants] have to talk to the patient, the doctors don’t have time,” said
another care professional (Bell, 2019). Other health care practitioners offered the
perspective that compensation would be required to get clinicians to focus on additional
data collection.

Recruitment and conduct of interviews
To directly assess this, a series of interviews were arranged with 19 health care
professionals, practice personnel, and patients (n =19) in four physical locations (St.
Petersburg, Florida; Boston, Massachusetts; Bradenton, Florida; Newton,
Massachusetts) and three virtual locations (Tampa, Florida; Jacksonville, Florida;
Washington, DC) over the period July 2019 to November 2020. These interviews
assessed the orientation and receptivity of practitioners and patients to locus of control
and the requirements to manage it.

Analytic approach
A phenomenological approach to qualitative analysis was used to conduct the
interviews. The respective discussions focused broadly on examination of the data
collection and clinical intervention components of the health locus of control protocol.
The specific focus of the interviews was on who, when, and how the questionnaire and
clinical interventions should be administered to optimize faithfulness, candor, objectivity,
trust, and engagement in managing patient locus of control.
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Informal qualitative results
The following insights were gleaned from qualitative analysis of the interviews:

1. The Multidimensional Health Locus of Control Scales would be appropriate to
identify patients’ relative health locus of control. The precise timing and
decision regarding whom to administer the questionnaire required additional
research, however, driven by factors ranging from emergent nature of the
condition to socio-demographic context of the patient.

2. A Likert-scale based questionnaire was deemed suitable for the assessment
stage of the health locus of control protocol, identifying and prioritizing
relevant factors and influences on patient locus of control. Again, the precise
timing and decision regarding whom to administer the questionnaire required
additional research.

3. A clinical action report, similar to medical lab reports, was determined to be
the best method to communicate clinical interventions arising from the
assessment stage.
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Reflection and Learning
The culmination of the forgoing forms the basis of a novel construct, the Health Locus of
Control Management Protocol, for physicians and medical practitioners to address
patient health locus of control. Figure 5 presents a graphical depiction of the protocol.

FIGURE 5
Health Locus of Control Management Protocol

These insights informed the development of a two-stage design cycle, addressing
(a) the form, format, and method of assessing the patient’s potential for change using a
novel assessment questionnaire and (b) the form, format, and method of engaging the
patient utilizing a novel clinical action report.
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Having completed the diagnosis cycle, the research progressed to the respective design
cycles.
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Chapter Five: Design Cycle A – Assessment Tool

Recalling our eADR plan from Chapter Three, the process we will use in this design
cycle is illustrated at Figure 6.

FIGURE 6
Assessment Tool Process Map
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Problem Formulation
Problem formulation based on diagnosis cycle
As described in Chapter Four, the requirement for effective evaluation of patient
orientation and capacity for change, together with the need for an appropriate means of
effecting change, focused the problem space of the research to three stages to be
addressed: identification of baseline locus of control, assessment of the capacity for
change, and engagement of the patient in the course of care.

Summary of problem
Having developed a protocol for addressing the overarching problem in the diagnosis
cycle and identified a means for identifying the baseline locus of control (addressing
research question RQa), the first iteration of the design cycle focused exclusively on the
second stage of the problem space, assessment of the capacity for change.
Specifically, the problem was defined to address the specific subordinate research
question RQb, that is, how to develop and administer a method of assessing factors that
influence a patient’s health locus of control?

Thus commenced the artifact creation of the first design cycle.

Artifact Creation
Insights developed in the diagnosis cycle identified specific knowledge gaps involving
patient conditions and circumstances. These were:
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Assessment of condition, acuity, and progression
Condition severity and progression, as identified by Fowers (1994), directly impacted
patient engagement, leading to diminished capacity to internalize locus of control, while
So (2002) identified that externalization increased with manual procedures performed
on patients. These behaviors were also observed in observations of the author.

Assessment of patient demographics
Similarly, Amyx and colleagues (2000) and Ayalon and Young (2005) connected
income, education, gender, and race with locus of control, however, these were
recognized as unactionable and identified for further research. The author’s
observation of his mother and father, combined with insights from interviews with health
care professionals in the diagnosis cycle, confirmed these examples. A correlation with
religiosity was also corroborated by Axelsson (2019).

Expansion of prior art in artifact creation
As with development of the initial artifact, the Health Locus of Control Management
Protocol, the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control scales serves as a useful
construct for design of the assessment artifact. This construct, employing a six-point
Likert scale survey, provides a familiar context for measuring and calibrating a patient’s
capacity for change.

Thus, expanding from Wallston and colleagues’ (1978) work (see Wallston, pp. 1 and
12, and Appendix C), a novel assessment tool was developed in the form of a patient
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questionnaire to be administered by health care professionals in collaboration with the
patient.

Development of novel assessment tool
As previously explained, researchers Amyx (2000), Ayalon (2005), Auerbach (2002)
and others identified factors shaping locus of control for individual cases and discrete
populations (see Table 2). Drawing from prior research, the factors were translated into
a question format adaptable to a Likert scale survey. These questions addressed 13
independent demographic, personal, environmental, and societal factors gleaned from
the research, and were arranged in a six-point agree-disagree scale. The impact of
each factor was indexed for its relative effect on internalization or externalization (as
reflected in Table 2), the sum of which was then calculated as a value representing the
potential change achievable in the patient’s relative health locus of control.

Specifically, the factors and their respective impact on locus of control were:
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TABLE 5
Factors to Manage Health Locus of Control
Factor
Race
Gender
Education
Income
Medical procedure
Condition severity
Hopefulness
Health value
Religiosity
Self-efficacy
Meditativeness
Neurosis
Social support

Minimum value
Not black (NA)
Female (NA)
High school or less (NA)
Median or less (NA)
Simple
Not serious
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak

Maximum value (Impact)
Black (+3 points externalizing)
Male (+3 points internalizing)
College or more(+3 int.)
Median or more (+3 int.)
Complex (+6 ext.)
Serious (-6 int.)
Strong (+6 ext.)
Strong (+6 int.)
Strong (+6 ext.)
Strong (+6 int.)
Strong (+6 int.)
Strong (-6 int.)
Strong (+6 int.)

Reviewing the factors, the first four were identified as demographic elements (race,
gender, education, and income) determinable from the patient’s profile; these were
deemed to be unactionable but important to know as foundational contributors to a
patient’s control orientation. The next two, medical procedure and condition severity,
were identified as environmental factors determinable by a health care professional,
while the last seven (hopefulness, health value, religiosity, self-efficacy, meditativeness,
neurosis, and social support) were identified as personal and societal factors
determinable from patient input.

The combination of these last nine factors, environmental, personal, and societal
elements, were hypothesized to be actionable by management of the underlying
influences. Summing across all potential influences, they identified a total of 36 points
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of change on the internalizing dimension and 18 points of change on the externalizing
dimension, graphically represented by the artifact, the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire, presented at Figure 7.

Evaluation
Objectives and dimensions of analysis
From the diagnosis cycle, insights from interviews with health care professionals
suggested who, when, and how patient data is collected were the relevant and germane
variables in assessing patients’ capacity for change. Drilling down on the data
collection focus of the first design cycle, the following dimensions of analysis were
identified:

Who: Which health care professional is best positioned to collect information to
encourage patient candor, trust, and objectivity? Care managers, nurses,
physician assistants, and physicians were suggested candidates.

When: In the sequence of care, when is patient data best obtained to maximize
clarity and mitigate bias? Pre-condition (e.g., enrollment, routine appointment,
annual physical), initial presentation about a specific concern, diagnosis, predischarge (for emergent conditions), and post-discharge were the possibilities
identified.
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FIGURE 7
Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire
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Scoring Instructions
DIMENSION

POSSIBLE RANGE

ITEMS

5 - 36

6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13

Internal
External
Demographic

2 - 18

5, 7, 9

I: 0 - 9, E: 0 - 3

1, 2, 3, 4

FIGURE 7 (cont.)
Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire
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How: In what manner is patient data best collected to optimize engagement and
minimize anxiety? Alternatives identified were virtual or in-person interview,
handwritten questionnaire, and digital input.

Consideration of research population
From insights gained in the diagnosis cycle, patient receptivity was deemed to be a
critical element of locus of control success. Accordingly, successful implementation of a
locus of control artifact should orient on patient receptivity.

To wit, insights from health care professionals ambitiously suggested a patient research
population. However, the nascent development of the problem space revealed strong
challenges to a human subject test at this stage of the research. Hence, testing of the
data collection artifact was determined to be oriented on the care professional
population.

One common area of agreement was the care manager’s role in the care sequence,
especially clinically trained professionals. It was felt that clinically trained care
managers would have the relevant combination of medical experience and exposure to
care treatment planning to provide reliable perspective on both the data collection (in
the first) and clinical intervention (the second) design cycles of the eADR methodology.
Thus, recruitment of care managers became the focus of the design cycle, described
next.
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Recruitment of research participants
Having determined the composition of the research population, the next consideration
was the recruitment of participants and medium of research. A participant in the early
interviews of the research, Dr. Ted Conklin, chief medical officer of Florida Blue Cross
Blue Shield, offered to assist in the recruitment task, and Dr. Svetlana Bender,
behavioral scientist with Florida Blue, concurred with the suggestion to assemble a
series of focus groups to review the artifact. A study protocol was developed and
presented to the University of South Florida Institutional Review Board, which approved
the study as exempt in January 2021 (Institutional Review Board, 2021). Copies of the
study protocol, participant invitation letter, verbal consent script, and Institutional Review
Board letter are provided at Appendices D through G, respectively.

Recruitment of care managers commenced in January 2021 in accordance with the
study protocol, seeking clinically trained care managers employed by Florida Blue Cross
Blue Shield with recent direct clinical and patient experience within the last two years.
Six participants consisting of five licensed nurse care managers and one behavioral
scientist were identified and qualified for the study, with two focus groups planned to
cover data collection and clinical intervention, respectively.

Concurrent with the recruitment of study participants, an independent moderator was
recruited to assist with conduct of the focus groups. The moderator, Hailey Mortimore,
an experienced focus group facilitator with substantial health care experience, was
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engaged and the first focus group scheduled for February 2021. A copy of
Ms. Mortimore’s resume is presented at Appendix H.

Conduct of Focus Group 1
Preparation of the focus group interview guide replicated the dimensions of analysis
previously described. The guide, consisting of a ten-minute review of literature and six
questions addressing the who, when, and how of data collection over 80 minutes, was
further segmented into three vignettes differentiating the impact of timing on the data
collection effort. These vignettes were (a) a myocardial infarction (heart attack) patient,
(b) a hip replacement surgery patient, and (c) a Type 2 diabetes patient. A copy of the
interview guide for Focus Group 1 is presented at Appendix I.

The focus group was conducted via Zoom virtual conference from 10:30 am to
12:00 pm Eastern Standard Time on Friday, February 26, 2021. Verbal consent was
confirmed for each participant and the discussion proceeded, recorded, and transcribed
using Otter.ai software. The transcription was verified for reliability and faithfulness to
the discussion by the author and the independent moderator, and the output was coded
initially by the author and subsequently by NVivo qualitative analysis software; a copy of
the transcription is presented at Appendix J. The results of the analysis are discussed
next.
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Development of administration artifact
Preliminary analysis of the first focus group revealed a parallel artifact of the novel
assessment tool: the manner in which the tool would best be administered. Specifically
the group identified several key insights:

1. The Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire was adequately
designed to influence patient advocacy, that is, impact emotional investment
by a patient in their outcome. Participants felt that the questionnaire could
influence how patient’s feel about participating in their course of care and
impact their belief and trust in the care treatment plan. Participants also felt
that the questionnaire could impact patient anxiety, albeit varying by condition
and acuity, with more emergent conditions dictating a later introduction of the
questionnaire.

2. The Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire was adequately
designed to influence patient engagement, that is, impact a patient’s
orientation to action. Participants felt that the questionnaire could influence
patient orientation to action, impact participation and engagement, and focus
patient interaction.

3. Nurses were better positioned to administer the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire than doctors and care managers.
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4. Digital presentation was the optimal method for administering the Potential
Locus of Control Change Questionnaire.

Analytic approach
A phenomenological approach to qualitative analysis was used to manually review and
code the focus group discussion, highlighting general themes among the responses.
This manual coding informed more precise dimensions of analysis to be examined in
depth. NVivo was then utilized to do a quantitative analysis of the identified themes,
including both depth and breadth of responses as well as sentimentality analysis to
distinguish confirmatory and instructive comments.

The focus group discussion focused exclusively on examination of the assessment tool
artifact. The specific instrument examined was the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire in Figure 7, focusing on who, when, and how the questionnaire should be
administered to optimize faithfulness, candor, objectivity, trust, and engagement in
managing patient locus of control.

Insights from the analysis
The following insights were gleaned from qualitative analysis of the focus group
discussion:

1. 490 individual references (responses) were identified and coded from the
transcribed text. Of these, 361 were neutral and 129 were evaluative, and
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two central themes arose about the utility of the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire, namely, patient advocacy and patient engagement.

FIGURE 8
Focus Group 1 Qualitative Analysis

2. Comments indicated that the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire could influence patient advocacy, that is, impact emotional
investment by a patient in their outcome (n = 77). Participants felt that the
questionnaire could influence how patient’s feel about participating in their
course of care (x = 35) and impact their belief and trust in the care treatment
plan (x = 11 and 16, respectively). Participants felt that the questionnaire
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could also impact patient anxiety (x = 15); this appeared to vary by condition
and acuity, with more emergent conditions dictating a later introduction of the
questionnaire (e.g., pre-discharge for emergency room patients).

FIGURE 9
Effectiveness on Patient Advocacy

3. Comments also indicated that the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire could influence patient engagement, that is, impact a patient’s
orientation to action (n = 78). Participants felt that the questionnaire could
influence patient orientation to action (x = 42), impact participation and
engagement (x = 13 and 9, respectively), and focus patient interaction
(x = 14).
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FIGURE 10
Effectiveness on Patient Engagement

4. An additional theme was identified regarding administering the questionnaire,
with participants indicating that nurses were better positioned do it (nurses,
x = 50; doctors, x = 26; care managers, x = 7). This point was possibly
influenced by the composition of the focus group and was identified for further
investigation.

5. A sentiment analysis was also performed on the coded responses, identifying
a preponderance of positive comments regarding the Potential Locus of
Control Change Questionnaire and process, with 85 confirmatory comments
and 30 instructive comments. Participants indicated that training of providers
and explanation of the Potential Locus of Control Change process were areas
requiring further research; medium of the questionnaire (e.g., paper & pencil,
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online/digital, provider dialog) was also mentioned, with digital data collection
the preferred method (digital, x = 15; paper, x = 8).

Reflection and Learning
The insights developed from Focus Group 1 validated the utility of the novel
assessment tool artifact, the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire
illustrated at Figure 7, and established a second artifact, the means by which to best
administer the questionnaire.

With regard to the assessment tool, feedback from the focus group clarified and
confirmed the order of questions on the form. In initial consideration of the
questionnaire, items were in random order, guided primarily by the chronological order
of their underlying research. After reviewing the focus group comments, it was
determined that ordering the questions by source of input, that is, the patient medical
record, the treating physician, and the patient, was better suited to the manner in which
the questionnaire might be administered.

Similarly, feedback from the focus group informed the associated artifact of how the
questionnaire should be administered. In the initial consideration of the assessment
tool, it was assumed that a single questionnaire, provided to the patient at the time of
initial presentation of condition, would suffice. On review of focus group feedback,
however, it was determined that input from the treating physician and patient might be
delayed in the instance of emergent or chronic conditions. Thus, administration of the
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questionnaire was determined to be segmentable depending on availability of the
source of input with regard to the ordinary, emergent, or chronic nature of the underlying
medical condition. An illustration of the administration process is presented at
Figure 11.

FIGURE 11
Assessment Administration Process

Together, these artifacts addressed research question RQb, that is, how to develop and
administer a method of assessing factors that influence a patient’s health locus of
control?

The results of Focus Group 1 also identified additional knowledge gaps in the health
locus of control management protocol. These knowledge gaps are subsequently
covered in Chapter Seven.
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Having completed the assessment tool design cycle, the research progressed to the
clinical intervention tool design cycle.
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Chapter Six: Design Cycle B – Clinical Intervention Tool

Recalling again our eADR plan from Chapter Three, the process we will use in this
design cycle is illustrated at Figure 12.

FIGURE 12
Intervention Tool Process Map

Problem Formulation
The insights gleaned from the first focus group were helpful in informing revisions of the
Health Locus of Control Management Protocol, most notably in the area of how and
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when the locus of control information could be presented effectively by health care
practitioners.

Problem formulation based on focus group insights
The findings of the first focus group indicated that the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire was likely to be effective in changing patient advocacy and
engagement. At the same time, however, comments from the group indicated that
because of information burden, physicians were less likely to be able to administer the
Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire than physician assistants, nurses, and
care managers.

This was reinforced in the responses to the different vignettes, with more emergent
conditions such as a heart attack indicating delayed administration of the questionnaire.
This effect extended even more strongly to the next artifact, the clinical actions indicated
by patient responses on the questionnaire. Insights from the first focus group indicated
that how the clinical actions were presented to the patient, that is, (a) by what means,
personally or printed, electronic, or online media, and (b) in what format, for example, a
simple referral resource or more elaborate factor-cause-effect presentation, were very
important in leveraging patient advocacy and engagement gained with the Potential
Locus of Control Change Questionnaire.
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Problem formulation based on health care professional interviews
The question of how best to convey the locus of control interventions was explored with
health care professionals in interviews during the diagnosis cycle. One physician drew
a very clear distinction in clarifying when locus of control management was appropriate:

In thyroid disease, there are very little lifestyle or behavioral changes that can
impact the course of the condition. Medication adherence is the largest issue for
a host of conditions, with few lifestyle factors. Locus of control interventions
might be useful in a palliative sense, but not as helpful in treating the disease.
(Boyle, 2021)

This opinion was echoed in comments by another health care professional. “Reducing
readmission risk isn’t an achievable outcome for outpatient conditions, so a screening
element must be used to include locus of control management in the care plan,”
(Feldman, personal interview, 2021).

A third health care professional opined that automation was the key to locus of control
success:

Automating the gathering of information up front with the patient could be very
helpful, and even more so if the suggestions for intervention were delivered
digitally to the health care team. (Axelsson, personal interview, 2021)
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The insights gained from the first focus group refined the problem space to address
more pointedly reinforcement of patient engagement through customized intervention.
This suggested several artifact changes in the delivery of information to health care
professionals, discussed next in the artifact creation phase of the design cycle.

Artifact Creation
Having validated elements of the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire in
the first focus group and identified important requirements for implementation, creation
of the next artifact thus focused on the delivery of information, that is, development of
the clinical intervention process. Several key elements drove development of a novel
clinical intervention tool.

Artifact applicability
From the insights gained in the first focus group, it was determined that clinical
intervention may be ineffective for certain conditions; these conditions were generally
identified as circumstances in which patient engagement has negligible impact on the
care treatment plan. Specifically, these were noted as conditions primarily treatable by
drug regimens for which medication adherence is the sole treatment plan.

On deeper examination, Omeje and Nebo’s (2011) work established that locus of
control is clearly a factor in medication adherence, especially where patient health value
and self-efficacy were concerned. This suggested more broadly that the presentation of
clinical interventions should be ordered by (a) substantive actions and (b) palliative
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actions that primarily help the patient cope with the condition. Thus, the clinical
intervention tool was organized to identify substantive actions, namely, those that
contribute to patient health value and self-efficacy, and palliative actions that contribute
to the patient’s sense of well-being.

Artifact positioning
Additionally, skepticism was expressed by the first focus group that clinical interventions
could be broadly prescribed. A recurring suggestion was that “there are just too many
factors” to consider in an individual case to elevate the clinical recommendations to the
prescriptive level of a care treatment plan. Therefore, like the indications and
contraindications of medication use, it was determined that a proviso in the clinical
intervention tool identifying the actions as items of consideration would be helpful in
positioning them correctly with the health care professional in the overall care treatment
plan.

Artifact customization
Another question raised by health care professionals regarding the clinical intervention
tool was the source of resource providers for the recommended actions. Specifically,
this was described as “What clergy member should be engaged to deal with religiosity?”
or “What behavioral therapist should be referred to address neuroticism?” or “What
support group should be suggested for different conditions?”
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The issue of mass customization is challenging for all businesses, and none more so
than health care. Resources differ greatly between health care markets and vary
materially within markets, as health care professionals develop practice and referral
patterns unique to their manner of care delivery.

For this reason, it was determined that the clinical intervention tool should be
customized in such a way as to allow the health care professional to refer to a preferred
resource or consult a default resource for the user (e.g., a health insurer). This was
determined to be incorporated as a customizable option of the clinical intervention tool.

Artifact presentation
Lastly, insights from the focus group suggested that automation and digitalization of the
clinical intervention tool would be beneficial to communication and leverage of patient
engagement. Indeed, lessons learned broadly in information technology abundantly
support the many-paths approach to user engagement—one need only look at the
customizable communication paths of any information-related business to confirm this
effect. The mail, phone, text, or e-mail option for customer communication is practically
ubiquitous in the business-to-consumer space.

In addition, it was suggested that providing the patient something to take with them after
review with the health care professional would extend the effectiveness of patient
engagement.
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Development of novel clinical intervention tool
As in the first design cycle, reviewing the measures that influence the relevant factors
revealed in the assessment tool identifies the corresponding clinical interventions to
modify the patient’s locus of control. Tying to the nine actionable factors from the
assessment tool, these are (from Table 4):

TABLE 6
Interventions to Manage Locus of Control
Factor
Procedure complexity

Influence
Cognitive dissonance

Condition severity

Health education

Hopefulness

Cognitive dissonance

Health value

Health education

Religiosity

Cognitive dissonance

Self-efficacy

Behavioral therapy

Meditativeness

Mindfulness

Neurosis

Behavioral therapy

Social support

Social interaction

Intervention (Effect)
Framing treatment options
(reduces externalization)
Increasing patient knowledge
(improves internalization)
Emphasizing action over hope
(reduces externalization)
Increasing patient knowledge
(improves internalization)
Emphasizing action over prayer
(reduces externalization)
Resources for self-improvement
(improves internalization)
Resources for meditation
(improves internalization)
Treating neurosis
(improves internalization)
Resources for social support
(improves internalization)

Incorporating these actions with the aforementioned considerations, the clinical
intervention tool was designed to accommodate two versions, one for the health care
professional and another for the patient, and formatted to be delivered electronically (via
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web-enabled or software application interface) or in printed format employing a
suggestion-oriented stoplight presentation for implementation.

On further review, however, it was determined that the patient version of the clinical
intervention tool would require substantial study, incorporating human subject testing
and biomedical institutional review board approval beyond the scope of this research.
Therefore, detailed consideration of the patient interface was identified for further study
and addressed in Chapter Seven. Suggestions common to both the clinician and
patient versions were incorporated into the clinical intervention tool, leading to the novel
Clinical Action Matrix presented in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13
Clinical Action Matrix
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Evaluation
Objectives and dimensions of analysis
As stated previously, the objective of the first focus group was to solidify the mechanism
of data collection in the assessment tool artifact, that is, assessing patients’ locus of
control and capacity for change. Feedback from health care professionals in the first
focus group validated this mechanism, the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire, however, a number of insights informed the changes in the information
delivery mechanism noted previously, the Clinical Action Matrix.

Having incorporated these changes, the objectives of the second focus group shifted to
confirming the format, medium, and delivery mechanism for the Clinical Action Matrix.
Similar to the first iteration, this focus group concentrated on who, when, and how the
interventions contemplated in the Clinical Action Matrix would best be presented to the
patient. Specifically:

Who: What health care professional is best positioned to discuss the
recommended actions to optimize patient engagement? Possible candidates
were again identified as care managers, nurses, physician assistants, and
physicians.
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When: At what point in the care sequence are the clinical actions best presented
to optimize patient engagement? Possible scenarios were identified as pretreatment or admission, discharge, and post-discharge.

How: How much guidance should the care professional exercise to best
communicate the recommended actions? Should the actions be required and set
up for the patient, offered for referral, or simply discussed?

Consideration of research population
Consistent with the study protocol, the same research participants from the first focus
group were engaged for the second focus group. Potential bias related to the functional
focus of the participants was considered (all were nurse care managers with one
behavioral scientist; no physicians participated), however, no material conflict was
identified in the analysis of results from the first focus group. As with patient
considerations, examination of possible variances in physician assessment were
identified as an area of future research addressed in Chapter Seven.

Conduct of Focus Group 2
Preparation of the focus group interview guide again replicated the dimensions of
analysis previously described. The guide, consisting of a ten-minute review of the first
focus group findings and six questions addressing the who, when, and how of
presenting the clinical interventions over 80 minutes, was further segmented into three
vignettes differentiating the applicability of the recommended actions. The vignettes
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differed from the first focus group based on feedback gleaned from subsequent
interviews with physicians, namely, the consideration of ambulatory, non-lifestyle related
disease conditions like thyroid disease. These vignettes were (a) a hip replacement
surgery patient, (b) a myocardial infarction (heart attack) patient, and (c) a thyroid
disease patient being treated via an intensive drug regimen. A copy of the interview
guide for Focus Group 2 is presented at Appendix K.

The focus group was conducted via Zoom virtual conference from 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm
Eastern Daylight Time on Tuesday, April 6, 2021. Verbal consent was again confirmed
for each participant and the discussion proceeded, recorded, and transcribed using
Otter.ai software. The transcription was verified for reliability and faithfulness to the
discussion, and the output was coded by the author and again by NVivo qualitative
analysis software; a copy of the transcription is presented at Appendix L. The results of
the analysis are discussed in the following section.

Development of administration artifact
Similar to the first focus group, preliminary analysis of the second focus group revealed
a parallel artifact of the novel clinical intervention tool: the manner in which the tool
would best be administered. Again, the group identified several critical insights:

1. The Clinical Action Matrix was adequately designed to be used by providers
to influence patient receptivity to change. Participants felt that the Clinical
Action Matrix could be used to improve how patient’s need or want to
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participate in their course of care and impact their willingness to use or try the
recommended actions. Fewer participants felt that patients would listen or
accept the recommendations on their face.

2. Participants felt more strongly that the Clinical Action Matrix could be used by
providers to improve the effectiveness of patient involvement once engaged,
providing information that facilitated defining and communicating information
to help communicate the course of care. Further, it was felt that the matrix
could be used to enhance motivation, willingness, belief, trust, and emotional
investment of patients in the care treatment plan, and would be most
successful if family and other support elements were made aware of the
actions presented. In a departure from the findings regarding the Potential
Locus of Control Change Questionnaire, participants did not feel receptivity or
effectiveness would differ by condition or acuity for the Clinical Action Matrix.

3. Participants felt strongly that verbal delivery of the recommendations was
essential to clinical success, with direct conversation and face-to-face review
the leading methods. It was also suggested that printed material to review
and provide to the patient was material to its success.

4. In another departure from the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire participants felt that doctors would be most effective in
presenting the Clinical Action Matrix. Participants also confirmed that
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immediately preceding or subsequent to discharge was the best time to
present the Clinical Action Matrix, and that integrated implementation was
also necessary, with optimal utility arising from all members of the care
management team being apprised of the recommended clinical actions.

5. As with the first focus group, training of providers and explanation of the
recommended actions of the Clinical Action Matrix were identified as areas
requiring further research, and the medium of recommended actions was also
reconfirmed as digital presentation.

Analytic approach
As with the first focus group, a phenomenological approach was used to review and
code the second discussion. Highlighting overall themes among the responses, the
coding identified specific dimensions of analysis to be examined in depth. NVivo was
again employed to facilitate a quantitative analysis of the themes, including both depth
and breadth of responses as well as sentimentality analysis to distinguish confirmatory
and instructive comments.

The second focus group centered exclusively on examination of the information delivery
component of the artifact, the Clinical Action Matrix in Figure 13. The discussion
focused specifically on who, when, and how the Clinical Action Matrix should be
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presented to the patient to maximize engagement through modification of locus of
control.

Insights from the analysis
Analysis of the focus group discussion revealed the following insights:

1. 369 individual references (responses) were identified and coded from the
transcribed text. Of these, 243 were neutral and 126 were evaluative, and
two central themes arose about the utility of the Clinical Action Matrix,
namely, instrument receptivity and instrument effectiveness.
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FIGURE 14
Focus Group 2 Qualitative Analysis

2. Comments indicated that the Clinical Action Matrix could be used by
providers to influence patient receptivity to change, that is, reduce barriers
and/or improve interest in patient engagement (n = 115). Participants felt that
the Clinical Action Matrix could be used to improve how patient’s need or
desire to participate in their course of care (x = 73) and impact their
willingness to use or try the recommended actions (x = 31); fewer felt that
patients would listen or accept the recommendations on their face (x = 11).
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FIGURE 15
Instrument Receptivity

3. Interestingly, the focus group participants felt more strongly that the Clinical
Action Matrix could be used by providers to improve the effectiveness of
patient involvement once engaged (n = 286). An important finding was that
participants believed the Clinical Action Matrix provided information that
facilitated defining and communicating information to help patients
understand the course of care (x = 99). A significant number felt that the
matrix could be used to enhance motivation, willingness, belief, trust, and
emotional investment of patients in the care treatment plan (x = 37). A
plurality of perspectives opined that the recommended actions would be most
successful if family and other support elements were made aware of the
opportunities presented (x = 66). At the bottom line, participants felt fairly
confident that use of the Clinical Action Matrix could help patients change,
move, and focus their engagement and follow the care treatment plan more
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intently (x = 84). Dissimilar from the first focus group and the Potential Locus
of Control Change Questionnaire, however, participants did not rate
receptivity or effectiveness of the Clinical Action Matrix differently by condition
or acuity.

FIGURE 16
Instrument Effectiveness

4. In the second focus group, participants provided detailed comments on the
optimal delivery environment and process for the interventions recommended
by the Clinical Action Matrix. Participants felt strongly that verbal delivery of
the recommendations was essential to clinical success (x = 210), with direct
conversation and face-to-face review the leading methods (x = 32 and x = 29,
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respectively). A substantial consensus also suggested that printed material to
review and provide to the patient was a contributor to its success (x = 133).

5. Regarding the health care professionals best positioned to present the
Clinical Action Matrix, participant perspectives shifted from the data collection
mechanism, where care managers and nurses were considered the best
positioned to administer the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire, to nurses (x = 28) and doctors (x = 36) presenting the
recommended interventions. Not surprisingly, participants confirmed that
immediately preceding or subsequent to discharge was the best time to
present the Clinical Action Matrix (x = 32 versus x = 2 for pre-admission). A
parallel theme of integrated implementation was also expressed, suggesting
that optimal utility would be gained by all members of the care management
team being apprised of the recommended clinical actions (x = 24).

6. Lastly, a sentiment analysis was again performed on the coded responses,
identifying a preponderance of positive comments regarding the Clinical
Action Matrix and process, with 99 confirmatory comments and 17 instructive
comments. As with the first focus group, participants indicated that training of
providers and explanation of the recommended actions of the Clinical Action
Matrix were areas requiring further research; medium of the recommended
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actions (e.g., paper & pencil, online/digital) was also reconfirmed, with digital
presentation the preferred method (digital, x = 14; paper, x = 6).

Reflection and Learning
The insights developed from Focus Group 2 validated the utility of the novel clinical
intervention tool artifact, the Clinical Action Matrix illustrated at Figure 13, and
established a second artifact, the means by which to best administer the clinical
interventions. Together, these artifacts addressed research question RQc, that is, how
to establish and administer a mechanism for communicating patient-specific clinical
interventions to bring about stronger internalized locus of control?

With regard to the clinical intervention tool, feedback from the focus group clarified and
confirmed the presentation and order of items on the form. In initial consideration of the
tool, items were in assessment tool order, that is the order of the actions associated
with the respective influence factors measured on the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire. Further, in the initial instantiation, there was no information
conveyed to the treating physician about the weight or significance of the associated
clinical action. After reviewing the focus group comments, it was determined that
presenting the information in a stoplight format, corresponding to the level of impact of
the associated action, and ordering the questions in decreasing level of impact was
optimally suited to accommodate the information burden and medical justification of the
treating physician.
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Similarly, feedback from the focus group informed the associated artifact of how the
Clinical Action Matrix should be administered. In the initial instantiation of the clinical
intervention tool, it was assumed that the recommended actions provided to the patient
at the time of diagnosis would suffice. On review of focus group feedback, however, it
was determined that communication from the respective medical professional would
necessarily be delayed for emergent conditions. Thus, communication of the Clinical
Action Matrix was determined to occur at the first available time after the later of
diagnosis or discharge for the underlying medical condition. An illustration of the
administration process is presented at Figure 17.

FIGURE 17
Engagement Administration Process
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The results of Focus Group 2 also identified additional knowledge gaps in the health
locus of control management protocol. These knowledge gaps are covered in Chapter
Seven.

Having completed the clinical intervention tool design cycle, a synthesis of all of the
artifacts was desired. This was accomplished by a series of simulations discussed next.

Simulation of Assembled Artifacts
Problem formulation based on prior findings
After synthesizing the insights from the focus groups in the diagnosis and design cycles,
several ambiguities remained. While there was general consensus around the format
and administration of the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire (the form
depicted in Figure 7 was acceptable and administration was best done by an attending
nurse concurrent with diagnosis, or pre-discharge for emergent conditions), there was
less agreement about the best health care professional to present the Clinical Action
Matrix and the best calibration of the interventions.

Problem formulation based on revealed ambiguities
A significant factor in both ambiguities was the composition of the focus groups,
comprised primarily of nurses and subject to potential confirmation bias. To address
this, two simulations employing the artifact were constructed, one targeting a surgeon
and a second with a hospital administrator. The goal of the simulations was to test the
findings of the focus groups with respect to the best health care professional to present
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the Clinical Action Matrix and the best means of calibrating or prioritizing the
interventions.

Artifact Creation
Identification and amplification of differing use cases
Where the design of the Clinical Action Matrix was validated in the second focus group,
it was unclear whether the attending physician or nurse would be best suited to present
the interventions. The nurses comprising the second focus group were closely split on
the best candidate, with a slight preference expressed for the physician (x = 36 versus
n =28). Thus, the simulation was developed to walk the surgeon and hospital
administrator through the same vignettes utilized in the second focus group (hip
replacement, heart attack, and thyroid disease patients) to assess differences in
perspectives from the focus group findings.

In addition, in light of the unmatched perspectives of utility between physicians and
nurses of the Clinical Action Matrix (see Problem formulation based on additional health
care professional interviews, p. 75, and Insights from the analysis, p. 87), the simulation
was designed to explore varying methods of calibrating or prioritizing the recommended
interventions of the Clinical Action Matrix.
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Evaluation
Objectives and dimensions of analysis
Two participants were recruited for separate simulations, an established neurosurgeon
and a hospital administrator in a large metropolitan integrated health care system. The
simulations were conducted telephonically by the author at 6:30 pm Eastern Daylight
Time April 10 and 1:45 pm Eastern Daylight Time April 11, 2021, respectively, with each
session lasting approximately one hour (Axelsson, artefact simulation, 2021; Feldman,
artefact simulation, 2021).

Conduct of simulations
Both simulation participants were familiar with prior locus of control research. After
review of the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire, the author walked each
participant through the three vignettes, probing specific perspectives regarding
(a) which care team member should be presenting the Clinical Action Matrix and (b) the
best method to calibrate or prioritize the recommended interventions.

Reflection and Learning
Analysis of feedback
Interestingly, the perspectives of both the surgeon and the hospital administrator were
similar in all material respects. Moreover, the feedback regarding the best person to
present the Clinical Action Matrix with the patient confirmed the preference of the focus
group, that is, that the attending physician would be best positioned to review the
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recommended actions with the patient. In the absence of the physician, the participants
confirmed that the attending nurse would be a suitable candidate as well.

Insights from the analysis
The issue of calibration or prioritization of the Clinical Action Matrix was very instructive.
As indicated by the interviews following the first focus group, both simulation
participants expressed the perspective that a quantification of overall impact would be
better than the low-moderate-strong scale used in the introductory sentence of the
Clinical Action Matrix. Discussion regarding this point suggested that an index of
change between baseline and target locus of control for the patient would be helpful,
such as the difference between the two measures. This change is incorporated in
discussion of future research in Chapter Seven.

Having completed the diagnosis and design cycles, including simulation and use of the
operational artifacts, it is possible to address the utility, viability, and limitations of the
work. These items follow in Chapter Seven.
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Chapter Seven: Research Contributions, Limitations, and Future Research

We arrive now at the conclusion of our research. Having introduced a novel protocol for
management of health care locus of control and completed development of an initial
artifact based on this theory, we were able to engage in diagnosis and design of the
Elaborated Action Design Research methodology. A recap of this methodology is
illustrated at Figure 18.

FIGURE 18
Management of Health Locus of Control Research Process Map
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Following is a summary of the conclusions emanating from these efforts.

Research Question
From Chapter One, we recall that management of most medical conditions is hindered
because health care professionals have little knowledge of patient locus of control.
Notwithstanding prior research that patients with an internal locus of control, oriented on
personal responsibility, attain measurably better clinical outcomes than patients with an
external locus of control, a significant gap in knowledge and use persists among the
medical community. Thus, we return to our primary research question:

RQ: How can locus of control be used to enable health care practitioners to
improve medical outcomes?

As we have seen, this translates into clinical terms as: What factors of patient locus of
control that impact medical outcomes can be influenced by clinical interventions? This
further breaks the primary research question into the following subordinate research
questions:

RQa

How to implement and administer a means of identifying existing patient
health locus of control (internal, chance, or powerful others)?
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RQb

How to develop and administer a method of assessing factors that
influence a patient’s health locus of control?

RQc

How to establish and administer a mechanism for communicating patientspecific clinical interventions to bring about stronger internalized locus of
control?

The research presented herein indicates that development and deployment of a
technology-enabled application, grounded in identification, assessment, and
engagement of the patient, can collect the necessary information, translate the patient
circumstances to customized clinical actions, and move the patient to a more efficacious
locus of control. This application is described by the artifacts collectively presented in
Figure 7, the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire, and Figure 13, the
Clinical Action Matrix.

By utilizing the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire to collect information
from the patient and translating that information into specific interventions suggested via
the Clinical Action Matrix, this research establishes a practical method for systematic
improvement of patient locus of control and concomitant medical outcomes.
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Summary of Findings
Literature review
From Chapter Two, a literature review was performed on the problem and solution
space of health locus of control. A two-stage review was conducted, performing a
global search of literature regarding health locus of control generally, followed by a
focused search centering on the impact and management of locus of control on health
outcomes. These searches respectively narrowed the problem and solution space of
the research topic.

The findings from the literature review were several-fold. From the global search, the
following findings for the problem space were identified:

A. There exists a positive correlation between internal locus of control and
successful health outcomes, and a negative correlation between external
locus of control and overall health.

B. External locus of control directly correlates with learned helplessness, peer
attitudes, and religiosity, and inversely correlates with health value, socioeconomic attainment, and self-efficacy.

C. Locus of control knowledge and application in the clinical environment is
limited historically and insights vary with clinical focus.
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The global findings suggested a more precise search approach relating to the solution
space. Specifically, insights from the global search strongly suggested two things: first,
that patient locus of control impacts clinical outcomes, doing so by impacting patient
embrace and engagement of the care treatment plan; and second, that care
practitioners can influence changes in patient locus of control and corresponding clinical
outcomes. Thus, a more focused search was called for, closely examining the nature of
the changing locus of control, especially as it relates to specific factors, influence,
methods, and impact of managing locus of control in the patient-provider relationship.
Conducting this search revealed the following findings:

1. Patient locus of control manifests across a continuum from internal orientation
to external orientation. The external orientation is further divided into chance,
holding fate, genetics, or other factors beyond their control responsible, or
powerful others, holding God, the physician, parents, or others responsible.

2. Four categories of factors shape patient locus of control and impact clinical
outcomes. These are: demographic factors such as gender, race, education,
or income; personal factors such as health value, self-efficacy, religiosity, or
behavioral health; environmental factors such as condition severity and
progression or procedural complexity and intensity; and societal factors such
as availability of social support.
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3. A number of factors associated with health locus of control can be leveraged
to address patient engagement. Chief among these are cognitive
dissonance, receptivity to treatment, expectation of health outcomes, and
adjustment to illness or recovery.

4. Identified factors can be influenced to modify the effects of patient locus of
control, thus improving health outcomes.

Having identified the bounds of the problem and solution space, a construct emerged to
address the research question, that is, how locus of control might be used to enable
health care practitioners to improve medical outcomes. This construct was developed
in a novel protocol for the management of health locus of control, described next.

Novel protocol
Following the literature review, a series of interviews were conducted with health care
professionals, practice personnel, and patients to confirm the understanding,
prevalence, orientation, and receptivity to the management of locus of control. The
insights gathered from these interviews, combined with the author’s direct experience,
confirmed the findings from the literature review, specifically, that the degree of
engagement by the patient in the course of care could be managed utilizing locus of
control.
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Feedback gleaned from the diagnosis cycle, highlighting the revealed knowledge gaps,
identified a protocol enabling the modification of patient health locus of control
comprising the following activities:

1. Identification of existing patient health locus of control (internal, chance,
powerful others).

2. Assessment of individual factors impacting patient health locus of control.

3. Application of clinical interventions to move patients from external to internal
locus of control.

These activities combine to define a method of managing health locus of control, the
Health Locus of Control Management Protocol.

Assessment tool and method of administration
A novel survey tool was hypothesized, identifying the potential locus of control change,
or degree and extent to which a patient’s health locus of control may be modified.

A focus group was conducted to test the design and administration of the potential locus
of control change construct, and this activity produced the Potential Locus of Control
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Change Questionnaire (Figure 7) and accompanying administration artifact described in
Chapter Five.

Clinical intervention tool and method of administration
Lastly, a roadmap of clinical actions was hypothesized, associating factors driving
patient locus of control with related interventions.

A second focus group was conducted to test the design and administration of the
clinical intervention construct, and this activity produced the Clinical Action Matrix
(Figure 13) and accompanying administration artifact described in Chapter Six.

Contributions to Knowledge
Three gaps in knowledge were identified in the problem and solution space: (a) a
working protocol to address the issue of locus of control, and the means to (b) assess
and (c) engage the patient in changing it. The research conducted herein produced five
contributions to knowledge.

Health Locus of Control Management Protocol
A construct for identifying, assessing, and engaging the patient in modification of health
locus of control was developed and validated, the Health Locus of Control Management
Protocol (see Figure 5).
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Where a number of prior studies identified correlations between specific medical
conditions, health locus of control, and clinical outcomes of treatment, researchers
stopped short of generalizing from these findings, identifying, developing, or defining
action steps to act on the correlation to impact outcomes.

The Health Locus of Control Management Protocol defines a generalized method of
engaging the patient in the course of care, delineating three specific activities to identify,
assess, and engage patients in managing their locus of control to improve clinical
outcomes.

Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire and administration
Consistent with the novel protocol, a means of assessing patient capacity for changing
health locus of control was developed and validated, the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire (see Figure 7).

Beyond existing methods of identifying a patient’s health locus of control, most notably
the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control Scales, a gap existed in determining the
capacity for a patient to change this baseline locus. More importantly, the factors
influencing locus of control, while identified for specific conditions and circumstances,
were not generalized for application in modifying the locus for improved outcomes, nor
was a means of implementing the application.
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The Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire identifies 13 specific factors,
generalizable across all conditions, which influence patient health locus of control, and
through a six-point Likert scale format, scores the factors based on patient input to
determine the potential change and specific actions to engage the patient and modify
their locus of control for improved clinical outcomes.

In addition, a means of administering the questionnaire, drawing on optimally sourced
and sequenced information including the historical medical record, physician and patient
input, is defined, specifying the method, means, format, and timing of administering the
questionnaire across the range of ordinary, emergent, and chronic conditions.

Clinical Action Matrix and administration
Finally, and again consistent with the novel protocol, a means of engaging the patient to
change the health locus of control was developed and validated, the Clinical Action
Matrix (see Figure 13).

Prior research in health locus of control did not move beyond correlation of locus of
control and clinical outcomes. A clear gap in knowledge existed in identifying and
influencing factors of locus of control to improve patient engagement and associated
clinical outcomes.

The Clinical Action Matrix identifies seven specific interventions, generalizable across
all conditions, which influence patient health locus of control, and through a stoplight
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format, prioritizes and suggests clinical actions based on patient circumstances to
engage the patient and modify their locus of control for improved clinical outcomes.

In addition, a means of implementing the recommended interventions, drawing on
customized resources including preferred physician and patient providers, is defined,
specifying the method, means, format, and timing of implementing the interventions
across the range of ordinary, emergent, and chronic conditions.

Practitioner learning
In addition to the explicit contributions to knowledge identified, there was an implicit
contribution revealed in the conduct of the research. This implicit contribution was the
practitioner learning with regard to patient locus of control, both about the differential
impact of various types of practitioners (e.g., care manager, nurse, physician) and the
need for practitioner education about patient locus of control.

In the first case, the focus group insights from both the assessment tool and intervention
tool design cycles revealed a notable perspective on effectiveness with patients. The
prevailing perspective was that care managers had the longitudinally best relationship
with the patient, while the physician had the referentially best relationship. However, it
was the consensus of both focus groups that nurses held the highest position of trust
with the patient, and bridged the gap in both longitudinal and referential credibility
exhibited by the care managers and physicians. This insight reinforces the view that
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nurses may be the best positioned medical practitioners to impact patient locus of
control.

In the second case, the focus group insights revealed a substantial gap in practitioner
learning with regard to patient locus of control. The consensus view that virtually no
time or resources are invested in the enhancement of patient engagement in
practitioner education is astounding given its relative impact. This insight reinforces the
implications for educators from the research, as well as the need for further efforts to
expand practitioner education on this important subject.

Limitations
As is customary, it should be noted that there are two material limitations inherent in this
research.

Sample size
As outlined in Chapter Five, participants for the focus groups were selected from
potential candidates presented by research collaborator, Florida Blue Cross Blue
Shield. In light of the subject matter to be covered, the most effective participants were
deemed to be clinically trained care managers with direct clinical and patient experience
within the last two years. Six participants consisting of five licensed nurse care
managers and one behavioral scientist were identified and qualified for the study.
Further, due to the integrated nature of the assessment and clinical intervention tools to
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be discussed, the same participants were considered to be most effective to participate
in both focus groups.

Prior research suggests that focus groups of 5-9 participants is optimal for most
qualitative research (Carlsen & Glenton, 2011), so the selection of six participants in
these focus groups appears reasonable. However, the same research suggests a
much larger number of groups populated with different participants to assure sufficient
coverage of qualitative themes, with the mean number in typical research being eight
focus groups. The employment of six participants in two focus groups may limit the
exposition of qualitative themes in this research.

Participant bias
Similarly, as outlined in Chapter Five, participants for the focus groups were selected
from a specific unit of a major U.S. health insurer, namely, nurse care managers
employed by Florida Blue Cross Blue Shield. This participant profile was chosen as the
most effective at addressing the qualitative research of the assessment and clinical
intervention tools given the time and resources allocated in the study protocol. There
are several biases possible in the composition of these groups:

Functional bias
Five of the six focus group participants were nurse care managers, with substantial
experience in the nursing function. While nurses are critical members of the integrated
care team, they are one of at least three categories of team members, that is, care
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managers, nurses, and physicians, that directly interact with the patient in the care
treatment plan. While subsequent simulations were broadened to compensate for this
(utilizing a hospitalist surgeon and administrator), there is the possibility of bias in the
nurse/care manager perspective.

Experience bias
All of the focus group participants had substantial experience in clinical management;
this was a specification of the recruitment process. While experience is frequently
useful in quickly covering lots of research ground, there exists the possibility of bias in
legacy methods of care management. The functional, technological, and relational
savvy of the participants did not seem to narrow consideration of the research, however,
and no detrimental experience bias was noted in the focus groups.

Industry bias
All of the focus group participants were employees of Florida Blue Cross Blue Shield, a
major U.S. health insurance organization. In the market-based model of health care in
which the company performs, the role of the insurer is largely focused on the cost of
care, with long-term health outcomes necessarily constrained by the time horizon of the
patient-customer relationship. This constraint presents a potential bias with regard to
non-conventional modes of treatment, especially if the cost is substantial and the benefit
greatly exceeds the timeline of the customer relationship. A more balanced perspective
may be reached with independent care practitioners.
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Cultural bias
One focus group member highlighted the difference in care patterns noted in different
cultures, such as patriarchal versus matriarchal familial paradigms or religious versus
non-religious paradigms. To wit, several of the articles identified in the literature review
noted cultural differences as a substantial component of locus of control (Abella &
Heslin, 1984; Ayalon & Young, 2005; Flórez, et al., 2009; Nguyen & Totten, 2018;
Wallston, et al., 1999; Wrightson & Wardle, 1997). All focus group participants were
women of above average educational and income demographics, with five of Caucasian
ethnicity, suggesting a potential cultural bias consistent with that demographic.

Gender bias
As stated previously, all focus group participants were women of above average
educational and income demographics. While little research was revealed in the
literature review on the interaction of practitioner gender and patient locus of control,
gender bias in health care at large is well documented (FitzGerald & Hurst, 2017).
There exists in this research the potential for gender bias in the focus group participants
selected.

Future Research
Lastly, as with any work in a nascent problem or solution space, there are often more
questions asked than answered at the conclusion of the research. A number of
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unexplored issues have been identified in this research and the major components are
identified here.

Presentation and patient engagement
Many are familiar with the axiom “You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it
drink,” and the old saw has substantial applicability in many situations. The same exists
with locus of control, especially as it relates directly to the nature of leading, that is,
externalization, and extending the metaphor, drinking, or internalizing and taking
advantage of an opportunity.

Elements of several conversations in the course of the research discussed different
ways to encourage patient adoption of internalizing behaviors. Methods mentioned
include gamification, visualization, and “Disneyfication” as examples of successful
adoption techniques. At their root, like the reference to the issue, each of these
methods are means of presenting and communicating information in the optimal way for
individual users.

Given the nature of locus of control, further research is required in the area of
presentation format and methods to optimize the effectiveness of the information
presented herein.
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Refinement of artifact implementation and design
Simulations of the combined Health Locus of Control Management Protocol artifact, in
addition comprising the Potential Locus of Control Change Questionnaire and the
Clinical Action Matrix, identified several ambiguities with regard to training and use of
the components.

The first ambiguity appears to relate to health care professionals’ understanding of the
impact of the differing questions incorporated in the Potential Locus of Control Change
Questionnaire, while the second ambiguity appears to relate to the evidentiary
requirements or justifications of the interventions specified in the Clinical Action Matrix.

To address these ambiguities, it is recommended that a training document be
developed synthesizing and communicating the research supporting the Health Locus
of Control Management Protocol. This document should include specific steps keyed to
use of the artifact components in the clinical setting.

In addition, further research should be conducted on the best visual presentation of the
evidence supporting the respective interventions of the Clinical Action Matrix. Due
consideration should be given to the information burden already placed on clinicians
and care providers (especially physicians), and appropriate changes to Clinical Action
Matrix design incorporated to strike the appropriate balance between sufficient
information and intervention justification and priority.
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Extensibility of findings
As illustrated in Appendix B, the results of prior locus of control research have been
very specific and ungeneralized. The premises on which the novel Health Locus of
Control Management Protocol is based derive from 14 studies comprising individually
different aspects of locus of control as they were observed in approximately 16,000
patients. Adequate exploration of gender, race, age, and other relevant demographic
factors, as well as condition, acuity, progression, and other medically relevant factors
should be made.

While the general premise of the findings produced herein is sound, further research
should be conducted on broad scale application of the Health Locus of Control
Management Protocol to differing demographic and medical circumstances.

Machine learning and mass customization
Concurrent with extensibility of findings is the issue of mass customization.

Because each clinical circumstance is different in non-medical ways, effective
interventions like those developed in the Health Locus of Control Management Protocol
must be tailored to the specific factors of the patient. While provider learning and
intuition can go a long way toward this goal, the lack of knowledge, implementation, and
use in the provider community makes this not practical.
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Machine learning offers a meaningful and productive way to quickly learn the
effectiveness of different clinical actions on different demographic and medical
circumstances. Further research should be conducted to develop machine learning
models to customize clinical action plans for individual patients.

Patient test
As a clinical support tool, the Health Locus of Control Management Protocol and
associated components are only as good as the appeal and receptivity engendered with
the provider and patient. To this end, a full clinical trial of the Potential Locus of Control
Change Questionnaire and Clinical Action Matrix should be conducted. This clinical trial
should test the viability and effectiveness of the existing artifact, as well as limitations on
use as it relates to demographic, condition, and acuity factors.

Based on provider receptivity, a Phase I FDA clinical trial of the protocol as Software as
a Medical Device (SaMD), with necessary biomedical institutional review board
oversight, may be appropriate.

Locus of control education
Finally, consistent with the stakeholder considerations identified in Chapter Four,
substantial research is required to effectively rollout locus of control management to the
medical community. This process will require further research in the best methods of
presenting and communicating locus of control research in the various medical curricula
and continuing medical education.
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Appendix J – Focus Group 1 Transcript

[0:00 to 1:28 administrative preparation omitted]
[Principal Investigator] 1:28
I'm going to go ahead and admit them in the room. Do you want to just tell them, we'll
give folks a couple of minutes. Okay. All right. Here we go. Admitting now.
[Independent Moderator] 1:47
Hello. We'll take a moment if you guys want to get your microphones and videos,
working. And we'll make sure to go through any troubleshooting issues, and then we'll
kind of get started and jump into the conversation. And [Participant 1], can you hear
me? Okay?
[Participant 1] 2:03
Are you okay?
[Moderator] 2:05
I'm wonderful. I like your background.
[Participant 1] 2:07
Oh, thank you.
[Investigator] 2:09
Hi, [Participant 1]. [Investigator], here. We've been on emails together.
[Participant 1] 2:13
Yes, we have a couple meetings.
[Investigator] 2:15
Yes, that's true. And is it [Participant 4]? I sorry, if I'm mispronouncing the name, we do
not have audio feedback from you.
[Moderator] 2:38
Either welcome. We're just going to be taking a few moments to allow everyone to jump
in the call when you can. If you want to just unmute microphones, get your camera up
and running. And we'll go from there. Hi, [Participant 2]. Can you hear and see me?
Okay.
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[Participant 2] 2:52
Yes. Can you hear me?
[Moderator] 2:53
Yes, I can hear you perfectly. And [Participant 5] and [Participant 6], welcome to the
conversation. If you're able to go ahead and turn your cameras on and unmute. And
we're just going to go through some technical difficulties. Just make sure everyone's
cameras and microphones are up and running. And [Participant 3], can you hear and
see me, okay. You might be muted. We're not able to hear anything from you. So just
take a moment. And I just make sure that the microphones up and running. And
[Participant 5], can you hear and see me okay. Okay, we can't hear anything from you
just yet. So again, just take a moment. Make sure those microphones are working.
[Participant 3] 3:40
Hey, good morning. This is [Participant 3].
[Moderator] 3:42
I gave me gi
[Participant 3] 3:45
low. I'm in a place where my camera is not working at the moment. So. Yep.
[Moderator] 3:53
Thanks for letting us know. Yes.
[Participant 3] 3:55
Yep. You can adjust. Imagine me.
[Participant 1] 4:01
Beautiful.
[Participant 3] 4:03
Right. Thank you, [Participant 1]. You're looking wonderful though. It was lovely. We
have these wonderful zoom, baby shower with 47 of us from our team yesterday.
[Investigator] 4:16
And like God
[Participant 3] 4:17
tell you what, it was the first time that a lot of us have seen each other's faces in a long
time. kind of felt the love yesterday. It was wonderful to see everybody.
[Moderator] 4:29
Nice. Wonderful. Yep. And [Participant 5], can you hear us okay? All right. Feel free to
join us from a phone call if you need to. And that information should be in the meeting
and invite also feel free to send us a chat if you can hear us and see us okay, but just
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need a little bit of help getting the camera camera and microphone up and running. And
[Participant 4], can you hear us okay?
[Participant 4] 4:56
Good morning. Yes, I can hear you but I don't see anything I've had to call in
[Moderator] 5:01
Okay, not a problem at all. Can you hear us? Okay?
[Participant 5] 5:09
I can hear also. This is [Participant 5]
[Moderator] 5:11
[Participant 5]. Thank you so much. All right
[Participant 5] 5:13
Morning.
[Moderator] 5:14
Good morning. Good morning. We're gonna just take a moment I think we're just waiting
on I think Well, I think we're just waiting on one person. I'm gonna give him just a
moment. Yeah. And [Participant 4], did I get your name right is it's to finger [Participant
4].
[Participant 4] 5:29
It's [Participant 4]. [Participant 4],
[Moderator] 5:31
thank you so much. Wonderful. And throughout the conversation while we're waiting for
the last participant to join us. Absolutely. Let me know if you can't hear one of us during
the call and would like anything repeated. Because we're all living in a very word virtual
world. I'm sure we're going to experience a few minor technical difficulties here and
there. So we'll just try to work with what we've got, and have more than happy to make
accommodations. repeat myself throughout the conversation.
[Participant 4] 5:54
Thank you.
[Moderator] 5:55
And I'll give an introduction soon. I know. I know. I'm just a face and a name right now.
But we'll get started the conversation go through some housekeeping items.
[Participant 6] 6:03
Hi, this is [Participant 6] from behavioral sciences and [name redacted] will not be able
to make it this morning. She has a conflict.
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[Moderator] 6:10
Okay.
[Investigator] 6:11
[Participant 6], I noticed you were added to the participant list. So we'll just include you. I
guess in lieu of [name redacted], is that right?
[Participant 6] 6:18
Yes, yes. Thank you.
[Investigator] 6:20
Awesome. Thank you so much. That's everybody, [Moderator].
[Moderator] 6:24
Perfect. All right. Well, um, Hi, everyone. My name is [Moderator]. I'm a professional
focus group moderator and researcher, and I'll be guiding you through the focus group
today. First off, I want to thank you all so much for taking the time to participate in this
research opportunity and being contributing members is really important topic. He
purpose of today's session is to learn more about your opinions on the potential gradient
questionnaire. And during this focus group, I'll be guiding conversation by asking
questions for each of you to respond to, of course, with your opinions are no right or
wrong answers, and we just ask that you be honest. And if you'd like you can also
respond to each other's comments just like you would in an ordinary conversation. It's
my job to make sure that everyone's voice is heard and that we stay on track. And
before we get started, I do want to let you know that this discussion is being recorded,
but will only be used for note taking purposes and will not be shared with anyone
outside of the project. This research session is confidential, meaning that what we
talked about should not be shared or repeated outside of this meeting. Also, if you
experience any technical difficulties, or your get disconnected from the call, please just
jump back into the meeting as soon as you're able to. Alright, and are there any
questions before we get started? No. All right, wonderful. So before we jump into the
discussion, I just like to get verbal consent from each of you indicating that you'd like to
participate in this focus group opportunity. I'm going to read off a short script outlining
the consent and then I'll call on each of you and ask if you'd like to participate. Alright,
so I'll jump right in. So again, I'm going to be asking for verbal consent. And this is
information to consider before taking part in the research study. And the title of the
study is called managing health, locus of control and patient provider relationships. Now
you're being asked to participate in this opportunity research opportunity. The
information, then the document that was provided, should help you decide if you'd like to
participate. We will do our very best to keep the study records private and confidential.
We cannot guarantee absolute confidentiality. Your personal information may be
disclosed if required by law, certain people may need to see the study records. The only
people who will be allowed to see these records are the principal investigator, the
research team, the advising professors, and the University of Southern South Florida
Institutional Review Board. Please be advised that although the researchers will take
every precaution to maintain confidentiality of the data, the nature of the focus group
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prevents the researchers from guaranteeing confidentiality. The researchers would like
to remind you to respect the privacy of your fellow participants and not repeat what
essential focus group during the focus group to others. Now, I'll call on each of you and
ask if you'd like to participate. And I just like a verbal Yes or no? So [Participant 1],
would you like to participate in the study?
[Participant 1] 9:07
Oh, yes.
[Moderator] 9:08
Thank you. [Participant 2], would you like to participate in this study?
[Participant 2] 9:12
Yes.
[Moderator] 9:13
Thank you. And [Participant 6], would you like to participate in the study?
[Participant 6] 9:17
Yes.
[Moderator] 9:19
Participant 4], would you like to participate in this study?
[Participant 4] 9:22
Yes.
[Moderator] 9:23
Thank you. And [Participant 5], would you like to participate in this study? I can hear
your microphone turning on but I'm not able to hear anything just
[Participant 5] 9:35
yet.
[Moderator] 9:36
Thank you.
[Participant 5] 9:36
Yeah.
[Moderator] 9:37
Yeah. Would you like to participate in this study?
[Participant 3] 9:39
Yes.
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[Moderator] 9:41
Okay. Perfect and enthusiastic. Yes. All right. Wonderful. Well, thank you all for allowing
me to read off that script. And now what I'm going to do is I'm going to introduce
[Investigator] who you've seen an ad, you can see here, he's the principal investigator
behind the potential change reading questionnaire and part of the research group and
he'll be back Providing a summary and illustration of this new intervention.
[Investigator] 10:04
Okay, thank you. [Moderator]. Can you hear me okay. [Moderator], can you can you
hear me?
[Moderator] 10:12
Yes. Perfect.
[Investigator] 10:13
All right. Thanks again. And thanks to all of you for participating this important research
just by way of background, no [Participant 3] knows this. We're fortunate enough to do
this research based on a grant extended from Florida Blue Cross Blue Shield through
the Innovation Challenge. So your very important sponsorship of that opportunity led
directly to this research. So we're really excited to help bring this to Florida Blue bring
results of our research as we as we wrap this up, I'm going to share my screen and
show you several background items as we begin the session. Let me just get this set up
here, make sure everybody can see this, I'm showing the the abstract that we sent to
you can I get a thumbs up from folks that you can see this? Awesome. The the essence
of this research centers on 14 studies involving approximately 16,000 patients
identifying the correlation between patient locus of control and medical outcomes. The
results of these studies suggests a direct relationship between patient locus of control,
which many of you know intuitively, and specifically, that is the orientation of
responsibility for health as either internal that is self motivated or external, relying upon
chance or powerful others such as God or or a physician or medical practitioner. But the
nature of this relationship is is summarized by this chart, the potential chains gradients,
or let me just move over to that which demonstrates the correlation between the
externalization and internalization of the locus of control. As you can see, the prior study
suggests that internal locus of control is positively correlated with better medical
outcomes. In fact, they've achieved the mean 37% improved outcome across all
conditions, acuities, and demographics. The primary shortfall of the prior research was
that it really didn't synthesize what what was actionable in the locus of control, or how to
change it. And they were each conditions specific. So what this research does is really
ties all this together into a framework that allows care managers and medical
practitioners to actually act on it more directly. The starting point for this research is
something called the multi dimensional health locus of control scales. And let me pull
that up for you here. The multi dimensional health locus of control questionnaire was
developed by Ken Wallston in 1978. And it's been around for a long time. It's been
validated as a very reliable means of assessing an individual's locus on a scale of zero
to 36. In both the internal and external dimensions by asking these questions, I won't go
into the the mechanics of how the questionnaire is scored. Some of you might be
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familiar with it. But this score establishes a patient's baseline locus of control, and
example of which is presented on this potential change gradient chart. You can see in
this baseline example, this particular individual has scored a 1524 on that scale,
essentially indicating the first number is their internalization factor of 15. The second
number is their externalization factor again on a scale of zero to 36. And they've
registered at 24. The general nature of this relationship is that these strong external
folks tend to have lower clinical outcomes. And our goal is through this research is to
help move folks to an internalization metric in the upper right quadrant which achieves
those greater the greater outcomes. Our research is a 13 that our research has
identified 13 demographic, personal, environmental and societal factors, which can be
influenced to change the patient's locus of control, making it possible to move and
patient from that less effective external locus to the more effective internal locus of
control. This has resulted in the potential Change graded questionnaire, which I'll show
next. Which [Moderator] is going to lead our discussion on, [Moderator].
[Moderator] 15:12
Thank you so much, [Investigator], for marking us all through that and providing a
wonderful summary of the research that's conducted. And just as [Investigator]
mentioned, I'm going to be guiding us through the conversation asking the group and
each of you questions based on this research and how you feel it might interact or be
incorporated into your practice. Wonderful. So, um, there are a variety of conditions that
a patient might face for which the locus of control could be a really material factor. Now,
I'd like us to think about a few of these conditions. But first, what we're going to do is
thinking about care for a patient who's scheduled for a hip replacement surgery. So my
first question to the group, and I'll call on each of you, and we'll kind of start the
conversation from there is, when would be the best time in the care sequence to
complete the multi dimensional health locus of control questionnaire with a patient? So
great, let's start with you. So when do you think would be the best time in a care
sequence to introduce this questionnaire? In case you're on you?
[Participant 1] 16:25
A question our focus [Participant 2] and I is wellness. So we generally do not interact
with members who are going for hip surgery, that would be more the the case
management care end of our organization. But I'm happy to question from my
experiences as a nurse,
[Moderator] 16:47
it would be great
[Participant 1] 16:48
30 some odd years, and I've had experience with people who've had hip replacements
in the hospital setting. So to answer that question, I find that it's short enough that you
could get through, I found the other one that you had presented with many questions
that gets overwhelming for for people, even when sort of a crisis, my answer to that
would be at the time that they're there, they're told that they need to have hip surgery
between that and the time they go into the hospital. I think as you move closer to the
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time that they are having the hip surgery, there's more anxiety and things like that, and
then they're not going to be interested in answering those questions. They're going to
be totally on themselves, whether they're internal or external. I mean, there's a lot of
anxiety and fear and those kind of things wrapped up in that. So that would be from my
past experience, I'd say some time between when they they knew that they have to
have the surgery to, you know, before they're going to the hospital and have to do their
blood work and all those kind of things that they have to actually get tests they have to
get done.
[Moderator] 18:02
Hmm. Okay, very interesting. Thank you so much [Participant 1]. And [Participant 4] will
move the question, same question over to you. At what point during the care sequence,
do you think it would be best to administer this questionnaire and you are muted right
now? Let me know if you need some assistance getting unmuted. And if you're still
experiencing issues, we'll jump back over to you. So, um, [Participant 5] will switch over
to you and then we'll allow [Participant 4] to jump in. So [Participant 5], at what point
during the care sequence would you initiate or kind of bringing this questionnaire? We'll
give you just a moment. [Participant 5], can you hear us okay?
[Participant 5] 18:52
Okay, can you hear me now?
[Moderator] 18:54
Yes, I can hear you now. Thank you.
[Participant 5] 18:56
Okay. I agree with [Participant 1], in that asking this questionnaire would be the best
early on, as she said also, that, you know, they become more anxious closer to the
surgery. So I agree with [Participant 1] that this would be best. You know, before all the
pre op and all that begins, that's when it should, these questionnaires should be asked.
[Moderator] 19:22
Okay. And maybe you can tell me a little bit more information on why you believe that
that's the best time
[Participant 5] 19:29
because, you know, the anxiety gets closer to you know, when the closer they get to
surgery, the more the anxiety is and, you know, they probably won't answer this
correctly or to the best of their ability because of the anxiety and the stress.
[Moderator] 19:45
Okay, thank you. And if you felt that, you know, if you had a particular patient or if you
felt that the anxiety wasn't as big of a as a factor, would there be a different time that
you'd be considering to use this questionnaire
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[Participant 5] 19:59
another time Wouldn't be possibly after the surgery is over when they're, you know,
preparing for discharge? Because, you know, they've had the surgery, and hopefully it
went successful. And so I would say maybe Yeah, after the surgery closer to discharge.
[Moderator] 20:16
Okay. Very interesting. Thank you so much. And [Participant 2] will have the same
question over to you. So at what point during the query sequence do you think would be
best to introduce this questionnaire,
[Participant 2] 20:26
I was thinking of two different scenarios. The first one is somebody that's going to have
a hip replacement electively, I would say on the initial assessment, when, you know,
typically the nurse has a big list of questions, just pile that right in. But if somebody falls
and breaks a hip and goes in and really is unprepared, I would say at the discharge
when they're going into instructions.
[Moderator] 20:51
And why do you believe that after the before the discharge is the best time?
[Participant 2] 20:55
Well, because if somebody goes, it falls breaks a hip and they're going in unexpectedly,
they're going to be in pain, they're probably going to be medicated, they're going to have
a bunch of they're going to be admitted. So just there was too much to process. And like
I said, they're probably on pain medication, so they're going to be a little altered. So I
would say, once they're ready for discharge, they're going over instructions, and this
could just be added in with the instructions.
[Moderator] 21:21
Understood. Thank you. Um, does anyone else feel that kind of medications that a
patient might be under might be a consideration for when to introduce this
questionnaire? Feel free to jump in? Or nod your head? Yes or no? Okay. I know some
of us are just on the phone. So we'll work with what we've got. All right. Wonderful. And,
[Participant 6], same question. Everybody is, So at what point do you believe that this
questionnaire is best in news.
[Participant 6] 21:47
So I should start off by saying not a clinical professional by any stretch of the
imagination. But I do think that sooner rather than later to get sort of a, a true baseline.
But I also think, you know, depending on the situation, you might want to sort of probe
with any change to to see if you know, because somebody might at one point say that
they feel, you know, very, you know, strong self locus of control, they're not anxious,
they feel prepared. And then you might add in another care component, and now that
could change for them.
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[Moderator] 22:26
Very interesting. Okay. Thank you so much, [Participant 6]. And [Participant 4], same
question over to you. So at what point do you think in the care sequence is best to
introduce this questionnaire,
[Participant 3] 22:37
I would say before they have the surgery, just making get proof around theories, and
then they won't be as nervous, closer to time to the surgery.
[Moderator] 22:47
Okay, and maybe you can speak on that a little bit more. So tell me a little bit about why
you think that that's the best as opposed to some of the other points of during care.
[Participant 3] 22:57
Because once they decide once they know that they're scheduled for surgery, if you can
get them to do the questionnaire, then they will be more relaxed, they will be able to
answer the questions and not feel pressured or nervous about what's going to happen
during the surgery and after the surgery.
[Moderator] 23:13
Okay, perfect. Thank you so much. And a last but not least, so when during the care
sequence, do you feel that it would be best to introduce this questionnaire? And you are
muted at the moment? Okay, so we'll take let you take a moment to unmute yourself.
[Participant 3] 23:32
Got it? If I can, because I'm not using the phone line. So I was saying that at this point,
I'm offering the survey at 10 times because I was kind of like thinking, Okay, in the
scenario that [Participant 2] is thinking about those two different people. So we have an
opportunity to learn this as soon as somebody is a patient with a physician want, you
know, what is their likelihood to be internal or external. So we have that on record so
that even when we're talking about the potential for any kind of intervention or
procedure, we have that in our mind, but I agree with [Participant 6], circumstances in
the care pathway, whether whether the surgery goes well doesn't go well, or they as the
anxiety builds up free because now we're hearing about other people's horror stories.
As soon as we disclose, we're about to have this surgery, it might impact how I'm how I
feel going in and then coming after the experience as I go into the next phase of care,
which is the rehab, you know, do I own it? Do I Do I not own it as far as my
responsibility there. So I'm feeling like there's value across there and I don't know if
there's an opportunity to research this as we go into the research phase of testing does
somebody shift based on circumstances in which means that we have to flex on the
provider side In the in the care pathway, or the reading or no true shift, because we are
so ingrained, one way or the other.
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[Moderator] 25:07
Right, that's very interesting. And so you from what I'm hearing you say is you would
really want some additional information to is saying, Well, what does the research
suggest in terms of the best point? And during the care sequence?
[Participant 3] 25:17
Right.
[Moderator] 25:18
Okay, interesting.
[Participant 1] 25:21
I'd like just to add on to that, I think that's an interesting point as well, just from our
nursing experience, when anybody whether it's surgery or whatever, is in the hospital,
the the mindset is there in the care of the people there. And generally, generally, they
just do what they're told, because it's a strange environment, they don't know, on, it
doesn't No matter how much prep you tell the person beforehand, it really doesn't
matter once they're there. It's a whole different story. And it's almost like they, they lay
themselves out for for you. I mean, let's face it, when someone's in a hospital, the
nurses are in their business and, and know everything about them. And we're doing
shade preps, and all kinds of things and very private areas. And they're just, they just
are very just open. And it's like they give you your their hand and just guide and direct
me, no matter how internal they are beforehand. I mean, I'm telling you circumstances
and environments, change, change people, drastically.
[Moderator] 26:28
And, [Participant 1], I think you're bringing up some great point. So with that in mind,
how do you think that that will interact with these questionnaires? Do you think that
because of the circumstances that they're in? And because they're kind of do you use
your language like laying themselves out to the healthcare professionals? Do you think
that their locus of control is having a plan here?
[Participant 1] 26:47
Well, I really think no matter whether they're external or internal, before they come in
hospital, and before they're really faced with a crisis, it's like they want to be led
through. So I'm just going to compare, just generally, any one of us who've gone
through things, whether it's a death of a loved one, or are, you know, you've got to see
your, your, your son or your husband or family member with surgery, you're really,
you're really being led by whoever you're putting your faith in. Whether you are external,
I mean, you just you just see it, and I've seen generally, because there's some people
that are not like that, and they resist and, and, you know, that sort of thing, but I'm just
saying, generally speaking.
[Moderator] 27:35
Perfect. Well, great, thank you. I think that's a really interesting point in the
conversation, and wonderful. And so along those same lines, now, I'd love to hear when
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would be the best time in the care sequence to complete the potential change gradient
questionnaire. So this new intervention that's being proposed? And, [Participant 5], we'll
start with you, when do you think would be the best time to introduce the potential
change gradient questionnaire? You are on mute at the moment? Yeah.
[Participant 5] 28:08
I forgot I have to unmute both my phone and my computer. Because I believe that that
would be best, maybe for the post discharge visit with the physician. Because I just feel
at that time that they are, you know, ready to answer those types of questions. The
surgery is over, you know, they're seeing their doctor for the first time. So, you know,
hopefully, the stress level is a little bit down, the anxiety is down. So I think at that time,
it should be at the post discharge visit with their surgeon.
[Moderator] 28:47
Okay, perfect. And is there any other reason that you wouldn't want to introduce it at
other points during the entire sequence?
[Participant 5] 28:55
Just because I believe that, you know, the surgeries done and they are, you know, that,
again, the anxiety level is I would believe is a little bit lower. I mean, you could just tell,
working with patients that, you know, had surgery, whether it be hip or any other type of
surgery, that you just see a difference in the pre boasts versus post with the anxiety.
[Moderator] 29:18
Great, thank you so much, [Participant 5]. And [Participant 3], question over to you. So
when would you be introducing or when do you believe would be the best time to
complete the potential change question gradient questionnaire?
[Participant 3] 29:33
Did you say [Participant 3] or [Participant 1]?
[Moderator] 29:35
Okay
[Participant 3] 29:36
Let's see. Sorry. I'm sorry. And often we get confused. Internally, people will show me
great. Okay, so it happens all the time. Yes, I'm right. Um, yeah, I'm thinking about that.
So I i I get I'm less clear about where this belongs, and all about being informed by the
test and loan. So perhaps more aligned to what [Participant 4] saying. But I am less, I'm
less firm on where this belongs.
[Moderator] 30:19
Okay. And, you know, even if you don't have a firm decision, where's your initial thought
going to? or thoughts, you know, if multiple points
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[Participant 3] 30:29
is where I get a little hung up is how is it being presented to the patient? You know,
when they're being asked to respond to this survey? Is there any context or anything
that is presented to them as far as the intent of it? Because sometimes this can be feel
a little intrusive, perhaps? Yeah.
[Moderator] 30:57
Is there a particular method or modality that you think would be most effective to
administer this questionnaire kind of with this, that same thought of that uncertainty?
[Participant 3] 31:08
So I'm off, I'm off by the provider, probably numerous times to deliver the same
information. So it sir, some of the things that I would think would be auto populated, you
should know me chronic questions, because I've answered them already. Maybe maybe
part of the rub here for me, but I like to know, why am I answering questions? So if I
have some sort of context, that's helpful. If it feels like it might be getting digging deeper
into who I am and becoming something, maybe it's a personal delivery, so it's
neurosurgeons and patients. That is, because that's, that's where I trust versus a digital
application where, you know, what my information could go anywhere. And, you know,
that's my sense of it. And
[Moderator] 32:05
okay, and with that in mind, so let's say that, you know, the the person who is
administering this questionnaire, they were able to read the room and understand where
the where the patient, particularly how they would prefer to be asked, and whether
context was necessary, given the time in which this questionnaire was administered?
Um, can you think of a few points during the care sequence that you think that would be
appropriate to introduce the questioner and gave the questions still for you?
[Participant 3] 32:34
Yep, I, I still think it's a fit for whenever I'm engaged with the nurse. Or, you know,
whoever Yep, I think that's where I would like to respond. And it could be after the
procedure, which I still couldn't think continuous with the tip. surgery, I think, either pre
or pre or post that in competence with the nurse.
[Moderator] 32:58
Okay, perfect. Thank you so much. And [Participant 4], we'll move over to you. So at
what point during the care sequence do you think would be the best time to complete
the potential change questionnaire potential could change grading questioner
[Participant 3] 33:13
um, I will say, I totally agree with [Participant 5], but it also could be given before the
surgery, or the doctor could it could help set up the treatment plan for the doctor to see
exactly what he needs to do to help the patient to get over their fears or help them what
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kind of pain medicine he needs to give or what treatment plan that he needs to
implement for the patient.
[Moderator] 33:39
Okay, great. Thank you so much. And great, same question over to you. So at what
point do you feel would be best to complete the potential change gradient
questionnaire?
[Participant 1] 33:50
Um, thank you. That's the questionnaire that has 13 questions, right?
[Moderator] 33:54
That's correct. Yes.
[Participant 1] 33:56
Making sure that I understand. So when when I look at that, I would say, I agree with
[Participant 3] like, there has to be some sort of incentive for the person like, What is it?
What it is, what is it for me? To answer these questions for you, you know, oh, there has
to be something gained by the participant in order for them to have the buy in to do it.
But when looking at at that questionnaire, I would say sort of pre before the surgery
before they're hospitalized. And and I would probably say after the treatment and after
their, you know, their last appointment with their orthopedic would be a good time. And
saying that I would want to see some sort of intervention in between to see whether
there's, you can move the needle with help. Because you know, some of your questions
is I have no family, friends and family that can help me Well, that's something I would
want to know beforehand to to know or I need to know Bringing a social worker to kind
of help that person when they go home. Because even they go to, someplace to
recover, there is a point that they go home and everything's new for them, they might
need things changed in the home, or rugs pulled up or whatever. So they do need help
when when they do go home. So I thought that was a really good question for
beforehand, you know, to to make sure we can gain to have them have access to social
worker, some of your questions about religion, is there. Is there pastors one, should you
call in? Or if they don't have a pastor? Is there something that you could do to help them
there? So I tend to say, before and after, with some sort of intervention in between, you
know, especially when you say, I tend to ignore my health, you know, you sort of don't
want to hear that from someone going home.
[Moderator] 35:52
Sure.
[Participant 1] 35:54
You know, so, but it would be a good thing to, to hear, and to see your app so that you
know, what sort of plan of care to, to help them with.
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[Moderator] 36:05
Perfect. And I really like the idea of introducing it into different points. And so if, say you
were to administer this questionnaire, and you did see that that there was a change in
the scale with that change in terms of the way that this information was used throughout
the care sequence in that kind of post administration.
[Participant 1] 36:22
Yeah, I would, I would definitely say that and it would be interesting to know what
actually helped move the needle.
[Moderator] 36:30
Yeah. Perfect. Thank you so much. And [Participant 2], same question over to you. So
at what point do you think would be the best time to complete this potential change
grading questionnaire,
[Participant 2] 36:40
I have to go along with what [Participant 1] was saying, I would introduce it probably at
the initial office visit when the patient's coming in to, you know, work with the physician
regarding their surgery, because that way, you're establishing a baseline, where is this
person that what are their needs? moving forward? How can we move the needle,
because I also know that I recently had, my son was in the hospital for a surgery and
post up, there are so many disciplines coming in, there's you know, the dietician coming
in, there's discharge, there's social work, you're overwhelmed. First, because of the
recovery, and all these people coming at you with all of this information. I think, while
you're in the hospital, you might not get as good of a focus as if you're doing it in the
very beginning.
[Moderator] 37:31
Hmm. Great, thank you so much. And [Participant 6], in question over to you. So at
what point do you think would be the best time to introduce the potential change
gradient questionnaire?
[Participant 6] 37:42
Yeah, I would just echo what [Participant 2] and [Participant 1], were saying, I think the
sooner we can intervene, the better. So I would say, you know, as soon as we first see
them, that you'd want to identify any areas for intervention.
[Moderator] 37:44
Great. Anything else to expand on that?
[Participant 6] 37:47
Um, yeah, I mean, I also would say that after, after, before they're discharged as well,
you know, even even if you notice that, you know, they've improved on one of those
dimensions, it because of an intervention, that wouldn't necessarily mean okay, we don't
have to stop this intervention now that we would know the intervention is working. And if
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they happen to decrease in one of those dimensions, then that would also be important
to know as well.
[Moderator] 38:26
Great. Thank you so much. Yeah. Wonderful. And now, I'd like to focus on team
members and part of the care care provided for a patient. So keeping with the same
case of someone going in for a hip replacement replacement surgery, I'd love to ask
each of you who you think would be the best member of the care team to administer the
questionnaire. And we'll start with the questionnaire of the multi dimensional health
locus of control. So [Participant 2], we'll start with you. So who do you think would be
the best person in a care team to administer?
[Participant 2] 38:57
I think the nurse because I'm a nurse, and well, because the nurse is somebody that the
patient's going to really trust. They know everything they talk about is confidential. It's
not going to go anywhere else, and they know the nurses, their advocate.
[Moderator] 39:14
Mm hmm. Wonderful. Thank you. And the same question over to you. So who do you
think would be the best person within the care team to administer this questionnaire?
[Participant 6] 39:26
That is a great question. I don't know not sure. I would assume probably a nurse.
[Moderator] 39:34
Okay. And maybe maybe you can tell me a little bit of where that uncertainty is coming
from?
[Participant 6] 39:39
Primarily just because I'm a behavioral economist. And it's just not my area of expertise.
[Moderator] 39:43
Yeah. Gotcha. Thank you.
[Participant 6] 39:45
I'm a little distant from from the clinical side of things.
[Moderator] 39:47
So nowhere, that's perfect. You're going to give us a really interesting perspective. So
[Participant 6] 39:52
thank you.
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[Moderator] 39:53
And [Participant 1], same question over to you. So who do you feel is the best person
within the care team to administer the questionnaire
[Participant 1] 40:00
Well, I agree with [Participant 2], just to back up a bit, the Gallup poll puts out a poll
every year as to who's the most trusted profession. And since 2000. nurses have rated
number one, except for 2001 when firefighters have dinner since 911. But so just having
that kind of information, that little bit of research, you know, who generally is most
trusted? And so I would definitely agree with [Participant 2] that it should be the nurse.
[Moderator] 40:32
Great. Well, thank you so much [Participant 1]. And [Participant 4], how about you?
What do you think in the kitchen would be best to administer these questionnaires?
[Participant 3] 40:40
I also think they would be the nurse because the patient have that rapport with the
nurse, and they trust the nurses, the nurse could even elaborate, elaborate on what the
patient may be experiencing and help them through whatever comes up out of these
questions with the patient.
[Moderator] 41:01
Okay, great. Thank you so much.
[Participant 4] 41:02
Definitely.
[Moderator] 41:03
And [Participant 5], question over to you. So who do you think in the care team would
be best to administer these questionnaires?
[Participant 5] 41:10
Again, I believe the nurse, as of course, I'm a nurse. And we are with the patient, you
know, 24 hours a day. So they do trust us. And you know, we already are asking them
tons of questions. So they're just used to us always asking them questions and
information. And yeah, they just, they just feel trust with the nurse. And I think that's the
best person.
[Moderator] 41:36
Well, thank you so much. And [Participant 3] same question over to you. So who do you
think would be the best and the care team to be administering these questionnaires?
[Participant 3] 41:46
I'd say that would be [Participant 2] [Participant 1]. [Participant 4] [Participant 5]. I tell
you what these are, these are the most trusted in the care pathway. We let them do all
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sorts of things to us. If you're, if you're, you're humble, you're exposed, but you're also
trusting, so I would absolutely agree with them.
[Moderator] 42:13
Perfect. Well, thank you. And so I'm really hearing a lot of the folks in here echoing, you
know, nurses are the best and most appropriate person to administer this care. And
does anyone feel that a care manager would also be best to administer these
questionnaires? And feel free to nod your head or jump in and say yes.
[Participant 1] 42:30
Well, our care managers are nurses. So.
[Moderator] 42:32
So also, yes.
[Participant 3] 42:39
But that's a different thing. So is there a different definition? That you were thinking
about? it? Are you talking about more of an administrator?
[Investigator] 42:47
Yes, I actually, yes, that was some of the feedback we've gotten from from you all in the
process is that there's a distinct difference between the care manager that monitors and
helps in the care treatment plan, generally employed and engaged by the by the payer,
and this is Florida Blue, as opposed to the nurse who would actually be, let's say, on the
hospital floor or involved in the clinical environments. So I guess what we're looking to
probe here is, is is there a distinct advantage one way or the other to having the non
clinical professional do it even though they may be a nurse or a clinical professional?
Do it in the clinical environment?
[Participant 3] 43:37
Really good question. Yeah, thanks for qualifying that. But so just, if I may. So I think to
answer that, but the care team that we have, on the planning side, is very much
involved in the clinical support, they still are considered part of their care team, as
opposed to the administrator of their benefits, right, or they plan or a triage kind of
person to, to get them engaged with their real care team, if you will. So I don't see a
distinction. So in that, in that respect, I think a lot of our members trust our care team,
whether it's part of our braces team, that is their wellness side, as they are coaching, I
mean, a part of their initiation or their first call with the member is to establish that trust,
that assessment, we're here to help you and they're very good at it. They use
motivational interviewing techniques to, you know, to get to where the member is, where
the member is, you know, and what their needs and interests are. So I think they very
quickly established that trusted, trusted role as well. So it could be us, as opposed to
you know, their physician's office or the actual physical care team Others might have
different thoughts, but I'm thinking, the talent that's on our clinical team on the care side
and the wellness side, I believe could be trusted enough to to deliver this. Okay.
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[Moderator] 45:15
Great. Well, thank you amazing feedback. Thank you so much good. Does anyone else
have anything to say in line with what [Participant 3] had mentioned? as well?
[Participant 1] 45:23
Oh, yes, this is curious, I totally agree with [Participant 3] and one of the reasons why I
agree is that with the care managers who are registered nurses here at Florida Blue,
they actually establish a relationship with that patient that's ongoing. So you have a
nurse in a doctor's office, you have a nurse in the hospital, then you have nurses in
home health, or whatever you've brought into to the home. And then you have our case
managers who are registered nurses who establish a relationship and there's more
continuity. And I think there's more of a build up of not more trust, but there's a deeper
trust, because they, they are the ones who help them navigate the system and, and get
what they need. And, and they're the ones that are really listening to the needs of that
individual or that family need. So those would be my reasons why?
[Moderator] 46:18
Well, thank you. Perfect. And earlier in the conversation, there was a little bit of a
discussion around. And you know, when we were talking about when was the best time
to administer, it was also how we would want to administer this as well. So now, I'd love
to bring up the question to the group at largest, you know, what, when do you feel would
be the best medium to administer these questionnaires? And, [Participant 6], we'll start
with you first, what would you think would be the best medium to administer these
questionnaires?
[Participant 6] 46:46
So I mean, I think that probably just depends honestly. I don't necessarily have a great
answer. I mean, paper and pencil is, I think most people could be, you know,
comfortable with that. But I also think, then you run into sort of a little bit more work for
the practitioner side of it, you know, it's not going to then have to put that information
somewhere, right, and manually enter it. But maybe face to face and have it like in a
digital format.
[Moderator] 47:26
Okay, great. Thank you so much, sir. And, [Participant 5], we'll move over to you. So
what do you think would be the best method to administer these questionnaires during
care?
[Participant 5] 47:38
Um, I guess you'd have to look at it per case per person. That, you know, I mean, some
people have vision problems. So you know, handing them a piece of paper maybe may
not be the best way. So I would think that if it was a digital, you know, the nurse could
ask the questions and just input the, you know, the answers, you know, in the digital,
you know, program. What I think?
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[Moderator] 48:07
And I think you touched on an interesting topic as well, do you think that it would be best
for the patient to see these questions and answer themselves, whether on a digital or
pen and paper? Or do you think it'd be best for a nurse or healthcare practitioner to to
say it out loud and have them fill it in?
[Participant 5] 48:25
Again, I would say, you know, depends on the person, I think you could probably have
the option to do one or the other. And you could give the patient the option as to which
way that they feel is best that they want to answer that questionnaire.
[Moderator] 48:41
Gotcha. Great. Thank you so much. And [Participant 4], same question over to you. So
what do you think would be the best method to administer these questionnaires?
[Participant 3] 48:51
I thought it would agree with [Participant 5], it depends on the patient, and you have to
take into effect their literacy level. Like she said, their vision, and it just depends on the
patient. And I feel that you can read it off to the patient, or the patient may be able to
complete it themselves.
[Moderator] 49:09
Great. And thank you so much. shut me. And let's see [Participant 1], we'll move over to
you. So what do you think would be the best method to administer these
questionnaires?
[Participant 1] 49:19
Again, I'll reiterate that I think it should be a choice on that the patient should have the
choice because they're in control. But generally speaking, I would say digital, I say,
there's less, there's lack of errors. If it's paper and pencil, it's more manual, and digital, I
mean, they could be in the doctor's office, and you could have the questions on a tablet.
And if they say I'd like to do it myself, you turn the tablet over to them to do it. And with
these tablets, you can, you can open up the you can open up so you can better see it.
And if they want to do it privately. Maybe you could do Have they're the person that's
with them read the question, and they answer it if they didn't want to be there. But
generally speaking, I mean, they're so used to us asking questions that they just, you
know, but I would I would, I'd like to have it, I would want to have a digital, I think if you
leave a piece of paper and pencil, it's going to be on, again, the manual process of
putting it in, but, but also, that's going to be put aside, because that's not the most
important that that's not why they're zero in the office to find out. When am I going to
have it? What do I have to do? When do I get my blood work, and then afterwards,
really, like [Participant 2] pointed out, it's, it is overwhelming when they're in the hospital,
to even think of doing something like that. You know, just from past experience up, you
know, I've worked in the Canadian healthcare system as well as down here. And so I
really have a unique perspective on things. But generally speaking, when, when we
would discharge someone from hospital in Canada, whether you had a heart attack,
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whether you had you just newly diagnosed with diabetes, it didn't matter what it was
either home health or public health went into your home, because what we found out
there is that you could tell the patient say whatever you want in the hospital, but I mean,
it is that's not what they're there for. That's not what they're concentrating on. And they
they really needed things to be reiterated when they got home in order to make them
successful and being at home. So.
[Moderator] 51:32
Hmm, great. Well, thank you so much [Participant 1], I think those are all really
interesting points. And [Participant 3] in question over to you, you know, what do you
think would be the best method to deliver these questionnaires?
[Participant 3] 51:44
I don't think I have anything different to add, but I thought it was something piqued my
interest when [Participant 1] said, you know, basically the choice so that they feel like
they're in control. Oh, that was interesting. So I think you will probably get more
compliance with answering it if the way it's presented or the opportunity to respond
aligns to the confidence in the intent behind me providing my responses, right. Truth
and integrity and interest. So I guess even finding out or knowing the patient well
enough to know how to present it, given that there might be options to do through
different modalities.
[Moderator] 52:31
Okay, that's a great question. Thank you. Okay. And [Participant 2], last over to us. So
what do you think is the best method to deliver these questionnaires?
[Participant 2] 52:41
I think the key thing is to keep it flexible. Because everybody's different. I think having it
available on a tablet where you can change the font size is a good thing. Whether the
person wants to do it individual, or if they want somebody to read it to them. I think just
having flexibility is the most important. Sorry, my dog is coughing, if you can hear that
[Moderator] 53:05
problem at all. Not a problem at all. Wonderful. And and so I'm hearing some really
interesting points from this question. Does anyone feel that the way that the
questionnaires are delivered would have an impact on how the patient would answer
the questions?
[Participant 1] 53:18
I would say yes.
[Moderator] 53:20
In [Participant 1], it was more about that.
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[Participant 1] 53:22
The reason why I say that is from before, the person has to know, it's not like mandatory
or I think people need choices. And I think the way you present it, you could present it.
So there is no choice in that we want this done, but the toys, but within that they have
choices, so they feel more in control of what's happening to them. So
[Moderator] 53:48
Hmm. Okay, great. Does anyone else have anything to expand on that? Okay, perfect.
Well, thank you all. I think that was really valuable discussion. And now I'd like to ask
very similar questions, but with a different case. So we were originally talking about if a
patient was getting for a hip replacement surgery, and now I'd like to change the
discussion a little bit more towards if someone was if a patient was with an acute
myocardial infraction, so a heart attack. And I'd love to hear if that changes anything in
terms of, you know, who's administering how it's being administered? And at what point
is it being administered. So we'll start with the, the, the when to start. So again, this is a
patient with a heart attack. And at one point do you think would be best to administer
the the questionnaire? So we'll start with the multi dimensional health locus of control
questionnaire. And [Participant 4], we'll start with you first, it was a patient with a heart
attack, at what point do you think would be the best, best time in the care sequence to
administer these questionnaires?
[Participant 3] 54:50
I would say after the patient is more stable, when they come in and they have a heart
attack, more than likely they're going straight to the cath lab. So I would say one They're
most stable if you can get reliable answers out of them, and then they will calm down,
and they won't be as anxious as when they first get into the hospital.
[Moderator] 55:10
And you lose your experience. Do you think that there's a particular point after, you
know, after that care has been administered? In which case you think the questioner
would be best to introduce?
[Participant 3] 55:21
I would say probably right before discharge, because once they get out of surgery, you
know, they're on a pain medicine, and they're sitting a lot of pain, still anxious after
learning about the heart attack, and what could have caused it. So when it's closed, the
time to discharge, they would have been a better mind frame.
[Moderator] 55:40
Hmm. Great. Thank you. And [Participant 6], I'm seeing you nod your head. So tell me a
little bit about when you think would be the best for a patient with a heart attack?
[Participant 6] 55:48
Yeah, I agree. I think if you administer it too soon, they might still need more education
and have a lot of unanswered questions about it. So that might, in some ways, sort of
negatively, you know, affect their actual responses to those those items. And it's not it
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wouldn't necessarily reflect their locus of control. But it would just be because there's so
many unknowns, and maybe once they get more education, learn a little bit more about
what happened and and what they can do, then it might be a better measure at that
point.
[Moderator] 56:22
Thank you, [Participant 6]. And [Participant 3], what about you? When do you think
would be the best to introduce this questionnaire? With where a patient with a heart
attack? Get your unmute?
[Participant 3] 56.36
Yep. Yep. Yep. double double on mute button is not a problem. Yeah, I definitely agree
with the clinical team on the timing of that. But it also made me think, and it can
completely could be an irrelevant thought. But these are people that now we're getting
into some acute acute conditions where it's emergent. It wasn't planned. It was to
[Participant 2]'s point earlier, the slip and fall hip fracture in the next minute, I'm in the
hospital. So in this circumstance, and sometimes not always, there's a another party in
the in the experience. So there's a caregiver? Are we are considering any role that that
caregiver might play in when this might be delivered?
[Moderator] 57:30
Hmm, good question.
[Investigator] 57:33
Yeah, that's a great, that's a great point. We, we haven't gone down that path yet. And
the research, we've really focused on the patient provider interface. But also, to your
point, [Participant 3], there's a The reason we varied the vignettes in this focus group
was to figure out, should we even be getting some of this information? Well, in advance
of any presentation, you know, when they enroll as a plan member with Florida Blue, is
that the best opportunity to do the multi dimensional health locus of control scales. But
you, you've expanded it on that, on that back into there, there might be a situation
where the patient's not capable of responding because it's too late and it's too
emergent. We'd have to think about that one. And I liked your idea at the outset of, of
testing this, I think that's the next phase of this research is really to test this in the
clinical with the patient environment in the clinical environment with the patients, but
we'll probably have to defer that one because that's that's a level of abstraction we
hadn't considered yet. You know, what, what role can the a very close, trusted caregiver
provide provided this does that, does that help kind of narrow the response?
[Participant 3] 59:01
I think so. I think so. And I believe, you know, we this can go far and wide. But yeah,
definitely, because I'm thinking Even so, you know, I might respond differently. If I know
that I have this caregiver that I'm dependent on. And as long as they are there, then I
might feel like I have a different sense of confidence in, you know, how I can, how I can
be compliant with my care plan.
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[Moderator] 59:29
Hmm. Yes, very interesting. points here. Thank you so much. And and Does anyone
else have anything to expand on that?
[Participant 1] 59:37
Yeah, I just want to say I've been with people who have come into the hospital with a
heart attack. And I must say from just personally speaking as a nurse, I would not be
interested in asking or even giving any whether caregiver or the patient, that
questionnaire because the whole focus is not whether they're in control, you're really in
control. That person stabilized And you know, and that that is the sole focus of the
whole, why they're there. The critical situation, it's an urgent situation, it's critical. And
really all our attention is getting that person stabilized and getting them where they need
to go. So whether it's search, whether it's cath lab surgery, or whatever, wherever it is in
that country, in that area. So I really think for some a situation like that, you'd want to
wait till the person is stabilized, and then, you know, introduce it, this is to help you,
when you go home, to actually help you in your health and well being we questions we
want to ask you, and we've got some potential interventions to help you in areas you,
you feel that you need, you know, some assistance with. So I'm just like, as soon as you
say that, I can picture it in my mind, because I've been, I've been the nurse on that end,
and my father had a heart attack. So I've been on that and as a nurse, and as a
daughter, and your nursing goes out the door. But as a family member, by the way, but
but it's a crisis situation. And asking question here is not, it's just not your you're not
even going to get the clinical staff to be on board with that, because the whole focus is
to get stabilized.
[Moderator] 1:01:22
Okay, very interesting. Thank you. Great. So, so to kind of, kind of spit back what you're
saying, you think, if at all, during this care sequence to be administered, it would need to
be close to discharge when when things have settled, and they're ready to go home?
[Participant 1] 1:01:35
And like I've said before, there has to be a reason why they need to go through these
questions. What, for me, I mean, that it's really the basic thing is, I don't think people
mind doing it. It's just like, What is it? What is it for me? Like, what is the benefit from
that? Would it I really, I think the whole thing, the foundation is how you present it to the
person and to give them choices throughout that process, you know, maybe you could
consider given it, you know, at the first scenario, when someone's in the doctor's office
to give it to them then and say, when would be the another time that we could offer to
you and give them the choices to do or to give them choices? Would you mind if we
asked you that before you go home? Or would you mind if we actually come to your
home? After your your home? to ask you. And I think if you give people reasons why
and give them choices, you're going to get a lot more compliance, because even if you
go to the doctor's office, and they give you these forms to fill in, a lot of people don't fill
in most of it. By the way, I'm just, you know, they want to get into the doctor's
appointment. They don't want all these you know, these questions, you know, so that's
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just, I'm just throwing out there to kind of consider and I'm sure you have, you know, I'm
sure you have we just haven't heard of.
[Moderator] 1:02:55
No, thank you. I think [Participant 1] made mentioning a lot of very important points. And
[Participant 2], I could see you nodding your head and agreeing as well. So maybe you
can expand on that.
[Participant 2] 1:03:02
Yeah, my thought was to do it not while the patients in the hospital maybe had a follow
up doctor's visit. They're stable, they're more comfortable. And definitely they the patient
needs to know what is the skin in the game? Like why do I have to do this? What How
does it benefit me? Because otherwise, they're just going to probably be irritated? Like,
why are you asking me this?
[Moderator] 1:03:29
Notice, thank you. So with that in mind, you know that potential irritation or just maybe it
kind of layering in and areas of the care sequence that maybe are not as appropriate?
Do you think that there's a certain person, or modality that you think would help with
that?
[Participant 2] 1:03:45
I think just you know, giving them an explanation, you know, this is to help us know
where you're at on the scale of change, to help you maybe take some steps to move
forward to, oh, I just think being really transparent and telling them why. Because if
you're answering all these really, you know, deep personal questions, without them
knowing why. I don't know it just think they might be reluctant to do so.
[Moderator] 1:04:10
Sure. Great. Well, thank you, [Participant 2]. I appreciate that thought. And [Participant
5]. Any thoughts on that as well? So for a patient who has a heart attack? And do you
think that we you know, do you have any change in terms of your answers of when you
think that would be the most appropriate time to administer the questionnaires.
[Participant 5] 1:04:28
I think it should be administered closer to discharge as close to discharge as possible.
You know, because they came in as an emergency unexpected. You know, patients do
get very irritated with, you know, questions, especially, you know, in the beginning when
it's a stressful event, you know, they always say, oh, that person and you know, asked
me that question already. Why are you asking me? You know, closer? Yeah, they've
had a diagnosis. They've been treated. You know, so an expense To them, you know
what this is for? that's important too. Because, you know, if you just go and ask these
questions, and you're not explaining why, you know, they're, they're hesitant to answer
them. And of course, you know, get irritated, because we're asking 1000 questions, or,
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[Moderator] 1:05:19
yeah, so I'm hearing a lot of the members in the discussion echoing the same thing, if
there needs to be that additional context, or their information needs to be relayed to the
patient. so wonderful. Thank you all. And kind of similarly to what we talked about with
the hip replacement patient, same question for the heart attack patient, I'd really love to
know who and how would be the best way to administer. So who in the care team is
best to administer these questionnaires for a patient with a heart attack? And maybe
how, considering that this might be a different circumstance? So [Participant 4], we'll
start with you, who do you think would be the best person? And how do you think would
be or how, what is the best method to deliver these questionnaires for patient with a
heart attack?
[Participant 3] 1:05:58
I think it should be the nurse again, because the nurse will be there from the time the
patient came into the hospital, and will know the patient and I feel like the nurse should
it should be read off to the patient, because the patient is already going to be going
through so much to try to do something digital, it'll make you just easier on the patient. If
the nurse read it off to the member.
[Moderator] 1:06:20
Hmm, great. Thank you. And a any thoughts on that as well? So who do you think is the
best person? And what do you think is the best method for someone with a heart
attack?
[Participant 3] 1:06:31
Yeah, so a couple of opportunities, I think it's whoever's giving the the discharge plan.
So some, wherever that care team member is. And then if on the plane side, we do
have some of our own transition nurses that try to reach out members when they're in
the hospital, and make sure that they have what they need to, you know, to make that
discharge plan, work, and stick. So a couple of opportunities, but I think it's a wave as
closest to that, making sure that we're rolling it in. And I, you know, I agree with the
team when they saying, you know, the skin in the game. So there's a lot of consumer
behavior, even in the healthcare space is, the more personalized my experiences or
that my plan is for me, the better. So, you know, explaining that they were asking the
question so that we can support you in the way that best suits you. I think gives imparts
that Oh, are you kidding? I have a customized personalized plan. That's the intent
behind this gets me feeling like I, you know, I'm being cared for.
[Moderator] 1:07:42
I like that. Thank you so much [Participant 3]. And [Participant 5], in question over to
you. So for a patient with a heart attack, who do you think is the best to administer this?
And what method do you think is the best to administer the questionnaires.
[Participant 5] 1:07:54
A lot of patients are in the hospital, they're assigned a case manager or a social worker
for discharge planning. And that starts from day one. So they are in discussing with the
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patient, you know, discharge plan, they, you know, help to, you know, educate them on
what the discharge plan will be. So I'm thinking that they may be a good person to
administer the questionnaire. And again, depending on the person, giving them the
option of it being either paper, or digital.
[Moderator] 1:08:27
Great. Thank you, [Participant 5]. And same question to you, [Participant 2], who do you
think is the best in the care team? And what is the best method for a patient with a heart
attack?
[Participant 2] 1:08:35
I would think the nurses the best person on the care team, and for the same reasons of
confidentiality, they are the nurse, and then the nurses, their advocate. And I think
giving them an option, do you want me to read this to you, when you can verbally Give
me your answers? Or would you rather fill it out on your own? You know, it's, you have
to be really fun. And as nurses, we are always flexible? To meet their needs? Not your?
[Moderator] 1:09:02
And do you think paper and pen would be the best or something digital?
[Participant 2] 1:09:06
I think digital? I think it's easier to maneuver via clicking a button instead of playing and
all that I just think mechanically, it's simpler.
[Moderator] 1:09:15
Perfect. Thank you so much. And [Participant 6], same question over to you. Who do
you think in the care team, and what modality do you think is best? Okay, and you're
muted. Not a problem.
[Participant 6] 1:09:29
As far as the care team who would be the best. I mean, I would just echo what Jay says
and say that whoever is closest to that discharge, whoever is coordinating follow ups
are coordinating additional, you know, interventions that would be, in my mind, the most
logical person and then as far as the method, digital and then if somebody you know,
isn't comfortable using it or you know, self self, filling it out, then having whoever that
person is just talk them through it and pull it out for them.
[Moderator] 1:09:57
Okay, perfect. Thank you so much, sir. All right, and [Participant 1] in question to us
over a patient with a heart attack, who is the best person to administer, and what
method is the best, best way to administer?
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[Participant 1] 1:10:10
So I, I agree that the best person would probably be the person that's transitioning, or
has been set up to transition them out of the hospital, because you're talking about the
questionnaire with the 13 questions, right?
[Moderator] 1:10:23
Well, for both questionnaires, so maybe you have different answers for each one.
[Participant 1] 1:10:27
Okay. Um, so I, you know, I would say, who's ever in charge? So maybe, you know, of
course, you wouldn't do both questionnaires at the same time, that'd be a little
overwhelming. But throughout the the time, you know, they could help the person
answer those those questions. And maybe, at that point, be part of the, you know, Marie
had mentioned before, just integrated in part of what we asked, so there is no, you
know, there wouldn't be a choice paper and pen or digital, if that's just part of your
process. But I just wanted to throw in there, it'd be nice to know this before they get in
hospital before they break their hips. So, you know, to me, I'm thinking, can that part of
the process for them when they're in the doctor's office to have the the nurse in the
doctor's office, go through this when there, there are no crisis, there's, there's not much
going on. I just know that within hospital, things are just not normal. For the person for
the family, for the caregiver, it's just not normal. And, and I keep on thinking, what that
would be, it's probably the best time but then I'm thinking, I know, like [Participant 2]
mentioned, when it's getting close to discharge, you've got so many things going at you
that it's just like, is very overwhelming. Like I mentioned, in the Canadian healthcare
system, we we are always sent out to the person's home, either public health or home
health, because that is a time that sometimes they don't even remember what went on
in the hospital, what you've got to think of the crisis in the family, the families, and
probably, as nurses, and I don't know who's on the phone, who's nursing hospital, but
as nurses, you're taking care of the family more than you're the patient, because they're
just, they can't do things for them. I mean, it's, um, it's really interesting environment that
maybe as researchers, it'd be interesting for you to, to, you know, experience it. So you
know, for yourself, and you wouldn't represent everybody, but at least you would kind of
have an understanding, wow, even if anyone has gone in to have a baby, I mean, you're
not concentrating on questionnaires that you're concentrating on getting help to, to have
a healthy normal baby delivery, you know, like, so even if it's a happy thing. There's a
lot of things going on. And that's just, that's just from my experience, and then being
another healthcare system, we can't be looked at where the person was. And, and that
was, what we found is being at home is where you get more of a relaxed, they're in their
own environment. They're not in the hospital environment. I mean, you got you got a lot
of things to kind of look at. And again, we've mentioned again, and again, it's really
individualized, too. So maybe, maybe that should be something you ask, do you mind
me asking some questions like this? It's really to help you with your care when you go
home? And they might say no, and say they and if you say no, that's fine. We would like
to have the opportunity to do that when you're home. Like, I really think you need to give
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people choice. You need to tell them why and why them and then to give them choices
throat down. throat? I hope that helps.
[Moderator] 1:13:53
No, absolutely. And I think you're bringing up some excellent points about the care of
the family as well as a nurse and how that interacts with the care that they're receiving
and, and for your role as well. And then just the information and context that these
patient patients need. So all excellent points. Thank you, [Participant 1]. And now is kind
of the third and final case, I'd really love to ask and see if you're if any of your answers
have changed for a patient who has type two diabetes, so we don't need to go too deep
into some of the specifics. But I'd love to hear so [Participant 2], we'll start with you just
any of your answers change for someone who has type two diabetes in terms of who
how and when the questionnaire is being administered?
[Participant 2] 1:14:33
Well, I think, I think, um, will type two diabetes, maybe at the doctor's office at their initial
when they're being established. I honestly think the best place for the whole
assessment is during somebody's annual wellness exam, that you already have the
baseline, you don't have to wait until there's a disease process or a catastrophe or an
event. So but as far as the type two diabetic, I would say the end Because they're
already answering a bunch of questions, we'll just go, Okay, this is just another one of
the assessments that I have to go through. And that way too, you can see where that
member it or that patient is, like their baseline starting point is.
[Moderator] 1:15:16
Perfect. Well, thank you. Very interesting points for you. And [Participant 6], I saw you
nodding your head as well. So maybe you can expand on that.
[Participant 6] 1:15:24
Yeah, I mean, I just definitely agree with that as well, I think, again, the sooner you can
intervene, and the sooner it's not an emergency. And, you know, once an emergency
happens, that could potentially, you know, that that's, it's almost too late at that point,
right. So the initial intake, the you know, the first time you meet a new doctor, that that
should be something that's talked about if that person needs additional resources and
whatnot.
[Moderator] 1:15:51
Hmm, great. Very interesting. Thank you so much, sir. And [Participant 1], I saw you
nodding your head as well. So I'd love to hear from your point of view. And for a patient
with diet, type two diabetes.
[Participant 1] 1:16:01
So for type two diabetes, I would agree with [Participant 2] as well, if they were
diagnosed as type two diabetes in the doctor's office, of course, you know, like the hip
thing? Are they in the ER, with, you know, a blood? glucose? It's out of the ballpark, you
know, and you're dealing with a crisis. So it's a whole different scenario. So let me just
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keep it at the doctor's office. Again, I think that should be, it'd be great. If you this could
be established before there's a crisis, because maybe you could help that person, not
become into a crisis if you understood them more as a person from their wellness exam.
So I think that that's a very key point that [Participant 2] made. But let's say they're in
the doctor's office never had the questionnaire. And we know 50% of people don't even
have doctor. So chances are, this is the first time they've come for their wellness exam,
their type two diabetes, and comfort all at once. Which, by the way, does have people
come when crisis happens. I really think at that time, they're overwhelmed. they've,
they've just been told, I've got diabetes, and whether it's type one or type two, doesn't
matter to them. It's diabetes. And I really think at that point in time, the mind is going,
the emotions are going I really think that's a difficult time, [Participant 2], and I go out to
personal health events. And we talked to people that didn't know that they had a high
blood pressure, and they, they, their blood pressure is there. And they're not listening to
you. I mean, there's denial, you know, I don't know whether you're familiar with the
stages of grief, but that's beyond someone dying, that grief is losing a piece of who you
are losing a piece of your health. And denial is is like top on the list. So that's really hard
question to answer, I think it would, again, depend on the member, the client, the
patient, whatever you call the person giving, give them toys like this is, you know, I'd like
to ask some questions to help you. When you go home, it helps us better understand
who you are, and what kind of help we can provide for you. Would you mind if I go
through these questions? And they might think, no, I just can't do it. Now my mind is, or
they might say yes, so I, I really think it should be. I'm gonna say member driven. And
I'm really into the membership, really, I think, to be member driven, and give people
choices and like, for the choices as to whether you do it or not. The choice is how you
do it, you know, especially want to understand them. And again, how do you present
this? So there's something there's buy it for them?
[Moderator] 1:18:40
Great. Well, excellent points. Thank you so much [Participant 1]. And [Participant 4], I'd
love to hear from you. So do any of your answers change in terms of the who the how,
and the what are the win for administering a questionnaire to a patient with type two
diabetes?
[Participant 4] 1:18:56
No, not really, I think with diabetes, you don't want to get the questionnaires done as
soon as possible, because it will help formulate the treatment plan and care plan for the
members. And that will father that will help the doctor to know exactly what to expect
from the memory and maybe be able to gauge a plan specifically for that member.
[Moderator] 1:19:19
Mm hmm. Great. Okay. Thank you so much, [Participant 4]. And, [Participant 5], same
question over to you have any answers changed, or a patient with type two diabetes,
type two diabetes, in terms of who may be the best to administer it, when and how.
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[Participant 5] 1:19:34
And why do you think in the doctor's office, and again, I agree with [Participant 1] in that
you sort of have to read the patient. You know, you can't really say first visit, you know,
follow up visit. I think you have to just see how the patient's feeling at that visit. I mean,
if they're very anxious, you know, you're you're not going to get the right answers. So
you know, that's what I do when I call my members You know, there might be It's
something I need to ask them. It's not urgent, but I don't ask them at that time, because
just the way, you know, they might be dealing with a situation that, you know, it's gonna
go in with one ear and out the other and you won't get the right answer. So I think it is
like gray said, and you know, member driven.
[Moderator] 1:20:17
Great. Well, thank you so much. And [Participant 3], question over to you. So any
answers that you may change for a patient that has type two diabetes?
[Participant 3] 1:20:26
Yeah, so I'm thinking, as [Participant 2] said, if we don't already have that as a baseline,
and I agree with [Participant 1], sometimes this is the entry point into getting care is that
critical time, you know, more acute, and then this is a chronic condition, and I'm kind of
thinking about myself. So if I die, either I'm feeling a lot of pain, or I'm feeling a lot of joy,
either which way I'm activated, highly engaged, you know, trying to do something, but at
some point I fall off, like me is resolution, you know, I'm, there's a duration of time where
that Cotton's engagement or, you know, the grief reaction, it dissipates a little bit, and
I'm a little bit more ready, or I need, you know, I'm, I'm ready, I guess for, okay, I need I
need help, or I want to learn more, or whatever it might be, I'm taking them off that peak.
So I think there's the timing, and I think you have to be sensitive enough to read the
patient, or the patient has to have the right mechanism to engage with you. To make
that step.
[Moderator] 1:21:31
Great. Well, thank you. And who do you think kind of along those lines of reading the
patient determining when is the best to administer it? Who do you think is best within
the care team to make those decisions?
[Participant 3] 1:21:43
Yeah, I think it's still that same person. Right? Same confident, that
[Moderator] 1:21:52
perfect, and anyone else? You know, does anyone else feel that maybe the nurse is no
longer the best person for a patient with a type two diabetes? No, everyone's aligned
with that. Okay, wonderful. And lastly, with the locus of control, and we'd love to hear
from you all, you know, is there any training or materials or changes that you might
suggest in order to improve the locus of control engagement process? So really thinking
broadly about next steps that should be incorporated? And I know, we've touched on
some of these, so feel free to repeat yourself if the or if something is new, that's been
introduced in conversation. So [Participant 4], we'll start with you. Is there any training
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and materials or any suggestions that you think should be introduced in terms of next
steps for improving this health locus of control engagement process?
[Participant 3] 1:22:41
Um, not that I can think of right now. No.
[Moderator] 1:22:45
Perfect. And, [Participant 5], anything from you any changes or materials or resources
that you think would be helpful?
[Participant 5] 1:22:55
And you're talking about resources for the questionnaires? Or is that what you're
asking?
[Moderator] 1:23:02
Yeah, so really just kind of largely in order to improve the way that this questionnaire is
used or improve the questionnaire itself? Is there anything that you think would be
helpful in terms of a resource?
[Investigator] 1:23:12
Yes, just to elaborate through what we've, what we've heard so far in the research is
some suggestions about gamification, somehow engaging the patient in non intrusive
ways. That's the patient side on the provider side, what? what methods of training might
be most helpful to you all as practitioners? What one of the most discouraging things we
found in the research is that physicians receive almost no training on locus of control in
the clinical in their medical training. And so this is really the blue sky question. What in
your ideal world what what would that look like? Would there be a gamification
component or something Disneyesque with the patient? And what type of resources
would you most benefit from you almost benefit from in terms of making this most
effective for the patient?
[Participant 5] 1:24:14
Right, um, we're just looking at the questionnaires. You know, there's there's a lot of
things covered there that are really thing, you know, anything needs to change on that.
And I think it's just a matter of educating the patient as to what this is for and how this is
to improve, you know, their care. And, you know, we search for others going forward.
[Moderator] 1:24:35
Okay. And so [Participant 5], it sounds like maybe you would want some information on
how to best relay why this is being administered to the patient and maybe some of that
additional context to relay.
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[Participant 5] 1:24:48
I mean, just, you know, explain to what the research studies for as far as the resources
that you have provided us so far, you know, I don't think there's any additional from
what I can see
[Moderator] 1:25:00
Okay, great. And thank you. And [Participant 2] sync Question number, do you anything
that you think should be improved in this process in terms of training to the physician or
healthcare team, or resources that should be provided?
[Participant 2] 1:25:12
I think that's the explanation of why. Why are we doing this? how's it gonna benefit the
patient? And what are the next steps following the questionnaire? And I do think that
one questionnaire with the 13 questions is really wordy and crowded. I know if I looked
at that, I'm like, Oh, my gosh, really? Yeah, like streamlining it, because even when
you're like, S, D, D, all those? I'm like, you know, it. It took a lot for me to like, I was like,
Wow, it could I think to simplify it people like simple. Yeah, yes. Yeah. Even the
explanation, you know, usually you see a survey, you can go right to it, bam, I know
what it what, you know, on a scale of one to six, how to fill it out. But you know, it was
just, I just found it very wordy and busy. And I don't know, I think that can definitely be
improved upon.
[Moderator] 1:26:14
Great. Well, very, very good feedback. Thank you, [Participant 2]. Again, same question
over to you, anything that you'd like to see changed in the questionnaires or how they're
administered or training that's received, and in order to improve this process?
[Participant 3] 1:26:32
I absolutely agree with [Participant 2]'s observation there. I think the training is critical
for the team that is taking on the task to administer. What about the technical
aggregating platform that enables this to be saved, shared with all the care teams,
because I'm imagining if, if this is something that I, I do in my oncology office? Well,
there's a whole care team for somebody dealing with, you know, how do I make this
interoperable and feeding to other providers in a proper way?
[Moderator] 1:27:15
Great. Well, thank you so much. I think that's a really interesting point. And [Participant
6], same question over to you anything that you'd like to see introduced into this process
to make improvements? So it's a little bit better?
[Participant 6] 1:27:26
Yeah. So I'm just piggybacking off of what [Participant 3] was saying, I think, too, you
know, this is in some ways a diagnostic tool, right? So those providers should be able
to, and this is why I tend to vouch for the digital format, whenever they're going through
that survey, they should, in my mind, be able to see the outcome and the right next
steps immediately upon submitting the responses to these items. And I'm guessing that
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this questionnaire again. So this potential change gradient questionnaire, this is I'm
assuming already a validated measure, right? In the research, the one to six scale,
[Moderator] 1:28:08
this is what's being tested and further research is being conducted on right now.
[Participant 6] 1:28:12
Okay, so this scale is a new scale.
[Moderator] 1:28:15
Correct? It's the multi dimensional health locus of control, that one's been clinically
validated.
[Participant 4] 1:28:20
Okay.
[Participant 6] 1:28:21
Yeah. So I'm just wondering the one to six scale in my mind, I think some people might
mean it a difference between slightly agree and moderately agree. Me seems that might
be difficult for some people to really distinguish what that means. So I'm just wondering
if, if that one to six scale is the most appropriate to be using, especially if you're talking
this through with somebody versus them actually seeing these numbers? It might, it
might be portrayed a little different. Hmm,
[Moderator] 1:28:51
very good point. Thank you, [Participant 6]. I think that's an interesting point to consider.
And [Participant 1]. Last last question over to you. So do you think that there's anything
that should be introduced here after next steps for the researcher just really, overall to
improve this process?
[Participant 1] 1:29:05
So the researcher is going to be using the questionnaire that's 13 questions and not the
18 questions? right? Correct. Okay. So I like that. What has been said, I, I really think
things have to be easy and simple. So I agree that if two words are similar, in meaning,
it's going to be very hard to distinguish, you know, that that sort of point there. So that's
as far as the the questionnaire goes, as far as who like what should be done with
people who are administrating it. I really think there there has to be some talking points.
And at the talk, and we've talked about that, the talking point should be like why would
the patient have to do what is our you know, what do we hope to accomplish? But what
research has shown us too is people like Stories. So you can say to them, I need to do
this because XYZ, but what will resonate with people is a story. So I think as
researchers, you, you need to find a story where doing this actually helped somebody in
a similar situation of that. So if you're administering this in a doctor's office is different
than administrating it in the hospital, because it that's two different environments, two
different situations. But I think there should be a story attached to it, when you do talk to
people who are going to be administering this wine when and you know, all those, why
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don't the W's. But also to give a story, I think that will resonate with the people that have
to do it as because you aren't buying in from the people that are going to do it too, right?
It's not patient, you won't buy in from the people that are actually going to be
administering this. And so part of it is to get something that resonates with people. So
that that would be my suggestion.
[Moderator] 1:31:02
Oh, perfect. Well, thank you. And thank you, everyone, for the discussion. That was the
last question for today. I really want to thank you, again, all so much for this really
valuable feedback. We'll be taking all of this and using it as we conduct research further.
And thank you again for taking time out of your morning. And if you haven't have any
questions about today's discussion, feel free to reach out to us via email using calendar
invite or any other emails that you may have received from us. Thank you all so much,
and have a wonderful rest of your day.
[Participant 1] 1:31:28
Thank you, everyone.
[Investigator] 1:31:29
Thank you so much.
[Participant 3] 1:31:31
[Moderator], I want to come in on your moderating skills, your fabulous opportunity for
us. You drawing out our thinking and that's something that's a talent, so thank you. And
thanks, [Investigator].
[Investigator] 1:31:45
Thank you.
[Moderator] 1:31:46
Yeah, thank you all have a wonderful day.
[Investigator] 1:31:54
Okay, I will
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
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Appendix L – Focus Group 2 Transcript

[Investigator] 0:00
[Moderator], it's all yours.
[Moderator] 0:05
Great. Thank you so much, [Investigator]. Well, it's so lovely to see all of you guys's
faces again, I know we had a fantastic discussion a couple of weeks ago. So I'm really
excited to continue the discussion. Talk a little bit more about a different type of
intervention and a few different documents that I know [Investigator] has passed along
to you individuals, and continue the discussion. From there. I'm going to read off a little
bit of a script for housekeeping, make sure we cover all the bases before we jump into
the questions. And of course, feel free to let me know if you guys have any questions for
me. So, um, as a refresher, my name is [Moderator] and my professional focus group
moderator and researcher, and I'll be guiding you through the focus group today. First
off, I want to thank you all, again, so much for taking time out of your day again, to
participate in this research opportunity for being and for being contributing members on
this important topic. The purpose of today's session is to learn more about your opinions
on the clinical action matrix document. And during this focus group, we'll be guiding the
conversation by asking each of you questions to respond to, of course, with your
opinions and feedback, there are no right or wrong answers. And we just ask that you
be honest. And if you'd like you can also respond to each other's comments just like you
would in an ordinary conversation. And it's my job to make sure that everyone's voice is
heard and that we stay on track. And before we get started, I do want to let you know
that this discussion is being recorded, but will only be used for note taking purposes and
will not be shared with anyone outside of this project. This research session is
confidential, meaning that what we talked about should not be shared or repeated
outside of this meeting. Also, if you experience any technical, technical difficulties, or
happen to get disconnected from the call, just jump right back into the meeting as soon
as you can. Alright, and any questions before we get started?
[Participant 4] 1:41
No.
[Moderator] 1:42
Okay. All right. And before we jump into the questions, I'm just going to go around and
call on each of you to get verbal consent from each of you indicating that you'd like to
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participate in this focus group opportunity. And I'll just ask that each of you, as I say,
verbally, yes, I'd like to participate. Alright, so one moment.
All right. And so [Participant 2], can you let me know, would you like to be Would you
like to participate in this research opportunity?
[Participant 2] 2:17
Yes, I would like to participate.
[Moderator] 2:19
Thank you. And great. Would you like to participate in this research opportunity?
[Participant 1] 2:24
Yes, I'd like to participate.
[Moderator] 2:26
And [Participant 5], would you like to participate in this research opportunity?
[Participant 5] 2:32
Thank you.
[Moderator] 2:33
And [Participant 4], would you like to participate in this research opportunity?
[Participant 4] 2:37
Yes, I would like to participate.
[Moderator] 2:39
Thank you. And okay, would you like to participate in this research opportunity?
[Participant 3] 2:43
Yes, I would like to participate.
[Moderator] 2:45
Perfect. Thank you all ladies so much. All right. And, [Investigator], I'll pass it up for
review. So of course, as you guys know, [Investigator] is the principal investigator
behind the clinical action matrix. And he's gonna introduce us to the different documents
and go into deeper into the clinical action matrix.
[Investigator] 3:05
Well, everybody, thanks again for joining us for the second one, this one's probably
gonna move a little bit quicker than the than the first one, but it's also the the meteor
part of the research. If you recall last time. This research really starts with the concept of
locus of control is we were reminded on this chart, as you recall that the essence of this
research centers on 14 studies involving approximately 16,000 patients, identifying the
correlation between patient locus of control and medical outcomes. The results of these
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particular studies suggest a direct relationship between patient locus of control either
internal or external, and medical outcomes. The prior studies also suggested an internal
locus of control is positively correlated with better medical outcomes, achieving a mean
37% improvement in outcomes across all conditions, acuities and, and demographics.
last session, we focused on the data collection device seeing here which is a potential
change gradient questionnaire. This questionnaire identifies 13 demographic, personal,
environmental and societal factors, which can be influenced to change a patient's locus
of control. This session is going to focus on the clinical actions resulting from the
potential change gradient questionnaire, those activities that can help move a patient
from an external locus to a more effective internal locus of control. This is the latest
version of what we're envisioning is the clinical action matrix. Two points before I turn it
back over to [Moderator] for this. This is a sample. This is a report that takes the output
from the potential change gradient questionnaire converts it into those specific actions
that can help move somebody from a external from an external locus to a more effective
internal locus of control. What this would actually look like for a specific patient would be
ordered from top to bottom in terms of impact. So the most impactful activity for that
particular patient circumstance would appear at the top and the the least impactful
would appear at the bottom. In some instances, a particular activity might not be
impactful at all, and so would not show on this. I think what we're really interested in in
today's session is understanding less that the content of what we're suggesting be
done, but more from your perspective, how it might most effectively be delivered in two
veins, one is first to the healthcare professional, because they'll be involved in
communicating that But second, possibly to the patient, how might we and that'll be the
final set of questions? How might we modify this to actually deliver it to the patient and
that spectrum could be could range anywhere from, hey, it just needs to be done person
to person with a health care provider, all the way to the other end of the spectrum,
which would be a Disneyfication of it, where you're just we're delivering this through an
online or an electronic medium in the form of a video or some type of interactive
engagement that might not include the provider. So I just wanted to point out that this is
a sample only it will vary and be customized by for every patient. And we're really
interested again, in the best mechanism from your perspective in delivering this both to
the provider. And then and then to the patient. I think we had a hand raised by the end,
did you have a question at the end
[Moderator] 7:01
and was experiencing some issues logging in, she just was weren't looking for a phone
number. So [Participant 5], we'll get that over to you shortly. And I just sent her a
message letting her know.
[Investigator] 7:09
Okay, got it. Got it. I'm great. [Moderator]. Without further ado, I think that's all I had as
the introductory comments, do you want to take over?
[Moderator] 7:20
Yes, that sounds great. Thanks so much, [Investigator], for walking us through.
Wonderful, any questions on the documents before we get started with the discussion?
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Okay, fantastic. So as you recall, there are a variety of different conditions a patient may
face for which the locus of control could be a material factor. On the other hand, there
are also some conditions for which the locus of control can have very little impact. Now
let's think about the first category and revisit one of these scenarios that we had a walk
through in the first focus group session. So this will be a patient scheduled for hip
replacement surgery. Now, let's assume that for the purpose of this discussion that our
patient has completed the potential change gradient questionnaire, and identifies as a
strong externalizer. And they're also presenting a low health value, low self efficacy, and
a moderate frustration with activities of daily living. Now, given the scenario, what would
be the best method to present the recommended clinical actions? And I'll call on each of
you, and we'll get started with the discussion from there. So [Participant 2], given that
circumstance, what do you think would be the best way to present the recommended
actions? Um,
[Participant 2] 8:33
I just was thinking maybe we could call him clarify a little bit. Like we're in the process is
the patient, are they in the doctor's office scheduling? Are they already in the hospital
like pre op? Because I think it has to be meet the where the person is. And, you know,
[Moderator] 8:53
yeah, I think that's a great point.
[Investigator] 8:55
Yeah. That's a great question. As you recall from our last session, I think it's going to
vary by the condition and the incidence of a hip replacement patient, the data would be
collected, the potential change grading questionnaire would be complete would be
completed, pre admission, this would probably be delivered based on feedback in the
prior session, up pre discharge. So after the procedure has been completed, and before
the provider, or the care manager would discharge the patient to rehab or or home
recovery. Does that answer the question? [Participant 2]?
[Participant 2] 9:32
Yes. And then what kind of information are you giving the patient?
[Investigator] 9:36
Well, great point, great point. The this particular version is the version that would be
shared with the provider. If you look down the right column in the Actions column, there
will be a specific action that will be tailored to the providers. role with a with a patient
What I mean by that if you look to the third row revert refer to behavioral therapists, you
as a care manager or Florida Blue might have a suggested mechanism for involving a
behavioral therapist that would be actually customized to this implementation. So if we
give, if we gave this to the orthopedic surgeon, or the the attending nurse at pre
discharge, they would have a specific provider link approved by Florida Blue to say,
hey, you might want I'd like to see, have you see this behavioral therapist? So the short
answer is we're giving this information to the provider in this format, with a link or
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contact information for this specific real resource. applying to that action step. Does that
answer the question, [Participant 2]?
[Participant 2] 10:53
Well, what information are we giving to the patient?
[Investigator] 10:59
Right, the if you look, let's focus on that same third row there. In this particular instance,
our patient indicates a moderate level of feelings of frustration in activities of daily living,
which does have some effect on patient engagement. They do express some moderate
level of, of self efficacy inadequacy. Both of those are things that would be treated by a
behavioral therapist, not the orthopedic surgeon. So the actual delivery of this
mechanism would say, Hey, your patient scores pretty high on dealing with frustration
and feelings of anxiety, we would suggest that you refer them to Dr. So and so for a
behavioral therapy consult. So what would actually be provided there would be not only
that verbiage, but a directive saying, we would suggest that you consider referring the
patient to doctor so and so. And this could be you doing it as the care manager verbally
on the phone? Or it could be the orthopedic surgeon, that's really the question we're
posing to you is what do you think is the best mechanism for delivering that type of
information?
[Participant 2] 12:18
Well, I think that when somebody is post op, in this scenario, say a hip replacement,
that their focus is going to be on things like physical therapy, and rehab and making
sure that their home is set up properly. So I think, like the nurse, the physical therapist,
or social worker will be the person giving instructions to the patient, using, I would say,
verbal instruction and handouts that are, you know, very simple handouts, with pictures
with larger font with, you know, like on the seventh grade reading level, in order to, I
guess, give the patient what they need for discharge, and then I guess, from the
assessment of the nurse, then you can determine these other factors to pass on to their
care provider.
[Moderator] 13:14
Right. And it sounds like when you're talking about kind of having the the practitioner or
the physical therapist, being able to verbally assign these different instructions or
provide these pamphlets. Do you think that that's the recommended route that would be
best to deliver this? Or do you think that is kind of the most commonly used route and
therefore should be continued because of that,
[Participant 2] 13:35
I think, for this age group of people, because it's usually with a little bit older people that
have hip replacements, I think that using what they're familiar with tools that they know,
and that work, this demographic, I think it's individual to each case. Now, if you have
saved like a millennial that was in a car accident, had to have the hip replaced, gave
them online stuff or an app that would be tailored to what they're used to.
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[Moderator] 14:04
Okay, great. And so, from what I'm hearing, it sounds like age might be a really great
factor in terms of which method is most effective, or should be the recommended route?
Is there anything else besides age that you might think would be a good way to
determine whether or not a patient should receive the paper and pen or an app or, you
know, verbal instructions?
[Participant 2] 14:25
I think there's their level of education, I think their age, or their you know, like, if they're
rural if their city I think there's a lot of different aspects.
[Moderator] 14:36
Great. Okay. Perfect. Thank you so much, [Participant 2]. And same session, same
question over to you, [Participant 4]. So given the scenario that we've put together with
this patient with his schedule that's scheduled for a hip replacement surgery, and what
do you think is the best method to present these recommended clinical actions?
[Participant 4] 14:55
I agree with [Participant 2]. It just depends on the patient in the age education level,
some of them, you may be able to give it to them verbally, and they will be able to
understand it, some of them is better with writing it down and some, like two thirds
younger people give him an app that will be able to send them some information, and
they will be able to get it that way. Just the news on a patient.
[Moderator] 15:19
Okay, perfect. And would you be interested in having this clinical action matrix also
provide a recommendation on the best method in addition to the actions?
[Participant 4] 15:31
Um, I would think, though,
[Moderator] 15:35
it sounds like you're maybe a little bit hesitant. Would you also like to have a bit more of
a say, and kind of feeling the room seeing what you think is the most appropriate action
when delivering that information?
[Participant 4] 15:46
I'm sorry, say that, again, my phone was breaking up.
[Moderator] 15:49
Not a problem at all. So what I'd love to know is, would you know, so we talked about
having the the clinical action matrix, this type of platform, being able to possibly
determine what might be the recommended route given, you know, the socio economic
status? Or maybe education level, things like that, on the best method of delivering this
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information? Would you also be interested in being able to determine that for yourself
given, you know, say, if you were with the patient there?
[Participant 4] 16:17
Um, yes, I think as a nurse, that will be great for me to be with the patient, because I will
be able to see like, their facial expressions and their make sure that they're not nervous
about anything and see what type of ring what type of assistance I will be able to
provide for them, and what type of different scenarios that the patient may be, and once
they get home.
[Moderator] 16:42
Okay, perfect. Thank you so much, [Participant 4]. And [Participant 3], move over to us
just in question. So we've got this patient that's scheduled for hip replacement surgery,
what do you think is the best method to present the recommended clinical actions?
[Participant 3] 16:56
So I'm, I'm thinking at this point, we're leveraging these insights. Right. So I'm in the
care pathway about to be involved in the next steps. But I have these insights. So I think
it's helpful to, to hear what you said about [Investigator], the there is a level of
frustration, this person does not tend to be an internal locus of control. So there are
needs here that we have to address what I call this, and of all the other points that
[Participant 2] and [Participant 4] brought up about being, you know, very member
centric, and what does this members channel of communication look like? What's their
cultural impact and being cognizant of this? So if somebody is not likely to take the next
step, because they're in a state of frustration? They don't, they tend to rely on
everybody else to do it for them, then there's many barriers as we take away from it do
have we scheduled before them on their behalf, the person to come to the house to
make sure the house is ready for transition to moving around and save? Have we
removed all those hurdles that needs to be part of what we do next for this person and
just help before we take it on their behalf to ensure that that next step is taken,
assuming that that's part of the reason there's not as much compliance is there's so
much dependency on other people to get them to where they are, where they need to
be. So that's what I would add to what I what is already been shared.
[Moderator] 18:30
Okay. Great. Thank you so much. And I know we'll dig a little bit deeper on that
throughout the discussion as well. All right. And, [Participant 5], same question to us.
We've got the patient scheduled for hip surgery, what do you think is the best method to
present the recommended clinical actions? Oh, you know, what, [Participant 5], is
experiencing technical issues I just remembered so well, she'll be able to jump into the
conversation later. All right. So we're gonna move on to the next question. And before
we do actually, [Participant 1], let's get your feedback on the same scenario as well. So
given the circumstances, what do you think is the best way to present these clinical
actions?
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[Participant 1] 19:09
So I think everybody has some hit sort of the the high points here. And I really liked,
quote, [Participant 3] had said, we need to remove barriers and things like that. But
you're talking about really how to what would be the best way for the clinical people to
get this information that they need the behavior therapist or the patient getting the
information? I guess, I'm just just one clarification.
[Moderator] 19:35
Yeah. So I think a little bit of both. So yeah, so understanding what may be the best way
to present it to and what may be the best way to present it to the care team as well. So
you can respond with if there's different answers for each.
[Participant 1] 19:50
So you know, I'm in total agreement being patient centered, but I think we also have to
look at the family and support system. So If I was, had this, this patient with me, let's
say the average age is 70 or 80. For this this type of surgery, I would tend to ask them
what kind of what they would like to do? Would they like something in writing with like
something on an app? Or would they like something, me to go over it with them, and
they might want all three, right? So I think we're looking at it one or the other, but maybe
they want all three. And then if you've got the family involved, maybe their daughter or
their granddaughter or grandson or whoever might want the app, whereas the, the
daughter might want the written, but the patient monitor the verbal. So I think we've
been coming from the end of being patient centered, I think we need to ask the patient,
but also to ask the family, because without the family and the support systems, probably
that person wouldn't do quite as well. So I think everybody, I think as many people that
can be involved with the care and getting that person to where they need to be, should
be involved with the information and how the, you know, course with the patient's
consent and all that. But to remove barriers, there might be somebody in the family that
can help with with some of the barriers rather than us thinking always has to be social
service. So our families always feel like they they're part of things when they can do
something for for that person. So I would say the family, but I think from the clinical end,
we have to be very well be very aware of the culture. So I'm in South Florida. And I
know if this was a gentleman that had broken his hip, the culture is for the, the wife, or
the females of the family to take care of the male said, that's just I know, I'm just saying,
generally speaking, I'm not saying every, every family, that's what we have to kind of
know who it is. But just speaking. So, um, you know, we need to be aware of the type of
culture on there. And the other thing that I think is really important, too, is the
environment they're going back to, sometimes we forget the type of home situation
they're going back to. And I think that needs to be looked at as wide on how but I think it
really needs to be considered is what it What's this person going back to? Like? Why
are they? Why do they rely on others to move them forward in their house? And not
really concerned? Like, there's got to be some reasons for that. So that's, that's what I
would add to this question.
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[Moderator] 22:42
Great. And you're talking about home life and what the patient might be going back to?
How does that play with the clinical action matrix in your mind?
[Participant 1] 22:50
Well, you know, I come from a different kind of healthcare system, I come from Canada.
So I I'm always in this mindset that not only should the person be taught in hospital, but
they should be when they're their home, which is what we do up there is we they're
sending home health or public health just depending on what the need is. And, and they
always ask why, why are you going there? Because I was in public health and home
health up there, you go in there to assess the whole environment, like you're looking to
see, is this going to, is a person going to thrive? If so great, if not, like what can be done
from our perspective to help that person thrive in this environment? Because we really
don't know what the person's going home to. I mean, really, we just we don't know. I've
seen a lot. And so I think it's very important that we look at what are they going home to,
to see whether they would thrive and and improve in that sort of environment? And what
can be done.
[Moderator] 23:49
Okay, great. Thank you so much for elaborating on that [Participant 1]. [Participant 5]. I
hear I know that you join us. And we'll back I'll back up a little bit because I know that
the speaker issues it was happening the back last bit. So what we're talking about right
now, we're still just on the first question in the discussion. So I want you to think about a
similar scenario to what we talked about in the first focus group. So we have a patient
scheduled for hip replacement surgery. And we're making an assumption that, that this
person has just completed the potential change screening questionnaire, and they
identify as a strong external Iser presenting with a low health value, a low self efficacy
and a moderate frustration with activities of daily living. So [Participant 5] given this
scenario, what do you think would be the best method to present the recommended
clinical actions that can be found in the clinical action matrix?
[Participant 5] 24:43
I guess I'm not quite understanding. The question there. I don't know. Because I've
missed something prior to that. Is something about discharge planning, or?
[Investigator] 24:56
Yeah, it's really what we're doing what we're trying to do. What we're trying to get from
your all's brain into the research really is, what's the best channel. So we know where
the patient is, we know what the opportunity to help them help engage them more is
from the potential change screening questionnaire, this that we're focusing on today is
really, what's the best channel for communicating that. So some options might be,
there's only one and it's face to face, and it has to be the attending physician. That
could be one extreme another extreme would be, it shouldn't be a healthcare
professional at all, it should be a Disney video. And then there's a range of responses
that we're really talking about in between, which I think [Participant 2] and [Participant 1]
said, have offered the opinion that it's probably the nurse or the care manager who has
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the overall responsibility for the path of care. Another one identified in the first focus
group session is, it might just be a handout that you give to the to the to the patient. So
that's what we're really trying to figure out is, in your mind, what's the best mechanism
for communicating to them, hey, you need to start meditating. You need to see a
behavioral therapist, you need Meals on Wheels. That's really what's the best
mechanism to communicate that from your experience.
[Participant 5] 26:32
Okay, thank you. Yes, I agree. Also, that should be the nurse or care manager, because
as we said before, the patient shifts tend to connect with us because with with them a
lot. And also that I think people do better with one on one face to face, rather than just,
you know, hand them a sheet of paper or watch a video. I just think people, you know,
they can ask questions, if they have questions, if you're doing it based face that, I would
think that Yeah, the nurse care manager or social worker?
[Moderator] 27:05
Great. And what do you think if it is a face to face environment? What do you think is
the best way to communicate that you touched on that a little bit kind of communicating
that verbally to the patient? And do you think that there's anything else or any other
different circumstances, which might dictate the best method of how that's the clinical
actions are delivered?
[Participant 5] 27:25
Right? You know, COVID, always, this has changed everything. And talking about face
to face. So I guess we we think about a normal scenario, prior to the pandemic, that,
you know, I would just think, you know, sitting next to the patient, you know, across from
each other or side by side, just so that they can we can see their facial interactions, see
if they have any questions you could tell by their body language. So, that's what I think.
[Moderator] 27:58
Okay, perfect. So it sounds like you're advocating for delivering this information verbally
to the patient, and maybe their family members if they're involved as well.
[Participant 5] 28:06
Yes.
[Moderator] 28:07
Okay. Perfect. And I think that's, yes. Okay.
[Participant 3] 28:11
Is it okay to interrupt
[Moderator] 28:14
if you have to
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[Participant 3] 28:15
respond to it? before but I'm just thinking about, you know, having supporting,
supporting somebody who's going through in a care pathway right now, or they did to
maybe to cancer. So you're in there, and you're hearing the news, you hearing that the
face to face, you know, from this trusted person, but the retention and the recall and all
these things, you know, you have an emotion in here, you're, you're kind of anchoring to
maybe one of three instructions, perhaps an opportunity in the real, real time delivery is
the Would you like to record this? Everybody's got it? Would you like to record this
conversation so you can listen to it again? So I don't know if that's an opportunity, but
you said the word dictate. And I'm thinking that that may be something that you can
have to support a member. I appreciate.
[Moderator] 29:12
I love that. So having kind of an almost a companion, so that in the moment, while they
may be understanding the information that's presented to them, it's not lost when they
leave the clinic or when they're trying to relay that information or trying to live it when
they're back home.
[Participant 4] 29:26
Exactly.
[Participant 2] 29:27
Wonderful.
[Moderator] 29:28
Does anyone else have any similar recommendations or thoughts on that? [Participant
1]?
[Participant 1] 29:33
Yeah, just just to reiterate on to embalm as many as a family as you can't like too many,
because to gaze point during the moment in time, what people are generally going
through are stages of grief. And I don't know whether you're familiar with those stages
of grief, but we fluctuate here and there and everywhere. And sometimes we might,
we've gone through the surgery, but we're still in denial, or we still guilty or we're angry.
And so we never know where people are mentally. You know, and I think, to keep in, in
the forefront of our mind is our physical being is relying on our mental being our mental
being is reliant on our physical being. So we can't forget that in Tibet, plus the family to
me, just from experience, the more family or support system that you have involved, the
better it is because people pick up different pieces of information. And there's different
people that can help in different ways in your, in your support system.
[Moderator] 30:29
Right, great, thank you so much [Participant 1] for adding into that. Wonderful. And so
we just spoke a lot about in terms of methods to present the clinical actions. And we
touched on a little bit in terms of who might be the best person within the care team to
administer these, these clinical actions. But I want to dive into that a little bit deeper. So
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[Participant 4], and we'll start with you, you know, in your opinion, who would be the
best member of the care team to discuss these recommended actions?
[Participant 4] 30:59
I would think it would be the nurse or the practitioner, because they will be able to
assess the patient needs better than just the aide or someone like that, or maybe even
the the case manager, she probably will be able to assess the patient needs and
determine they may need some type of DMA, they may need some type of home health
care and things like that.
[Moderator] 31:23
Okay, fantastic. And [Participant 2], same question over to you. So who do you think
would be the best person within the care team to administer these instructions?
[Participant 2] 31:32
I think the whole care team is involved, if especially if it's a hit, because you are going to
have physical therapy, make sure the person is transferring and ambulating safely,
there's going to be you know, make sure they have the proper equipment, the Walker,
the commode, shower chair, making sure that their pain manager is under control. So
you have basically the whole team involved, right from the nurse, the therapist, the
social worker, the physician.
[Moderator] 32:01
And what do you think is the best way to communicate that across the entire care team,
and between what information has been relayed and what hasn't been released yet?
[Participant 2] 32:10
Well, I know, there's charts with notes, so you kind of have to document so the nurse
usually is the one thing is coordinated, and everything is covered. So to [Participant 1]'s
point, having family members there or support people there to help because the person,
the patient, as we already determined isn't really involved in their own health. If they're
going to be in pain, they're gonna be medicated. So chances are that person is not
going to remember anything you tell them. All right. So having the support team, the
family involved, and I think the care team delivering the information.
[Moderator] 32:52
Okay, great. Thank you so much. And gaze in question over to you. So we spend the
care team who do you think is the best person to discuss the recommended clinical
actions?
[Participant 3] 33:07
So I agree with [Participant 2], that this is current state. But I'm trying to think of just
because that's what we do today. Is that, is there another resource where we can be
looked at what we can leverage, right? Is this a, a new role for somebody because
clearly, we've got opportunities to be optimal. In allowing our clinical staff to, to work at
the top of their licensure, and maybe there's an ancillary kind of support person that
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might be that transition may not have to be a clinical person, but it is somebody directly
and involved in that transition of health care, for exit, you know, discharge planning, just
it needs to be somebody in that role. So is there an opportunity to improve it? I know
from our just thinking about our health plan side, and that coordination of care, and
under making sure that those that are in that downstream care pathway are informed
that you know, this person is is doing this now and coming to you and you should see
them x, y, z, and now they had the handoff is, is seamless, so optimizing that so again,
is that is that a digital enablement is that a new kind of support role that we can
leverage in this care pathway, that's that's where my brain is going because I just think
that we we have read capacity for some of these clinical roles already. And this seems
like it seems like it should be being done today, but I don't think it is optimum. Clearly
there is the opportunity.
[Moderator] 35:02
Okay, understood and make sure I fully understand. Tell me if I've got what you're
saying, right. So you're saying, you know, the clinical care team might be at capacity
and may not be able to handle all of this communication. So maybe taking leveraging a
digital platform or some other method to be able to relate this information might be
useful.
[Participant 3] 35:20
So I'm about to automate it, I will also say, so if the care nurses if it dollars, or if it's a
social worker, or if it's a discharge resource, that perhaps isn't fully clinical, its clinical
support takes on this role. But that whatever these communicated, it is also enabling all
the downstream the data feeds into our provider, that being triggered by this is the
behavioral health entity, whether that's a digital interview, or a real person that you want
that provided to, to know is coming down. So enablement of all those downstream has
to be part of the person or digital platform that, you know, supports this.
[Moderator] 36:10
Got it? Thank you so much. And great same question over to you. So who wouldn't be
the best member in the within the care team to discuss these clinical actions?
[Participant 1] 36:20
So my thought is, I think the person that should initially give these actions should be the
person that they trust the most. So again, to reiterate, like the physician, the nurse, but I
don't think it should come from just one person, I think it should become from the
physical therapist from, if they have respiratory, if they have whatever, I think that the
messaging should be so clear, and so simple, Li put that it comes from the trusted
source, but it comes repeatedly because, you know, I know research has shown that
the more you repeat something, the better. Someone, not necessarily understands it,
but perhaps but remembers it. And that's why you see in advertisements and ads, they'll
they'll say the name of the product three times, because that's, that's all based on
research. They know if they say it three times, it resonates with you. So I'm bouncing off
that I really think it should not come from just one person comes in and delivers that.
And that's it. Though, I think the first message or the message to that person with their
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support system should be someone that they really trust. But I think the message
should be reiterated, every time someone comes in for care to, to reiterate that type of
message to them.
[Moderator] 37:39
Great and completely understand. And with that [Participant 1], so how would you best
determine who is that trusted person that should be relaying that information on the first
case?
[Participant 1] 37:49
Well, I really think that's, I really think that's individualized. But if you just research, you
know, the Gallup poll has shown since 1999, that nurses are the most trusted
profession. So just generally speaking, but you know, I think the person that dumb,
they've developed them, that relationship with and it might be the doctor, or it might be,
you know, it might even be the, you know, who knows who? So it's really hard to say,
who is the best person? Right? And that's, and I guess that's why, from my perspective
in the other nurses you want, what does the patient want? You know, rather than saying
it's, if this message is delivered, it's to be delivered by this person. That's, you know,
that's why I'm saying that which I know, I don't know how helpful that's going to be for
the research, but you're asking for what we think so that's fun.
[Moderator] 38:36
No, of course. Yeah, I like that you guys are echoing having this flexibility to be able to
send it to either many people within that individuals, family members or their support
system, or just being allowing the the healthcare provider who's working closely with
that patient to be able to decide, I think this is the best route. Yeah, wonderful
[Participant 1]. And that same question over to you, [Participant 5], as well. So within the
care team, who do you think might be the best person to administer or present these,
these clinical recommended actions?
[Participant 5] 39:05
Yeah, well, I think about my role as a telephonic case manager and I am the transit I
was the transitions, case manager. And the what you know, what we see is that from
day one, of course, discharge planning starts with you know, when to get there. And the
discharge plan team typically is the case manager or social worker, they're the district
planning team. So I think that they should be the ones because they start like I said,
from day one, and are in communication with the patient and or their family members.
And they do have like weekly meetings if the patient's in for you know, a length of time
to discuss the discharge plan and that is usually you know, included with PT and the
nurse and the doctor, but they are like the main core. I believe that helps with the
discharge planning. talks with the patient and family, you know, on a regular on a
regular basis.
[Moderator] 40:06
Okay, yeah. Great. Anyone else have anything to add on that? No. Okay.
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[Participant 2] 40:13
I just know that the nurses, the one, that's usually when something's being discharged,
she's the one that has the checklist and has to go down and make sure that the patient
has everything he or she needs. So that's why we say the nurses always the one that
with with all the other care members of the care team, she's the one that ultimately is
signing off on on your patients.
[Moderator] 40:37
Right, right. No, I think that's great. That's great note to keep in mind as well. Wonderful.
So, um, we've talked about the best method and the best person to administer. But now
I want to talk about kind of silhouette. So when is the best time to to administer a
present these recommended actions? So as we've discussed, we've got potentially two
different individuals to be presenting this information to we've got the care manager and
the patient. So we'll split this question into two different ways. So dm, we'll start with
you, when would you fit? When do you find it would be the best time in the care
sequence to present the recommended actions to the care manager?
[Participant 5] 41:15
Well, I would think a little bit closer or most, the closest to discharge. Because, you
know, if you do it too early, you have the anxiety, if you do it, you know, mid point,
they're, you know, having a lot of pain, they don't focus very well. You know, when
they're getting closer to going home, they're, they're, you know, getting better, feeling
better, they're getting excited to go home, and they usually will want the information and
we'll listen, because this is part of you know, what they need to do when they get home.
I do that it is important, if they can to have a family member or caregiver or a friend
there with them listening to the instruction. So just in case they missed something.
[Moderator] 42:01
Okay, fantastic. And And what about with a care manager? So when do you think would
be the best time to present the recommended actions to the care manager?
[Participant 5] 42:12
I would say to the care manager, well, from, you know, the start the beginning. That way
they can develop a plan, and just, you know, work on that plan going forward.
[Moderator] 42:25
Great. Okay, perfect. And [Participant 1], we'll move on to use the same question. So
when would be the best time in the care sequence to present the recommended actions
to the care manager?
[Participant 1] 42:35
I would agree from the, from the very start, you know, I think, you know, just your plan
for at the very start so that they, you know, when it's time to discharge, its success, got
it, got it, and way back to the patient. I really think throughout the progress, you know,
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perhaps in the beginning, maybe sometime after the surgery, and just before they leave.
So there's not just one time, I guess that's my my point.
[Moderator] 43:04
And again, it sounds like kind of putting an emphasis on that that consistency and clear
message many times. Yes. Yeah. Fantastic. Thank you. And [Participant 4]. So same
question over to you when would be the best time in the care sequence to present the
recommended actions to the care manager?
[Participant 4] 43:24
I think for the care managers starts at the beginning for you could formulate a plan of
care, and also addressing the barriers that may come up.
[Moderator] 43:33
Great, great. And how do you feel about with the patient as well, when is the best time
in that care sequence to administer the recommended actions?
[Participant 4] 43:41
Um, I think you can speak with the patient multiple times about it, but really focus before
the patient right before the patient get discharged, just to emphasize the importance of it
and what needs to be done.
[Moderator] 43:53
Okay, perfect. And gain we'll move over to use. So same question, when do you think is
the best time to administer or to to present the recommended actions to the care
manager?
[Participant 3] 44:09
I think I mean, think with everybody else's responses. The only other thing just because
[Participant 1] is right on it is when the support code is available to if they're going to be
pivotal in the compliance and the ongoing support is when are they also able to be part
of that?
[Moderator] 44:33
Okay, perfect. And and what do you think about the best time and the care sequence for
the patient? When should they be presented with these recommended actions?
[Participant 3] 44:42
When they're able to look you in the eye? Just kidding, I tell you. It is that state of
readiness, you know, how do we get that? Do you know I'm about maybe it's even
asking if they I have a plan and I have information to share? Are you ready to see
what's with permission or is the right time to give you this information.
[Moderator] 45:01
I think that's very interesting point. Yeah. So you're saying kind of get getting the patient
involved in the decision making as well, or in terms of when, when they feel is best to
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receive the information. Wonderful. Okay, perfect. And, [Participant 2], same question
over to you. So when would be the best time in the care sequence to present these
recommended actions to the care manager?
[Participant 2] 45:22
I think I'm in agreement, the care manager and the very beginning, they have a baseline
they know, where are the patients and their readiness to change. And then for the
patient, I think throughout the whole process, because the more you repeat and instruct
and you're really, it might stick if the more it's repeated. information.
[Moderator] 45:46
Perfect, perfect. And go on with that as well. When do you think is the best time to
present the recommended actions to the patient? To the
[Participant 2] 45:52
I think throughout throughout the whole process, like I said, there's the more you
repeated, the more you keep educating on them, the more likely they'll remember.
[Moderator] 46:01
Perfect, perfect, thank you so much. All right. And we'll switch gears just a little bit. So
now I'd like to focus so and kind of on the topic of how much guidance should the care
professional exercise and presenting these recommend connections? So we've talked
about this a little bit in terms of flexibility. And with that in mind, should the actions be
required and set up for the patient offered for referral or just simply discussed and so
Okay, we'll start with you. So again, how much guidance should the care professional
exercise in presenting the recommended actions
[46:31 to 51:10 unrecorded]
[Moderator] 51:10
Okay, perfect picking up where we left off. And [Participant 3] question is already you?
[Participant 3] 51:14
And the question being how much detail?
[Moderator] 51:19
Yes. How much guidance should the care professional exercise in presenting the
recommended actions from the clinical action matrix?
[Participant 3] 51:30
Much guidance is needed. You know, when, when I, you know, when you think about
providing instructions or guidance to somebody, the best way to know or how much of it
sticks is to ask them to repeat it back. So, to me, it's part of that feedback is what do you
understand? What What do you want more information on music, those skills, if you will,
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to assess, you know, just to what degree you need to reiterate or reinforce, the
guidance provided?
[Moderator] 52:03
Perfect. And with the the recommended actions that are provided from the clinical action
matrix, do you think that they should be required of the patient? Should they just be
offered up for referral? Or do you think it should just simply be a discussion and nothing
more?
[Participant 3] 52:19
So we're addressing the folks that need the most amount of support? Because they are
dependent on the external entities to get to get them through? I think we didn't we do
what we think is talked about is where do you need the support? You know, do you like
me to make this appointment? I think you explore that with the patient.
[Moderator] 52:37
Okay, great. Fantastic. And, [Participant 5], same question over to you. So how much
guidance should the care professional exercise in presenting these recommended
actions? You know, meaning, should they be required to the patient? Should they be
offered for referral? Or should it just simply be a discussion between that person and
the patient?
[Participant 5] 52:54
Yeah, I agree with that, you know, everybody's different and individualized. And you can
usually tell with a, you know, a patient, if they have questions, obviously, you would ask
them if they had questions. And just clarifying, you know, that they understand. You can
usually just see that when you're talking with a member teaching the member that, you
know, if they understand or not, especially if you're face to face, and you can see them,
you know, in their face and their body language, you can tell even more. So, if they're
understanding it or not. And they're always asking, of course, they had any questions if
they need the information repeated back to them? Or if they would want, you know, a lot
of patients want things. Talk to them verbally, as well as in writing Oh, can I, you know,
do you have a sheet on that, that I'll be able to refer back to, you know, when I'm home.
[Moderator] 53:48
Okay, fantastic. So what I'm hearing you say is kind of reading the room, essentially. So
asking if they'd like questions, but also looking and paying attention to their body
language, whether or not they're asking for their questions or requesting that materials?
Is there anything else that might be a good indicator on whether or not the
recommended actions should be required or repeated again, or additional assistance or
information that's needed?
[Participant 5] 54:14
I think you could tell, you know, if a patient has the information, and that they
understand it, if they are letting you know that they understand it, and tell you that they
don't have any further questions. So I think it's just looking at the patient asking if they
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you know, have any further comments or need any further guidance? Just just watching
and listening to the patient?
[Moderator] 54:39
Great. Okay. Perfect. Thank you.
[Participant 3] 54:42
I have a question more more, maybe even [Investigator]. So what's occurring to me? So
if we're, if we're supporting the patient, throughout this, this process, right, and these are
the ones that we've identified as external locus of control? If we're asking them for, you
know, would you like me to make this appointment? And then you're evolving into this,
hey, the patient now has a sense of perhaps some control now over Where will I go, you
know, I'm starting to control this. Is this part of an assessment, you can say? Well,
because these patient now feels like they're having some sense of control about where
they're headed. There's a shift, if you will, to assist them in their workers who have
control is that part of the research process that you can evaluate? now because I'm
handling these these people, these patients with a poor this approach, does it in an
event change delivers of control, that they become more internal, that their self
perception?
[Investigator] 55:51
Can you hear me gang on my computer froze on my phone? Can you hear me okay? I
can. Okay. Um, yes, the, to the short answer is, I think the research is is ambiguous and
I'm clear on that point. But there You raise a great point there. If someone starts from a
primarily internal locus of control, and you're providing information to them in a way that
starts to wrest part of that control from them, that's that doesn't appear from the existing
research to be a bad thing. Because that internalize there would would perceive that as
enable MIT. Where I think the research is is least clear and least helpful at this point is if
someone starts from an external locus of control, you know, a willingness to cede
responsibility to you and the care provider. Leverage is that much of the research would
suggest that that's probably a step backwards. And so it's it's really contextual. I'm not,
I'm not sure of the focus of your question. But that's probably beyond the focus of where
we are in the research right now. Because right now, what we're trying to do is just
deliver, figure out, what's the best way to let the provider and the patient know, this is
your path to better outcomes? Not Not necessarily. That fine of detail, although I think
you raise a perfect point. Does that make sense?
[Participant 3] 57:33
For sure, yeah, we got to stay somewhat focused and within your swim, swim lane, but
it could be a byproduct look at
[Investigator] 57:40
but you're absolutely right. In fact, a lot of the a lot of the suggestions from the research,
the indication in the research would be a little counterintuitive to most care
professionals. And I think this next section have questions about a different condition
thyroid disease, start to get to that point, whereas What if you're dealing with a
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circumstance where there is no lifestyle change that can be incorporated? What you
know, what do you do, then, and the research is far from clear that the, you know,
predominant suggestion would be or indication would be, just give the patient the
information. And then in some instances, that's going to stick in other instances, it might
not, but in all instances, it's an improvement versus just letting them flounder. And I
guess that's kind of where we are that the advance that we are in the research right now
is just what's the best way to tee it up, so that the patient understands they're a
participant? I hope that helps kind of clarify it. [Moderator], back to you.
[Moderator] 58:58
Thank you so much. Thanks for jumping in on that. And wonderful. And with that
information, Does anyone else have any questions or any other points to add on to
that? Okay, perfect. We'll jump back into the original question. So, again, the question
is, so how much guidance should the care professional exercise in presenting these
recommended actions? And so [Participant 1] will move over to you for this question?
How much guidance should the care professional have when presenting the
recommended actions?
[Participant 1] 59:27
So, you're, you're talking about how much? How they should present it? And how the
guidance of them presenting it? Is that okay,
[Moderator] 59:37
yes. Yeah. And to elaborate a little bit on that further. So say that you're presented with
the recommended actions you're reviewing? How much exercise should the need the
professional who's who's reading this information should they use in terms of whether or
not it's something that should be required of the patient or discussion with the patient, or
just something that they're offering up for referral?
[Participant 1] 59:59
So I think you've heard this many times, but I think it depends on what's going on with
the patient. I mean, if you're walking in the room to give them this information, and
they're crying, and their daughter's crying, and everybody's, you know, emotional, of
course, that's not the time you're going to say, Hey, wait a minute, I've got some news
here for you that I some things I want you to fall, you know. So I really think it depends.
So the guidance would be on again, it goes over the environment, what kind of what
kind of feel is there in the in the room? Right, right then and there. But I think one thing
to keep in mind is I think when recommendations are being made, I really think there
should be someone else. there someone who supports them, some other family that's
there with them, because really, they're going through so many mental gymnastics
during during this thing. And, you know, we talked briefly about the stages of grief, but
they're mentally I mean, they're just not present, totally present. during these times that I
really think the guidance I would give is to course read the room, but also, you know, to
have some Besides them that you're giving it to. So it's not one on one, it's one with
someone else that they trust or someone else, it's part of their support system.
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[Moderator] 1:01:17
Okay, for me and increase with that, what if the individual the patient did not have
someone else who could be assisting them? Maybe a family member or close friend?
Would that change any of your recommendations?
[Participant 1] 1:01:30
Yeah, it would, because I really think that if you're presenting information to someone in
the hospital, I mean, I mean, in the hospital, that is not a nice environment to be in, to
get information and to think that you're going to just accept it. So again, going back to
one of your other questions, is to find out what's the best way they'd like information to
be shared? Is it written is that, to me verbal is not that great, because there's pieces that
they they forget, is it an app? Is it a video? What is it that that's the best way and if they
had no family, then I think it should be repeated. Again, repeated again. And, and given
and again, given to them in the format they want. Because right now, they might say,
Just Just tell me Just tell me Just tell me get it over with it. And later on, they might say,
can you give that paper to me, because I'm ready to go out the door. And I just want
something to refer to. Or maybe there's an app that you have, I don't know what sort of
things you have available. But they might be into apps, give me the app, so I can share
it, or I can put it on my phone? So I, I really don't think there's one way or one. I really
think it should be a variety. And it should be you know, you know, again, going back to
the patient, how do they want it delivered? How do they want it?
[Moderator] 1:02:48
Perfect. Thank you so much [Participant 1]. Alright, and [Participant 4]. So same
question over to us. So when considering the recommended actions, how much
guidance or how much judgment should be professional exercise when delivering this
information to the patient?
[Participant 4] 1:03:03
Well, I think it just totally depends on the patient, their education level, what type of
support system they have at home, some patients, you will have to have everything
already set up for them doctor's appointments, and all their referrals already done.
Some patients you can give them to refer us to be able to do them themselves. So it just
really depends on the patient.
[Moderator] 1:03:25
Okay, perfect. Thank you so much, [Participant 4]. And [Participant 2], same question to
us. So how much judgment should the professional exercise when when presenting this
information? I think
[Participant 2] 1:03:34
it depends on how ready the patient is. If the patient has, you know, if they're motivated,
if they have the ability, and if they are ready, then you put a little more effort into it. If
they are just like, No, you know, I'm good. I don't, I don't want to hear anything, I'm not
ready, then, you know, you just put the brakes on, and you might talk to their caregiver
or you just might wait. And that's why throughout the whole process, just do it
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assessing, seeing what where the patient is at. Because that's kind of how we use our
behavior change models, you know, we kind of go by the BJ Fogg, what's their
readiness? Are they ready to change and then takes a small step. So you don't want to
overwhelm the person you want to do, you know, just kind of incorporate things slowly.
And it depends on where they're at.
[Moderator] 1:04:23
Yeah, so it sounds like really tailoring it to the individual, and very much what everyone
else has been echoing, you know, meeting the patient where they are, you know, take
taking a read on the room, where are they in terms of the stages of grief or, or in terms
of their willingness to accept that information? All right. Wonderful. And so, um, now
we're going to revisit the locus of control engagement process in general. So we'll take
a little bit of a step back, and we'll work through a different type of scenario. So now I'm
really curious to see what our answers are. And the group's answers are in terms of
similar questions we've asked but for a patient that's has an acute myocardial infraction,
so heart attack, so heart attack patient, you know, so when might the clinical action
matrix be administered in this circumstance? So [Participant 3], we'll start with you. And
[Participant 3], can you hear me okay. All right, we'll move on. Okay. Let me know if you
can hear me. All right. And so [Participant 1], we'll move on to you. So when might the
clinical action matrix be administered in the circumstance of a heart attack patient?
[Participant 1] 1:05:35
Well, again, I think you're hearing this over and over again, it depends where the person
is, but let's face it, the person has had a heart attack. They are really just they're very
much concerned about their own health, not what's going to happen in the future, or
what they need in the future. It's like, right, right now am I going to survive? You know,
um, so I think at the at the present time, that would be probably for the most part and I'm
not saying everybody but I I'd say probably 99% of people aren't Not listening to you.
When they're in the survival mode. In they're going through a lot of things emotionally
to, like I mentioned before, emotionally, you're going through a lot like physically they've
had a heart attack, but emotionally, they're they're doing gymnastics in their heads
about, you know things as well. So I really think that's a very traumatic time in
someone's life. Right after a heart attack. I mean, they're really they're in survival mode.
[Moderator] 1:06:35
Okay, perfect. And with that in mind, how should this be administered? can still
considering with the heart attack patient and some of the complexities of that
circumstance? Is there a different way that you would recommend administering the
recommended actions from the clinical action matrix?
[Participant 1] 1:06:50
Well, I think it depends on the actions, the actions we're talking about. Is it something
that can that's supposed to be dealt with, like, that we can start right now? Or is it
something that we can hold off on? So I think it depends on it really depends on the the
action. Although, you know, if, if the family's around and they're willing to talk and listen,
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you might, you might start it with with the family or support. But I just know from the
patient's perspective, it's survival mode,
[Moderator] 1:07:19
shorter. Right. And and with that in mind, when looking at the recommended actions
from the clinical action matrix? And would you also like to see a recommended time
point during the the care sequence in which that action should be presented very much
like what you're saying, should the clinical action matrix also provide a recommendation
to say, you know, maybe later in the care sequences is when this information should be
discussed with the patient?
[Participant 1] 1:07:45
Well, I you know, I think you've heard this a lot. I can't remember what those [Participant
2] [Participant 3] that thought brought up is like to ask permission, is this a good time for
us to talk about XYZ, so whatever, whatever it is on, and then it gives that person that
as a sense of control, too, but just from a nursing perspective, I know that it's very hard
to get anything, anything into the family is emotional, the person's emotional is just like a
really traumatic time for people. Or, but if you felt like you can ask, I mean, maybe
you're sitting here with the family for a while, and the family wants something else to talk
about, rather than the present situation. So you're really it just really depends. I don't
think there's a one way to do it. I guess. That's what I'm saying.
[Moderator] 1:08:34
Sure. And and with that, is there a particular person also part of the the care
management team that should be delivering this information for a heart attack patient?
Does that answer change from person to patient with the hip surgery?
[Participant 1] 1:08:47
No, I think I think it really should come from someone who's trusted, but I think it should
come from any the whole healthcare team, and it should be the same message. So that
it's it's very clear, whether you're talking to the family, or whether you're talking to the
patient, and whoever it might be. But I think it has to definitely have come from
someone they trust, as well as others throat, their their care or at that time. Okay, so
they're hearing the same thing over and over again.
[Moderator] 1:09:15
Yeah, that consistency again. Fantastic. And [Participant 2], same question to you. So
really love to hear the when might the clinical action matrix be best administered under
circumstances where the patient has just experienced a heart attack?
[Participant 2] 1:09:31
I think not while they're in the hospital, I think maybe in the physician's office that, you
know, maybe with their follow up visit, because when they're in the hospital with a heart
attack, they're, they're probably, like, brace it in survival mode, and they're not probably
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going to be able to listen to every process all that information. So I think, to wait until
maybe they have their follow up visit and the doctor's office might be a better time.
[Moderator] 1:10:01
Perfection. And with that in mind, how is the best, you know, what is the best method to
administer the clinical action recommendations for the heart attack patient?
[Participant 2] 1:10:12
What is the best? I'm not sure what the best method would be. can come back to me on
that one? Let me give it some time.
[Moderator] 1:10:24
Sure, sure. And while you're thinking about that, you know, maybe we can talk about
who might be the best person to administer that or present this information?
[Participant 2] 1:10:32
Well, if it's in the in the office, it's usually like a nurse or medical assistant that has more
of the conversation with the patient. That you know, the doctor I just know from
experiences usually gets right to the point and then out. So I would say probably the
nurse or the medical assistant.
[Moderator] 1:10:53
Perfect, perfect, and more than happy to give you time to think about that best method
and let me know when you're when you've got something there. Wonderful. And,
[Participant 5], let's move over to you. So with this patient who has just had a heart
attack, you know when might be the best time to administer the clinical action matrix?
[Participant 5] 1:11:12
Well, I must say, I do totally agree with [Participant 1], in that each case is
individualized, you just have to look at the person where they are, you know, like, they
come in with an EMI, obviously, you know, like Ray says they are in this mode just to,
you know, live or am I going to live? So you just think it's just so individualized. And of
course, asking if it's a good time, see if they're ready, you can tell if somebody is ready
or not, if you know, they're ready to, to get the education they need or the information
that they need. And I do believe, again, that should be the clinical care team that
provides that.
[Moderator] 1:11:50
Okay, perfect, perfect. And under what certain, you know, what method might be the
best way to administer that information?
[Participant 5] 1:11:59
I'm the face to face? Oh, sure. You know, I think that's the best way to teach somebody
again, you can see their reaction. And and you can, you could see if they understand or
not, especially if you're, you know, saying to them, Do you understand this? Can you
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repeat back? What I, you know, what I've said? Do you have any questions? You know,
I think that's the best way.
[Moderator] 1:12:23
Are there any circumstances in which face to face may not be the best way to
administer that information?
[Participant 5] 1:12:30
Um, well, you know, some people do like it in writing. You could have barriers of, you
know, the patient's having, you know, look, again, individualize that person heart
hearing, you know, so you just look at each case. And if that is the case, or of course,
language barrier, that could also be another, another thing. So think, again, just have to
look at the individualized case, I guess I should say that it wouldn't say okay, every
single person you do face to face, but, you know, somebody that may be hard to
hearing, it might be better to just deliver it in a, you know, in a in a paper instruction.
[Moderator] 1:13:12
Okay, perfect. Thank you, and engaging question over to you. So with a patient who is
experiencing or just experienced a heart attack, when might the clinical action matrix
best be administered?
[Participant 1] 1:13:25
I just got a message from [Participant 3] folk that she had, that she had to drop off
because of deliverable she has to do right now for her boss. And she apologizes. And
she thinks she won the team and all the clinical contribution. So she's had a drop off.
[Moderator] 1:13:42
Not All right, thank you so much [Participant 1], for relaying that. Perfect. All right. Yep.
And I see that she just dropped off there. Okay, perfect. So with that in mind, so
[Participant 4] will move over to you. So I'm with a patient who has just experienced a
heart attack, you know, what might be the best time to administer the clinical action
matrix?
[Participant 4] 1:14:02
I think it just really depends on the patient, and where they are able to receive what
you're trying to tell them. You could do it before discharge at the doctor's office, it just
really depends on the patient.
[Moderator] 1:14:16
Okay, and how what do you think is the best method to administer the clinical action
matrix for heart attack patient?
[Participant 4] 1:14:24
Um, I would say face to face. But like [Participant 5] said that if the patient is hard of
hearing, then you maybe have to give it to a mom with written instructions. It depends
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on the age, some people may want some type of app. Again, it just depends on the
patient.
[Moderator] 1:14:40
Great. And is there a particular person in your opinion within the kitchen who is best,
you know, best suited to administer the clinical action matrix.
[Participant 4] 1:14:50
I was a bit nervous too, because most of the time the doctor is busy, he's gonna get
straight to the point the nurse would be able to really educate the patient on the disease
and the disease process and things to monitor for.
[Moderator] 1:15:04
Okay, perfect, perfect. And now I'd love to ask really similar questions, but we're gonna
change gears and and talk about if the patient had an ambulatory thyroid disease that
was really just treated with an intensive drug regimen only. So thinking again, I would
love to hear if your answers change for a patient with ambulatory thyroid disease
treated with an intensive drug regimen only. So [Participant 4] will actually just start with
you. So when might be the best time to administer the clinical action matrix with this
patient?
[Participant 4] 1:15:37
Um, I think my answers are basically the same, it just really depends on the patient and
where they are at mentally.
[Moderator] 1:15:46
Okay, and knowing that the the internal and external locus of control that information
those recommended actions may or may not have a great impact on their care, does
that change any in terms of how this information is being administered or when this
information is being ministered?
[Participant 4] 1:16:04
Um, I don't think so. I think is really just baby On vacation, whether that mentally or
physically and any type of barriers that they may have that you have to overcome with
them.
[Moderator] 1:16:18
Okay. Okay. Perfect. And [Participant 2], same question to you. So keeping in mind with
this patient, and this thyroid disease patient treated with an intensive drug regimen, do
any of your answers change in terms of when the clinical action matrix may be best to
admit that we may be best administered?
[Participant 2] 1:16:35
I think throughout the care, you know, can started during the initial and then, you know,
follow up and because needs change with every visit. So I think it's a flowing process.
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[Moderator] 1:16:49
Okay. And in your opinion, just the best, most appropriate person within the care team
does that change at all for this type of patient, or how the information is being relayed?
[Participant 2] 1:16:59
I think it's the, again, the nurse because if this patient's probably seeing the physician in
the physician's office, so it would be the nurse over time nurse, it would be a medical
assistant, that's the role in that role.
[Moderator] 1:17:13
Perfect, thank you so much, and [Participant 1] in question to you. So with a patient
who's on ambulatory thyroid disease, treated with an intensive drug regimen only, and
knowing that the external and internal locus of control those actions, those clinical
action recommendations may not have a large impact on the patient. Do any of your
answers change in terms of who's best to administer this? When it's best to administer
it? Now?
[Participant 1] 1:17:39
I would say no, my answers don't change, I think it has to be someone they trust, I
again, this might sound a little bit less intense than a heart attack. But if it's happening to
you, you might be reacting just like someone does, you know, in a traumatic situation is
a heartache. So we can't say just because it's a thyroid disease, and it's a drug regime,
you know, I think it really again, comes down to the person themselves. And so to
deliver the message, again, it would be from someone they trust, but it should be
delivered multiple ways, like, for multiple times, like [Participant 2] was saying they're
going to have multiple visits. And I think it should be the clear, consistent message from
the health team and whoever they're interacting with. So in short, no, my answer doesn't
permit.
[Moderator] 1:18:27
And and you had also mentioned this kind of trusted healthcare provider, in your own
opinion, how would you best determine who is that trusted person?
[Participant 1] 1:18:36
Well, I think, um, I know, in the hospital setting, it's very easy, you know, the nurses
really get together and they know which nurse that patient is really kind of, you know,
attached to or trust. But in the in the, in the doctor's office, I would say, because they're
going to that doctor would say that that's a trusted person, though, just generally
speaking, doctors are very quick at giving you information and not given the depth of it,
that the quick information might come from the doctor. But the understanding and the
whether the person is understand the things that comes from the nurses or the medical
assistant that's in the office is one who really kind of follows up to make sure that what
was said is understood. So again, the message from different people.
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[Moderator] 1:19:26
Okay, perfect. And, [Participant 5], so same question. So with this different type of
patients, an ambulatory thyroid disease patient treated with an intensive drug regime?
Do any of your answers change in terms of who's the best person to administer the best
method? Or when is the best time to administer?
[Participant 5] 1:19:45
My I would say no, that my answers wouldn't change, it would be the same. As gray
said, it's not as intense of a medical situation like an EMI, however, everybody handles
things, you know, different. You know, somebody could have a stubbed toe and act like
they, they had an EMI, so it just really depends on how that patient, you know, feels.
And but but overall, I would say that it would be about the same. And also, you know,
again, individualized,
[Moderator] 1:20:18
Okay, perfect, perfect. And now is kind of my last question. As part of the discussion. I'd
really love to hear from you guys. If there's anything that you would change or modify
about the clinical action matrix in order to improve the either the information that's being
presented to the care team or the patient, or how it's being implemented within the care
within the candidate. Practice.
[Investigator] 1:20:40
Yes, [Moderator]. Yeah. Can I let me ask kind of a probing question on that. Um, and I, I
think the feedback we've gotten from all of you about this has been very consistent. One
of the surprises after the last session and doing the interview, follow up interviews with
specific care providers, was the resistance by physicians, particularly in these regulatory
can decisions to consider this. And I'll give you one example. I think, what I what I
meant what we're interested in this last question is, how much are physicians and
obstacle here? And if so, how do we, you know, overcome that? Or is there just
something endemic to a whole category of conditions that's not addressable by this and
that this specific example I'll give you is the noted thyroid disease specialists said, I
would never use this because it has no impact on my care plan, when presented with
information that 50% of all patients never fill a prescription, and two thirds of those filled
are not completed. The physician changed her opinion. And so the learning point from
that, and that was repeated among different physician. So I guess the question the
probing question, is, our physicians an issue here? And if so, what's your reaction to
that? And how might we modify that? And a good answer might be, no, they're not an
issue. You've just stumbled upon a whole category of disease where, or conditions
where this isn't going to be helpful that that would be a probing suggestion, as you guys
consider this last question. Thank thanks, [Moderator].
[Moderator] 1:22:33
Thank you so much [Investigator]. And, and [Participant 1], I can see on your face that,
you know, there was maybe something going on, some of you can tell us what's going
on in your head?
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[Participant 1] 1:22:41
Well, as soon as you said that, I thought the physicians like you, you had mentioned,
[Investigator], as soon as you gave the research behind it, they were willing to listen, so
they don't want some airy fairy kind of thing that you know, you might be thinking of, but
if you bring in research or statistics, I mean, they'd like that they'd like the statistics. But
I would say, to get some buy in, you would almost want to have the the nurse or the
medical staff for the medical assistant, buy into this, this so that their support, so give
you an example. One place I worked, the pharmaceutical company would come in and
talk to us nurses and tell us what a great drug this was, and all this kind of stuff,
because they knew we were influencing the physician who have used typical things for
a period of time. So I, I think you, you need like a support system around you. But just to
briefly go back to what [Participant 2] had mentioned, with any kind of behavior. So you
what you're trying to do is the behavior you're trying to do is move physicians from
where they're at to using this. So that's a behavior, we tend to use models, and we use
this BJ Fogg model that really looks at is is that physician motivators. So I can't say all
physicians, but I would think, from your, from your point of view is, is the position
motivated, if they're not motivated? I mean, forget it, they're not ready for change, just
like we talked about with patients, same thing, behaviors, behaviors behavior. So I'm to
see whether there's a little bit of, if there's some motivation, not a lot, just motivation?
And do they have the ability Do they have the sources within their office to actually take
the time to do this, because remember, time is money. So you know, but do they have
that kind of ability, and then, you know, to, and this is just seeming behavior to, there
has to be some kind of reward some sort of good feeling for doing it. So I don't mean,
you know, money reward or whatever, it's whatever works for that person, but they've
got to have that feeling that good feeling, because once they feel good about what
you're talking about, they'll want to do it. So it's a it's perception, you know, and in part
of the perception is giving that that really, that research information, having the other
staff really motivated with it, maybe you're you're giving pamphlets out to or information
about it, to clear simple information to the the office staff before I even start talking to
the whole office about it or the doctor or something. But there has to be that good
feeling, because that's what really moves behavior, they have to have some motivation,
they have to have some ability, make it very easy. Marie alluded to this earlier, very
teeny, tiny steps. So let's say you're dealing with something like that, that really didn't
want to hear about it. Then they opened up a bit when you talked about research, that's
a tiny step. So maybe the next time you go you you give a little bit more, instead of
giving the whole enchilada you're just giving them one bite at a time whereas other
people you can present the whole thing. And because they're very motivated, you know
when they want, they want to do so I, I really think I would say to look at some kind of
behavior model to help you with that. Speaking with the physicians in the office,
because that is their business? And how do you move that behavior to be thinking the
way you're thinking and to actually use what you want to use?
[Moderator] 1:26:21
So, fantastic. Well, thank you so much for providing all that information I in it, and it
sounds like to summarize, you're saying really, you know, there needs to be a reward
really looking at behavior models, and also guiding the physician towards, you know,
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maybe incrementally showing them more information and trying to get them a little bit
more open to the idea or considering. And so you want to use the office staff to help you
get the message, you know, so that, okay, okay, a lot of stuff. But anyway, no, perfect,
then I can see how you're relating that as well to how the information would be
administered to a patient. So really trying to get the entire team. So wonderful. Thank
you so much [Participant 1]. Does anyone else have anything to add on to that? Or to
echo what racist said? No. Go ahead.
[Participant 5] 1:27:10
That's okay. No, I would just say that I agree with [Participant 1]. And I do believe that
the doctor is not the barrier as long as he or she sees the benefit, that would be overall
to the patient. So I think it's just a matter of educating, you know, the doctor and the
staff as to the importance of it.
[Moderator] 1:27:30
Fantastic, fantastic. Thank you so much, [Participant 5]. And [Participant 2],
[Participant 2] 1:27:34
I think the first step is to get your foot in the door, because when I worked in an office
setting, and you had to go through the office manager, and they usually bribed us with a
lunch. So that would be your incentive, once you get your foot in the door, and the
physicians are usually pretty open to listening to what you have to say. And there has to
be an outcome there. That's positive, like we said, a reward for them to be able to buy
into it. But using the staff and just getting, like I said, just getting in the office, sometimes
this might be the hardest part of the process.
[Moderator] 1:28:09
Sure. Great. Thank you so much, [Participant 2], and [Participant 4], anything to add on
to that before we wrap up?
[Participant 4] 1:28:19
Um, no, I agree. It just depends on the doctor. And like she said, really just getting in the
door. And once you get in, you just have to give the attention and have some some
research on what you're trying to present to him.
[Moderator] 1:28:32
Great. Wonderful. Well, that's all of the questions that we have for today's discussion.
Thank you, again, all so much for taking time out of your day and participating in this
discussion. And incredibly, incredibly valuable feedback. And we'll be taking this
information as we continue with our research. If you happen to have any questions
about today's discussion or the research that we're conducting, and feel free to reach
out to us via email, and have a wonderful day everyone.
[Participant 1] 1:28:56
I would say we'd love to see the results of it.
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[Investigator] 1:28:59
We will definitely we will definitely share that with you. We'll push it through the the
qualitative analysis and share that with you hopefully the next next two weeks.
[Participant 1] 1:29:09
Thank you.
[Participant 4] 1:29:10
Thank you, everyone. Thank you so much. Bye
[Moderator] 1:29:14
Bye now.
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